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PREFACE 

 

Dear Reader, 

Thank you for your time and attention to this vital topic of connecting the human body with technology. 

This document looks specifically at the illegal chipping with Bluetooth devices and the implications 

following it. It began as a very simple letter to be used by the law enforcement authorities to initiate an 

investigation, and was later developed as a document for a comprehensive solution to this problem in 

society. For this purpose, I use not only the available information on internet, but also my extensive 

spiritual experience with different teachings to have a deeper insight into the root of the problem.  

In this document, I have tried my best to present all the available information not as a tragic coincidence of 

circumstances that has led to an irreparable personal and social damage, but on the contrary as an 

inspiring opportunity to uplift the human spirit and consciousness to usher humanity into a much brighter 

era to be experienced.  

What is truth? As one spiritual teacher has put it, truth has been told only when the human spirit is 

uplifted. Then how could the present information be given in such a way so that the spirit can be uplifted 

since it is filled only with a tremendous amount of negativity? This was the biggest challenge in preparing 

the material. Let it be seen not as the absolute and only truth and possibility, but rather as an idea and 

principle of looking into things from a different perspective.  

How can we read this material? At the beginning, a great deal of evidence is cited and a number of graphic 

materials are presented on the actual content of the vaccines and the health consequences from them, 

including from the Bluetooth chips. Let this information serve only as a means of awakening the mind and 

turning the attention to finding an effective solution. Once we’ve understood the mistake we’ve allowed 

and the crime that has been committed and the consciousness is directed towards healing and removing 

the side effects of the injections, all these negative information and pictures need to be erased and in their 

place the picture of the already healed body needs to be installed in the mind and heart of the individual. 

This needs to be done both in those who receive the information and those who present it. Only then can 

the human spirit can be truly uplifted and only then will we know that we have told the truth. 

There is no more beautiful thing in the world than the truth. Truth is Miss Universe. Everyone wants to 

experience it. It gives complete transformation, complete satisfaction and new life.   

Let us take this chance and experience it. 

With gratitude, 

Manu - Momchil Pavlov 

Sofia, Bulgaria 

June 2022  

 

This document can be downloaded from: 

https://TheUKofLove.com  

  

https://theukoflove.com/
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TO MY SPIRITUAL GUIDES 

We’re nothing, but children on the stage of life so carefully and lovingly looked after by unknown beings 

from the spiritual realm with absolute dedication and amazing possibilities. That’s how I chose to perceive 

my life. Gratitude to those who guide us from the spiritual world is something that keeps me alive and 

inspired. Here I’d like to express my gratitude to them. Haha, yeah, this makes me feel like a child in a 

magical world, where my parents are the kings and queens of this magical kingdom and everything the 

kingdom can offer is there for me to explore safely and in a spirit of love and devotion!  

THE UNKNOWN SAVIOUR OF MY LIFE 

While I was 17 I tried to end my life by drinking some 

sleeping pills as I thought that life didn’t have any more 

meaning for me. I haven’t done drugs, nor did I have any 

problems with my family or a relationship. It’s just that I 

didn’t believe in spirituality, didn’t have spiritual 

experiences and simply couldn’t find any further meaning 

to live. It’s many years later that I had out-of-body 

experiences and felt how all I wanted to do is come back and have my body again. Also, from all spiritual 

masters I’ve met I understood that suicide really isn’t a good thing for the soul to experience as it becomes 

worse afterwords. I’m deeply devoted to the teachings of my spiritual guides. They have names and some 

of them are in a body. They helped me appreciate life on a much deeper level and not just find a meaning 

to live, but to be deeply inspired and to be alive. They came to me in different ways and in different 

methods, languages and interpretations with a common ground between them all. Yet, before all of them, 

I hold in my mind the memory of this one, THE UNKNOWN. The one who never had a written or spoken 

word and teaching or organisation, who never expected from me to follow a teaching that he has given, 

who didn’t even leave a trace for me to follow and say to him THANK YOU! He didn’t care that I did 

everything wrong according to the spiritual understanding that I have today. Somewhere in between life 

and death, somehow, something or someone has reached his hand out and simply has put me back inside 

my body and returned me to life without asking for anything.  

To this one: THANK YOU! 

The example of this spiritual power or guide is the first and leading light in my path. All the rest comes 

after this.   

Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 

Being born and raised in a communist society in Bulgaria in 1971 until 

1989 when democracy came to our country I wasn’t religious and never 

wanted to deal with religious organisations and gurus. Maharishi’s 

Transcendental Meditation was a completely different meditative 

experience from those I’ve tried before and never required anything from 

me other then just practising the technique. Up until today, this program 

remains for me the simplest, the easiest, the sweetest, the finest, the 

most gentle and innocent transcendence experience technology I’ve 

experienced. I was and remain fascinated with the milestone scientific research on the collective practice 

of the transcendental meditation and its advanced technique of TM-Sidhi (yogic flying) demonstrating that 

permanent peace, harmony and prosperity in society can be achieved with a scientific guarantee of a 

highest degree. It’s only through my deeper understanding of spirituality later that I started to understand 

why this technology isn’t being applied yet by all the governments of the world as a first priority to achieve 

all the goals of the national administration.  In addition to this, I received several very powerful spiritual 
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experiences with him that played a central role in some key moments of my life when I took life-changing 

decisions later on.  

Thank you Maharishi and thank you to all my brothers and sisters of Maharishi’s organisation through 

whom I was able to continue to be inspired and receive more and more experiences! 

PARAMAHAMSA NITHYANANDA 

This is my Daddy. This is how I call him as this is how I feel towards him. If you 

ever had a strong feeling connection with one guru you could hardly have 

another, but I am more than lucky to feel the continuous support for the Vedic 

tradition I was introduced to by Maharishi now through Nithyananda as a living 

guru as well. Nithyananda isn’t a very popular guru at the time I’m writing this 

document (June 2022). It’s only after I lived for several months in his ashram 

with his direct presence when I started to understand more and more why. The 

environment he grew up in is something that none of the rest have 

experienced. From left and right he was surrounded by gurus who had 

extraordinary powers and he grew up just like Harry Potter is shown to grow up 

in the Hogwarts magic castle. For him all of this is as natural, easily available and 

fun as it is football for the UK youngsters. Not having the loving care and devotion for his followers to give 

them what he has experienced as youngster is equal to an English father not teaching his boys football, 

because he lives in a country where nobody plays football as the parents of these people also never 

learned to play football and hence everyone is afraid of this game. That’s all really. Playing football doesn’t 

divert you from enlightenment and neither is playing with superpowers. It’s really that simple. 

 

My path with him wasn’t really smooth and straight forward, but it is pure and innocent. He is the most 

energetic and enthusiastic person alive that I personally ever met. His vision of reviving the numerous 

Hindu traditions of living in accord with the natural law is extraordinary. His greatest social achievement is  

the creation of Kailaasa, the only Hindu nation which has the Vedic scriptures as its own constitution and 

enlightenment of its citizens as the first priority. This is a strong message to the world that what we’ve 

seen for the indigenous populations on the Pandora planet in the movie Avatar can become a living reality 

for us as well on our planet Earth. If you aren’t sure what Hinduism is about you might simply watch that 

movie Avatar – it’s all Hinduism.  

Thank you Daddy for coming on planet Earth and presenting us this most amazing cosmic unfoldment for 

us, the human beings! 

SRI PRABHUPADA 

I only have a short, but most impressive contact with the Hare Krishna 

people as we all know them, the Srila Prabhupada followers from the 

ISCON organisation. I feel at home in their presence.  I also feel very strong 

energy in the air with them and the presence of a strong, disciplined 

tradition. The contribution of Srila Prabhupada for bringing the ancient 

Vedic texts and knowledge to the West is massive. These people are sweet, 

happy, smiling and…hm, not sure if I should admit it, but it’s a public secret 

– the best food ever you can experience is there and it is presented in the best atmosphere as well. 

Thank you to the Folkestone ISCON group through which I was able to have a small living experience 

glimpse into this tradition of Vedic knowledge.  
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THE MASTER BEINSA DOUNO (PETAR DUNOV) 

As a person who was born and raised in Bulgaria, the Bulgarian spiritual Master 

Beinsa Douno (Petar Dunov) has been a constant presence in my spiritual 

environment ever since I started looking deeper into spirituality after my initial 

experiences with Transcendental Meditation and yogic flying. The more I dive 

into his teachings the more shocking it is to me that I have been born in Bulgaria 

and through this being able to have direct access to his teachings in the original 

language that they were given. His teaching is a combination between the Vedic 

ancient knowledge and Christianity, but the main idea is developing sensitivity through a number of 

technologies involving music, singing, dancing, prayer, mind techniques, work with colours, strong 

connection with nature and others. When taking part in his morning spiritual dance, Panevritmia, I feel I’m 

experiencing something different from anything else I have experienced till now. The absolutely unique 

combination of music, singing, the beauty and idea of the text and dancing in nature and the smooth 

transition between individual dance to collective figures, inevitably creates in me in a most effortless and 

artistic way a connection with nature, God and the people. I know him as the Master who knew everything, 

because he really did know everything and there are so many testimonies from his followers to confirm it 

with so many examples. That’s why I’m so inspired by the incredible vision he has drawn for the future of 

humanity and the world. He predicted that very soon nothing will be left from the current civilisation and 

an entirely new human species will evolve to live on this planet with superpowers that we still are not able 

to comprehend as possible, like flying for many kilometres in the skies, seeing and hearing what’s 

happening on the other side of the world, etc. All these abilities are inside the human bodies and the new 

souls that are being incarnated now on our planet are already carrying them as possibilities.  

 

Thank you Master Beinsa Duono for coming on planet Earth and sharing with us these most amazing fruits 

of spiritual awakening! 
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SOPHIE 

Sophie is the spirit of a girl from Dover, UK, that I was able to establish contact with soon after she passed 

away. It was the first time I experienced contact with the soul of a person who has left the body, but it 

grew to something beyond anything I’ve expected. I’m still not able to explain to myself the beauty and 

depth of the experience and its intensity. It grew to a relationship that is unlike a common human 

understanding and my own understanding from my previous life experience. It was truly like falling in love 

for a life-time, but the most weird thing of all was, it was with a being that didn’t have a physical 

representation in our dimension, yet it was so real. It wasn’t the physical form seen from her picture that 

invoked this experience, but it was direct without knowing anything about her and from the very beginning 

I felt the incredible presence of someone whom I’d turn to as Goddess. I learned so many things through 

her. Starting with the language she used by speaking directly through experience. Sometimes my body 

would move together with the feeling to express what she feels and wants to convey. What was a tragic 

end and loss of a life for someone, for me it was the most extraordinary new beginning of something more 

real and empowering than anything before. This experience also taught me of the continuity of life and 

how the spiritual world can remain the same while the physical form can change. For most people who 

knew her they remember her in her physical form, but with me she didn’t have a visual form, but rather a 

presence.  My feeling was that she uses the light to connect directly to my nervous system to convey her 

experiences and messages. About a year later I gave her name to be included in a ceremony for liberation 

of the soul through the Maheshwara Puja offered by my guru Paramahamsa Nithyananda and I 

immediately felt the exact same presence as the very first times of our contacts and she was very excited. I 

also had instant message that she was incarnated as during the ceremony I switched the browser window 

and the first thing displayed on my screen was a short video explaining of real life proven incarnations with 

children remembering exact locations and families where they were in their previous life and all of this 

being confirmed after the family going and checking every part of the story at these locations. Once I held 

a baby girl in my hands and as I was enjoying her presence I suddenly felt Sophie’s presence and the exact 

same words she said through me in a recording went through my heart at this moment. I believe that it is 

completely possible for this girl to be her. The ancient Hindu tradition has a knowledge through which if 

members of the family who pass away want to come back in the same family they can do it again with the 

right experience. The girl I held in my hands was in the same area where she was before. Who knows, but I 

think it might very well be her. I thought if only her parents could have the same experience as me, they 

would never miss her again as they would have the same association in their hearts as me. They’d have the 

feeling she’s here and she’s back. Now I have association of one and the same spirit with three different 

forms: one is the girl in the physical form that everyone knew as Sophie, the other is the one without a 

form that connected through the light directly to my nervous system and the last one is in the form of a 

small girl, where who knows, one day this spirit might be unlocked and be able to spread the experiences 

that I had with her with the other people around her.  

Thank you Sophie, I’m always here and open to your presence and messages.  
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DEDICATED TO 

I dedicate this document to my dad without whose support it would never have seen light.  In a turn of a 

destiny I had to go back to my parents when I saw my dad bedridden. This was an entirely new moment in 

my life. I rediscovered my home, my family and my country as if I've never been there before. There's 

some kind of very powerful harnessing presence at my home and around that made me feel born again. I 

never liked my country like this before. When I first saw my mother and sister taking amazing care of my 

dad and when I myself started doing it, I felt something extraordinary calming. I felt like god is telling me: 

“You see how much love there is? Nothing is required from you. The reality that you see from outside is 

the reality from inside. Just like your dad might look disabled, but is experiencing all the physical comfort 

and love of his family, the same way you might be thinking of yourself. You might think that you’re limited 

in whatever, but you can always turn to me and I’ll provide you with the same amount of love and comfort 

as you do for your dad and even more. You absolutely cannot fail in whatever you're thinking or doing as 

all the work is done by somebody else who loves you. You just relax inside and accept my love and care for 

you. Just like you’re here for your dad, I’m always here for you and every single little thing you need, and 

even way more than that and all of this is so beautiful”. No money in the world and no hard work can give 

this to a person. I feel this is some kind of extraordinary grace and mercy I’m experiencing. All penetrating 

loving presence. It's more like he's giving me a chance to experience love of a level like never before. I 

don’t want to have a single day of my life without this feeling and that’s why I feel like I want to take my 

dad with me forever!  

 

There’s a very supportive atmosphere around my dad in which I was able throughout the days to put 

together, piece by piece, this document. Most surprisingly, he even developed some kind of channelling 

abilities and started to give more and more often important messages. On a few occasions he predicted 

some things that later became reality or just a few hours later the day I was able to confirm the 

information he was talking about through the news channels. I feel incredible support in his presence and 

words. I sometimes lay next to him and hug him as there’s absolutely amazing tranquillity and peace 

coming from his body that transforms me.  He’s the one who is supposed to be bedridden by a limitation, 

but it’s actually him who completely replenishes my inner peace and world whenever I get near him.  

The morning after I felt I’m almost done with this document, he started speaking straight away by feeling 

and understanding everything I’ve put my heart into without me telling him anything. “We’re going for 

something really big …We just have no other choice. It’s just a… miracle (once again he underlined that it is 

unique and very effective).  Sometimes we must really undertake something unique. We’ve succeeded 

before and this time we will succeed again.” I’ve recorded his words and made a short 1 minute video with 

his message to keep his blessing for this project.  

And let God be with us all. We will need him.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This document explains and demonstrates the most powerful system at present of presenting the 

information on the real agenda behind the mRNA vaccines. This topic is the most important moment in our 

current reality of the year 2022. The mRNA vaccines are not vaccines. They are a bioweapon for 

depopulation, changing the human DNA and inserting an operational system in the body through nano-

technology in order to take complete control over the body, mind and emotions of the people and connect 

them with AI for the benefit of a small group of individuals. The manipulations of the combined orchestra 

of the World Health Organisation, the government, the mass media and the NHS have thrown a very deep 

fog over the minds and feelings of the people, so much so that it is truly hard for them to perceive as 

possible a manipulation and a crime of such monstrous proportions. We, the ones who are awake to this 

reality, have a choice.  

 We can run to another country where the vaccinated people are negligibly small number as we 

can’t stand living in the horror of a society with the majority of the people living in a prison without 

understanding it and knowing that from now on it’s only downwards fall until they wake up, which 

is hardly possible 

 We can stay and try to find an island of personal freedom among the ocean of insanity around us 

and hope that someday, somehow things can get better for us.  

 We turn to the higher source and take it that as always there’s a higher reason for everything and 

that behind this greatest catastrophe for the human race there must be a most fantastic possibility 

for human consciousness breakthrough. We embrace this possibility. We take it to our hearts and 

with overflowing love and enthusiasm we spread this reality there and then where we are at the 

moment.  

This document is for all of these groups of people in the present moment and in the future. It works the 

same way for all of them. Just read the manual and apply the system. That’s all.  

II. ADVANTAGES OF THE BLUETOOTH FREEDOM SYSTEM (HYPERSONIC TRUTH SYSTEM) OF PRESENTING 

THE INFORMATION ON THE mRNA VACCINES. 

 Absolute simplicity 

 The system allows for anyone to be approached about this subject and the information to be 

presented in a clear and simple way, while with the other approaches this is extremely difficult 

 This system includes live demonstration, which eliminates any references to outer sources. The 

presenter gives first hand information and results from the test. He is not telling a story or narrative 

that he has heard from somebody else. The presenter and the viewer, both are the top experts, 

equal with their qualifications to the WHO president, the head of the government, the head of the 

NHS and the head of the largest and most respected medical scientific union in the country. None 

of the named authorities know and have any special knowledge, powers and privileges above those 

than the presenter and the viewer of this system as both of these individuals have all the 

recognised by society prerequisites of holders of the highest authority scientific truth: the 

education, the qualification, the experience, the professional community and the public 

responsibility.   

 The results from the demonstration can be instantly replicated by anyone with a phone (compare 

this option with any scientific study regarding the adverse effects of the vaccines…) 

 Giving a chance for anyone to take part in actively spreading the awareness on the illegal Bluetooth 

chipping of the vaccinated. With this they spread also the idea that the producers can put anything 

they want in the vials without anyone having any control of the process 
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 The system proves in minutes that it isn’t just a development and production error that causes the 

numerous adverse effects from the vaccines, but it is an intentionally created bio weapon for 

depopulation and complete body/mind/emotions control tool to take over the free will of the 

people and convert them into bio-robots 

 Gives a chance for the vaccinated to place claims for financial compensation based on being 

subjected to biological experiment that they have not given their consent for 

 This method of approach goes to the root of the social problem. The problem isn’t that there are 

people who want to enslave other people. The problem is that there are people who allow for this 

to happen. The other methods involve mainly fighting with the people who want to commit the 

crime, which is a very laborious process and meets great resistance. This method just opens the 

eyes of the people that they are being lied to. Once there’s no support for the policies and vision of 

the crime committers the crime will be eradicated.   

 Unlike the other approaches it also creates a positive image for the future by providing deeper 

understanding on the causes of this event and explaining the spiritual and mind mechanisms of 

how we can change our reality to create the healing experience from what has occurred 

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE STANDARD APPROACH OF GIVING INFORMATION ON THE VACCINES 

AND THE BLUETOOTH FREEDOM APPROACH  

Here’s a table to illustrate the incredible advantages this system of presenting the information on the 

vaccines has over the standard way of doing it by now. The first, standard approach I call Bang Head in the 

Wall, as this is how it feels when doing it. The second one, which I have developed and is presented here, I 

call Hypersonic (rocket) Truth to make an analogy with the hypersonic rockets for which no defence 

mechanisms are available at the moment. The core idea is that we don’t speak about the vaccines until the 

very last moment. We speak about illegal Bluetooth devices. We ask people if they know about the illegal 

network of Bluetooth devices that is all over the city as we want to bring awareness of this issue. 

Immediately with this we make an instant quick demonstration with a triple proof that indeed there are 

such kind of unknown, non-registered (illegal) Bluetooth devices that are hidden from the main menu of 

the Bluetooth scanning apps of all modern phones and are of the laboratory test class according to the 

international Bluetooth classification organisation. The question then remains, what are these devices and 

who has turned the whole city and the entire country into his own Bluetooth experimental laboratory 

without him wanting the people to know about it. It’s only then that we present the information that these 

illegal Bluetooth devices are actually the Bluetooth chips from the vaccines which are based on nano-

technology. 

 

  

LEVEL 1: STARTING THE CONVERSATION - THE SUBJECT  
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When starting a conversation on the topic of the 
dangers of the vaccines one instantly loses the 
attention of the vast majority of the vaccinated 
people, perhaps something like about 90% of them, 
especially when this information doesn’t come 
from an official source. This is because of the 
established beliefs from many years in the past and 
also the sensitivity of this subject. People just don’t 
want to talk about it, especially with someone 
who’s on the opposite side and hasn’t got 
established credentials.  
The failure rate of entering into a conversation with 
this approach is something around 90%+. 

 Starting a conversation on the presence of non-
registered, illegal Bluetooth devices with anyone is 
not an issue at all, as long as it is done in a polite 
and respectful manner. People do not have 
established contradictory beliefs in this area. Most 
of the people have used Bluetooth and feel 
competent about it, so it’s something simple that 
their attention is required for a bit.  
The success rate here is around 100% and it 
mostly depends on the respectful way of 
approaching and the availability for contact of the 
approached person at the moment.  
 
 

LEVEL 2: THE ARGUMENTATION – DEMOS, EVIDENCES, REFERENCES 

Even if the approached person agrees to enter into 
a conversation on the subject of the danger of the 
vaccines, it becomes almost impossible to invite 
him into exploration of the evidence about it. The 
reason is that both sides do not have a common 
point of reference. Neither of the sides can provide 
first hand evidence on their argumentation unless 
they are established professionals in their field and 
this very rarely is the case. Therefore, the only way 
of presenting evidence is by using references, i.o. 
somebody else has discovered something, but you 
haven’t seen it yourself and now you’re quoting 
somebody else’s experience. The issue here is that 
because of the established beliefs the moment one 
side starts doing references to some sources the 
other side immediately starts doing references to 
other sources. There aren’t common sources that 

Once we’ve received the permission of the person 
to present him with the information on the 
subject we immediately step into giving live 
demonstration about it. This is 100% completely 
different approach compared to the other as here 
we are the first hand providers of the information 
+ we also are able to give a live demo and not just 
tell a story of our own discovery. In addition to 
this together with this process we also 
immediately empower the other person by giving 
him the method of reaching the scientific 
conclusion himself. He has the necessary tools – 
mobile phone and software, but now we’re 
educating him how he can conduct the 
experiment himself, so that he also experiences 
himself as a first hand provider of scientific 
research. The demonstration and education takes 
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both sides completely trust and agree upon. 
Therefore, there can be hundreds and even 
thousands of scientific researches on the subject, 
but this doesn’t mean that they will be accepted as 
credible sources of information by both sides, 
unless they are officially announced by the mass 
media, the government and the NHS.  
Here is the proof of this situation: 
750+ Studies About the Dangers of the COVID-19 
Injections 
 

minutes instead of years and the presented 
evidence becomes undeniable by both sides as 
both sides agree upon and trust one and same 
source of original, raw data – the phone and the 
approved by over one million users software to 
identify and find a specific Bluetooth device.  
 

LEVEL 3: THE RESPONSIBILITY AND INCENTIVE FOR ACTION 

Even if you have been able to pass through the 
previous two phases which is close to impossible it 
becomes an incredible challenge to demand from 
the person to undertake any kind of action on the 
matter. Unless you see some kind of crime and 
you’re talking to a police officer who due to the 
specificity of his professional requirements needs 
to give you some attention, nobody can feel 
obliged in any kind of way to undertake any action 
upon the information you’re presenting. There are 
no socially binding circumstances for this to occur. 
Therefore, most of the times all the cases who 
were successful with the previous steps will end up 
here. 

When presenting the evidence on the existence of 
the illegal Bluetooth devices and explaining what 
their character we are able to require from all 
owners and general managers of every public area 
space to inform everyone entering the area of 
their premises of the existence of these illegal 
Bluetooth devices. It’s a security issue and by law 
they need to provide a publicly safe area for 
everyone who enters their premises. Further, by 
understanding the health and mind manipulation 
risks that are connected with this event it 
becomes even more vital to immediately inform 
everyone on these risks and the potential 
solutions to the issue. Otherwise the very 
existence of their own business or institution will 
be put under question.  
Further, now all vaccinated people have a financial 
incentive to file a complaint in the police for being 
subjected by the vaccine producer companies to a 
biological experiment without their knowledge 
and consent. The financial compensation they can 
receive will help them with the losses they might 
have experienced due to this event and the 
recovery costs.  
With this we can see that when it comes to this 
area of appealing to the personal and professional 
responsibility and giving an active financial 
incentive to file a complaint this approach of 
presenting the information on the vaccines is far 

https://doctors4covidethics.org/750-studies-about-the-dangers-of-the-covid-19-injections/
https://doctors4covidethics.org/750-studies-about-the-dangers-of-the-covid-19-injections/
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superior to the other that is being applied at the 
moment. 

 
LEVEL 4: THE IDEA OF INTENT 

Even if the vaccinated person reaches the 
understanding that the vaccines don’t work and 
even give negative side effects, the idea that the 
mRNA Covid vaccines by design are intended for 
depopulation and mind/body/emotion 
manipulation can not reach the awareness of the 
individual. Such potential crime is simply too big to 
be perceived as possible. There can be an idea of 
medical and technical negligence, greed and 
corruption, but not a premeditated, deliberate 
action against the population of the nation. This 
remains a conspiracy theory, which simply cannot 
be true.  

When directly demonstrating the presence of 
undeclared Bluetooth chips in the bodies of the 
vaccinated and those who underwent intensive 
PCR testing procedures the idea of using the 
mRNA vaccines and the threat of Covid infection 
as a undercover for installation of a new, much 
deeper body/mind/emotion control system in 
society becomes instantly obvious. Now that the 
idea that there’s no control over the contents of 
the vaccines breaks through the mind of the 
vaccinated individual, finally all the other gathered 
research and evidence on the adverse effects of 
the vaccines will make way more sense. 

 
Now the goal has been hit, the awakening is happening and the healing process may start, as there’s 
awareness of the problem and a connection between causes and results has been established. Without 
this, according to the received information by now, there’s a very slim chance for the affected once to 
remain in good health and even survive in the nearest future. 

 

Key advantage advantage of this system of spreading the information on the hidden agenda of the mRNA 

vaccines is that it can be applied by everyone. It’s simple, demonstrable, clear and engaging. Engaging 

everyone guarantees the fast and efficient spread of information. Further, as for the authorities, the 

presented evidence are way more simple and convincing as absolutely everyone who can work with a 

phone can discover beyond any shadow of a doubt that these unknown Bluetooth devices truly are located 

in the bodies of the vaccinated and all of this happens in just minutes.  
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Providing evidence for the adverse effects of the vaccines is a very laborious and lengthy process that only a 

few can do, while providing evidence that there are illegal Bluetooth devices and they are located in the 

bodies of the vaccinated is a piece of cake – everyone can do it in a matter of minutes.  

Another key advantage of this system is that it eliminates the intermediary level of access to the original 

scientific truth about the vaccines held by the WHO, the government and the NHS. People don’t feel 

competent and confident about medicine and science and they simply feel the need to delegate the 

responsibility of understanding and decision making of this matter to the ones who are considered 

competent and responsible in society about it. This is exactly what the crime committers are counting on 

to continue with their world scale manipulations. With the herein approach we don’t go there where 

people don’t feel competent and confident about. We don’t talk about scientific research and medical 

findings or if we do they come at the very end of the presentation. We simply move the entire 

development onto a completely different field. It is a field where everyone who has a basic knowledge of 

use of a smartphone can identify without any question of a doubt that YES, there are Bluetooth emissions 

coming from the bodies of the vaccinated, which undoubtedly means that they have been illegally chipped 

against their knowledge and consent. Now every individual has the same qualification and authority as the 

president of WHO, the prime minister and any top medical professional in the country.  
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IT’S ABOUT MOTIVATION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL CHANGE, NOT INTELLIGENCE 

The application used to detect and find 

the illegal Bluetooth devices (the chips of 

the vaccinated) is dead simple. If you can 

use a smartphone then you can find the 

Bluetooth vaccine chips. It’s not a matter 

of intelligence, it’s a matter of 

motivation.  

The Bluetooth Scanner Finder app that is 

being used here for the detection of the 

Bluetooth vaccine chips has 1 Million+ 

downloads and has around 4 star rating. 

When one reads the reviews it becomes 

clear how simple and how fast anyone 

can find the location of any Bluetooth 

device. The vast majority of users feel 

very grateful and happy to find their lost 

Bluetooth devices. Do not allow anyone 

to try to argue that this application 

cannot prove that vaccinated people 

have been chipped. If this person claims 

this, then he automatically puts himself 

in an intellectual category of people that 

stays below these 1 Million+ users, meaning he’s not able to identify the location of these Bluetooth 

devices and this is quite offensive for his own abilities and intelligence. But it’s not a matter of intelligence, 

it’s a matter of motivation. 

The only reason why this extensive document has been elaborated and all the proofs and documentation 

gathered is to deal with the psychological element of identifying the source of the unknown Bluetooth 

devices, not the technical. When we look at the feedback of the common user of the application we see 

that they need just a few minutes of explanations and a few minutes to find their Bluetooth device and 

that’s it, job finished. This is because there’s no psychological baggage attached to the Bluetooth devices 

they are interested in, other than experiencing the loss of their favourite wireless earbuds. It’s because an 

elephant enters the room when it is mentioned that vaccinated people have been chipped why this system 

of presenting the information and all the documentation with it has been prepared. If we are able to kick 

the elephant out of the room for a moment (forget the psychological part of identifying the unknown 

Bluetooth devices) the job will be finished in the same amount of time as any other user of this app which 

is about 15-20 minutes.  

IV. A PLAN FOR COORDINATED ACTION 

As people in positions want to see responsible attitude from people who are approaching them with 

significant information, requests and demands and this information is of such character, it’s best to 

approach the official institution in society that’s expected to be informed and deal with this matter in the 

first place and this is the police.  

The core idea around the need of plan and coordination is that this document is best to be presented 

simultaneously at as many police stations in the country as possible. Best is all police stations at once. Is 

this possible and why is this needed?  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
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Every police station in the country is responsible for the crimes that are being committed in the specific 

area it covers. As the crime with the illegal Bluetooth devices is happening everywhere, this means that 

such complaints can be filed at each police station in the country.  

Why is this necessary? This is necessary for the following reason. The crime that we’re dealing with here is 

of an extraordinarily big proportions, so much so that the common human mind cannot perceive it as 

possible and will automatically reject it as a possibility. I’ve been rejected already once at a police station in 

the UK at the very beginning for this reason, but at that time I didn’t have this documentation and also the 

accumulated experience and the right approach. Further, if the investigative officer has been bombarded 

so intensively with messages in one direction and has seen the overwhelming part of the population going 

in this direction, then the contents of this documentation, which goes against it, will create a tremendous 

amount of psychological pressure and discomfort for him. Please, do watch the following very short videos 

on the psychology of social conformity. When you see them you’ll understand that giving an individual 

complaint at a single police station for a case like this is practically equal to conducting these social 

experiments again, but now expecting them to have a different outcome. This is not a scientifically based 

approach and the risk of failure is unreasonably high. We want to create a socially supportive environment 

for the investigation officers where they will feel strongly supported to say exactly what they see, instead 

of asking them to be superheros and break all social behaviour science laws that we’re seeing with these 

videos. Instead of social atmosphere that says: I’m alone against all the rest we can create for them an 

atmosphere that says: Everyone knows about this and all the colleagues are working on the same subject, 

so I’m free to say exactly what I think as I don’t need to conform with the rest to keep my social status and 

risk my job.   

As it is with the police authorities in this respect, so is it with the level of prosecution and on the 

government level as well. All of these groups need to feel that the majority of the people from their 

professional area know about this subject and also that there are quite a large number of people who 

demand a clear answer on this matter and have stepped forward and this information is spreading 

extremely fast. It’s not that people are necessarily corrupt and dishonest if they reject something that 

looks so simple and obvious for somebody else. Once again, the incredible social behaviour impact of the 

group action will give us the answers in these videos.  

Conformity experiment – are people sheep? 

In this video an unaware woman of the experiment 

joins a group of actors who stand up every time there’s 

a beep in the room. What’s more shocking though is 

that not only she goes on doing this while left alone in 

the room, but she manages to teach all the newcomers 

to do the same without anybody ever trying to find the 

meaning of it. The conclusion is that people are ready 

to do unreasonable things when confronted with the 

possibility of being left out of the group, because 

people are social beings. YouTube: Social Experiment – most people are sheep, 

https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ   

https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ
https://youtu.be/MEhSk71gUCQ
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The ASCH experiment of conformity. During the 

1950s Solomon Asch conducted and published a 

series of experiments that demonstrated the 

degree to which an individual's own opinions are 

influenced by those of a majority group. 

Demonstrating how a "normal" human being can 

be pressured into unusual behaviour by people 

they deem as authority figures, or by the 

consensus of opinion around them. In the video 

a subject is placed in a group of actors who were instructed to give the wrong answer to a very simple 

visual test. Shockingly the subject conforms to the group’s false answer and starts giving the same false 

answer simply to remain in the majority of the group. YouTube: The Asch Experiment, 

https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8  

Now that you watched the videos, try to think about how they apply to a situation where a police officer or 

a prosecutor is given this documentation while being in a country with around 70-80% of the population 

being vaccinated. That will be, once again, nothing else but literally repeating the exact same experiments 

in this new environment and expecting a different outcome. This wouldn’t be an intelligent approach 

where one could expect a positive outcome.   

 

Important videos 

Please, also watch the tutorial videos dedicated to this initiative. The main one will be Hypersonic Truth 

Approaching and there can be others as well with explanations and real live demos from the police offices 

and other places. They are of key importance to acquire the right knowledge and create the right inner 

image when entering into contact with the police and other authorities, groups and people. These videos 

are on my Bitchute channel The UK of Love, Rumble TheUKofLove and on my website 

https://TheUKofLove.com .    

ACTION STEPS 

Here are the action steps for all those who will be willing to take part in this initiative of bringing 

awareness to the whole population about the illegal Bluetooth chipping. I call this project Bluetooth 

Freedom: 

1. Read this document. 

This document looks at the issue from a wide variety of angles. When you get acquainted with 

them you’ll become way more competent than any institution in the country. If this wasn’t the case 

then the institutions would have already done this job, but for now it’s up to you, the individual and 

the groups who choose to take part in this initiative. In addition, you’ll get equipped with the new 

mindset and inner images that guarantee the success of this initiative. This is a key element. 

2. Watch the tutorial and demo videos 

Go on the Bitchute channel The UK of Love, Rumble TheUKofLove or on the 

https://TheUKofLove.com website and watch Hypersonic Truth Approaching and other videos 

which will be dedicated to the theme. I don’t want to engage myself with people who aren’t 

acquainted with this new system of presenting the information. As you’ll see from the Hypersonic 

Truth Approaching video I’ve gone through a lot until I discovered this method. The other methods 

don’t work or if they do they require way more effort and can engage just a few people but not 

everyone, like it is in the method described herein. The time you’ll spend, just a few hours, in 

https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/F1hxIVkMlsrW/
https://rumble.com/user/TheUKofLove
https://theukoflove.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/F1hxIVkMlsrW/
https://rumble.com/user/TheUKofLove
https://theukoflove.com/
https://youtu.be/qA-gbpt7Ts8
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educating yourself on this subject is ridiculously small compared to anything else out there and it’s 

something that’s guaranteed to work.   

3. Start testing with your phone 

You need to have at least some basic experience with doing the tests with your phone and to know 

how to interpret the information. You cannot demand from others something you aren’t doing 

yourself. The core of this method of spreading awareness on the fraud with the vaccines is 

empowering everyone to become a scientist himself and discover the original truth without the 

mediation of any other scientific or governmental authority. Therefore, you need to be able to both 

demonstrate and teach others the method. Luckily, this is super simple and requires very short time 

and practice.  

4. Inform others on the Bluetooth Freedom project 

We’ve got everything needed to present the evidence, but we need to take into account the social 

behavioural science regarding conformity as mentioned earlier. We need to create the right social 

environment to allow for the process of flow of information to happen easily and smoothly. We 

need to do this together if we want to have any social impact at all. Therefore, we need to gather as 

many people as possible for the project.  

5. Register in the forum Bluetooth Freedom Project 

Go to https://theukoflove.com/forum/ and register in. You’ll see that there are sections for the 

teams of the different countries in the world and also common sections for everyone. You can also 

follow the Telegram channel https://t.me/vaxchipfinder 

6. Additions from lawyers 

I’m not an expert in law. I just wrote the letter with attachments to the police following common 

sense and basic logic. I’m ready to amend the text according to offered corrections and additions 

from law experts, which will enhance the presentation of the case.  

7. Translations 

If English isn’t your mother tongue and isn’t used as an official language in your country then the 

document needs to be translated in order to be presented to your local officials. Register yourself in 

the Bluetooth Freedom Project, https://theukoflove.com/forum/ , and ask for the Word version of 

the document to make the translation work easier. I’ll alsomake all the Photoshop files for the 

illustrations available there as well.  

8. Buy yourself a body camera or have someone record you filing the complaint at the police station 

and other important institutions or occasions 

Go on Amazon, eBay or somewhere else and you’ll see a number of quite affordable body cameras 

that will do the job quite fine. I personally used this one from the UK Amazon: Pen Hidden Camera 

with FHD1080P, 32GB SD Card, 180 Minutes Battery Life [2022 Version]. You’ll see the quality of the 

videos from the demos at the police stations and other places I’ve posted, which for me is amazing 

for such kind of price, about £30. Using this camera made me and the police officers feel more at 

ease as they didn’t notice I was doing the recording and everyone was acting naturally.    

If you aren’t able to do a video, please try at least to make an audio recording and every mobile 

phone can do such. You can do the audio recording with the same phone with which you’re doing 

the demo and no one will notice you are recording as it goes in the background. The only thing is 

you need to watch out when you are dragging down the upper screen menu of the phone if you’re 

turning on/off some functionalities as normally this part of the menu indicates the recording 

activity.  

 

Having a large number of video recordings of filing real life complaints on this topic is essential for 

two purposes – training and inspiration. This whole method was developed based on real life 

https://theukoflove.com/forum/
https://t.me/vaxchipfinder
https://theukoflove.com/forum/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B09LCT33YB/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B09LCT33YB/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=1
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interactions and we need to go on perfecting it. But there’s another even more important reason 

for accumulating a large number of life videos of filing such complaints and this is inspiring others 

to do the same and giving a powerful message to the viewers that this thing is going in large 

numbers and it is a wave that’s growing. Once again, watch the conformity social experiments 

videos to understand why such kinds of video recordings of what we are doing are really important 

for the success of the project.  

9. Finances 

There are some minimal amounts of finances involved in the process. As my initial experience 

showed that out of 1000+ visitors to my website there wasn’t anyone making donations (for which I 

don’t blame them, but understand that I need to develop more efficient ways of attracting financial 

support for the project) I decided to put a price for the current document of a few pounds. This 

everyone can afford. The additional expenses come from printing out the part of this document 

that is going to be presented at the police – that’s the letter + the attachments. These are some 

additional few pounds. A body camera will be around £30. All together that’ll be around £50. If 

you’re working in a team, these expenses will be even less.  

10. New inner images and higher consciousness development 

I’m putting a lot of attention on the inner image and the higher consciousness development when 

approaching people regarding this project. Please, understand that this part consists of more than 

50% of the success of the project. We cannot give something to people that we don’t have. We 

cannot give right inner space if we don’t have it already in abundance. We need to give hope for 

the people, therefore we have to have it upfront. The outcome of the interaction is being decided 

before it ever has started. I’m inviting everyone to regularly do whatever practice they consider 

best for them in this respect to develop a strong positive image for everything we’re doing and will 

come up as a result from our work.  

Information spreads really slow where there’s doom and gloom and really fast where there’s joy 

and enthusiasm. In order to bring this explosion of positivity inside the atmosphere we want to 

create for the people to go on their exploration process regarding the illegal Bluetooth devices and 

finding the solutions for it we ourselves need to be representing a respectful authority, which 

brings in a new hope and security for the future. How on earth can we bring those inside this 

atmosphere if these qualities don’t overflow inside our hearts? Let’s do our best and do the change 

in ourselves FIRST! 

11. Building contact databases 

There will be circular letters available for distribution for different institutions and organisations 

once the signal has been placed with the police. That’s why we need to build a database with the 

emails of these organisations. Where people would like to send printed letters, the addresses 

should be ready. This work can be going on while we gather enough people for the launch day.  

12. Prepare all the necessary materials to support you with the presentations and the spread of the 

information 

 Leaflets 

 Letters 

 Boards 

 T-Shirts with messages and slogans 

13. Common letter/petition of the people who have done the test with the application and have 

confirmed that there are Bluetooth emitting devices inside the bodies of the vaccinated. 

People want to see a really responsible approach if you’re to ask them to change something of a 

great proportions according to their own standards. It’s so much better when presenting the 
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information anywhere to be able to quote a whole group of active individuals who have done the 

same research as you yourself and now you simply invite more people to join an already big group, 

instead of giving the impression that you are actually alone.  

In this aspect, it will be really great to formulate a letter that will be signed by a group of 

professionals in the telecommunication area, so we can start with the local IT shops. But such 

letters can be signed by other groups of professionals as well. 

Other professionals that can be approached are the funeral agencies, the insurance companies and 

others who have much clearer insight and data on the developing dynamics with the adverse 

effects from the vaccines. 

14. Order of approaching authorities and groups of people 

 Police 

As people want to see authority and responsibility when dealing with this matter we need 

to approach the police force first. When getting acquainted with the method we will do the 

testing in the city and best with separate individuals if possible. But once we get the initial 

experience and knowledge of how to work with the app we go for common organised action 

with the institutions. When you mention in your further presentations that complaints have 

already been filed at the police then the listener will instantly understand that this issue is 

serious and you’re approaching him with care and responsibility for the whole society and 

not just to get your kicks out of talking with somebody and trying to prove yourself right. 

Therefore, the first institution that needs to be approached is the police.  

 City council 

This is the second institution. Normally one would expect that we need to turn to the mass 

media, but every awakened person is well aware of the reasons why we can’t rely on them 

at this moment. Therefore, we turn to the local territorial administration institutions units 

on a second level and we ask them for full cooperation in spreading the information among 

the population as we cannot rely on the mass media, the government and the NHS for this.  

 Supermarkets 

Supermarkets are in many respects the most powerful institution in the country – more 

powerful than the mass media, the government and the NHS. Anyone who watches and 

understands Derren Brown and his demonstrations of the incredible power of the visual 

messages in the public spaces will understand this instantly. We need to turn them after we 

turn to the first two institutions. When they understand that we’ve turned to the previous 

two institutions, they will perceive us as people with responsibility towards the whole 

community and will listen to us.  

 All owners, general managers and heads of any kind of public spaces 

The presence of active illegal Bluetooth devices presents a hazard for the data of everyone 

who is in the range of these devices. Therefore, every owner, general manager, head and 

head of security needs to inform all the employees and visitors of the hazards their data is 

being exposed to by entering their premises as they have such illegal Bluetooth network 

functioning in their area and they have no idea what this is. But, if they know what this 

network is, then they need to inform all the employees and visitors of the hazards that 

these Bluetooth devices pose for the health and psychology of the individual. The developed 

visual of the real meaning of these Bluetooth devices (see it in the letter to the police) gives 

an instant idea of why it is of utmost importance for every public space  manager to inform 

the visitors of these risks. Once again, we cannot rely on the government, the NHS and the  

to expect a solution coming from the direction from where the problem was created. They 
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can join at any moment they wish, but we don’t rely on them at this stage if ever at all.  

Such kind of public spaces are kinder gardens, schools, universities, government institution 

buildings, sports centres, stadiums, hotels, shops, restaurants, pubs, beauty salons, 

hairdressers, theatre and music halls, libraries, exhibition halls, festivals, health centres, 

hospitals, bus stations, train stations, airports, transportation units, etc.    

15. Concentrated zones of impact 

When analysing the social behavioural videos on social conformity and Derren Brown’s videos on 

the power of the visual messages on public spaces, we will see how important it is for this message 

to be brought on a wide scale even if it is just for a short period of time. All we want is to create a 

socially comfortable situation where people would feel at ease to check on their phones for the 

presence of the Bluetooth microchips of the vaccinated. For this it will be of much higher efficiency 

for the involved groups of each county to gather on weekends in one single city and create a 

massive impact on this zone rather than staying as a insignificantly small group of people at their 

own towns on their regular activity gatherings. This is how we can have a live demo for all the shops 

and the institutions in this town on how to present the information on this subject and explain 

what level of importance it has for the survival and existence of our society. We want to stimulate 

the local institutions and businesses 

to take over the matter of spreading 

this information among the citizens 

as we cannot rely on the government, 

the NHS and the mass media for this 

at this point of time. In this aspect 

the smaller cities will be of higher 

priority first. If we are able to awaken 

one whole zone for this reality, we 

can go from zone to zone to expand 

these achievements further.  

This picture illustrates the sought 

after result of our initiatives.    
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V. IF I CAN DO IT, THEN ANYONE CAN 

The images and ideas from the visual on the next page came to me only AFTER I handed the 

documentation to the police and gave myself the account that I’m the first one in the world (as far 

as I know) to have raised this matter on an institutional level. Until this moment I always felt I’m 

doing something that is completely normal and that’s simply common sense. But now I felt that it 

will have an impact and all of these images started coming in my mind. I’ll share them with you as I 

want you to have the same experience. They belong to you as much as they belong to me. I want 

you to feel the same way I did and still do when I’m doing this work. If you’re doing this work, then 

KNOW that this is you – just substitude the image and name with yourself and you’ll see the reality 

the way I see it as well.  

When I handed the documentation and felt that I was going to have an impact, suddenly an image 

came to my mind. On one side it was me, the former chef and courier driver from the last few years 

and on the other side there were all these institutions – the World Health Organisation, the 

government, the NHS and the mass media. Here it is, there’s this one guy who has discovered 

something that ALL these other institutions taken together have missed and it is absolutely decisive 

for the destiny of the whole nation. It’s the very first priority, before anything else as it’s the most 

decisive factor for the sovereignty of the nation and even the mere existence of the nation. For all 

these institutions, it means the entire trust of the people in them and from there what kind of 

future they will have. I claim that there are Bluetooth chips in the vaccines, I have knowb about it 

for almost a year during which all I was trying to do is to find a method to present the information 

in a way they can correctly perceive it. On the other hand we have all of these institutions that 

DON’T KNOW about it. I do, but they don’t.  Or if someone knows, then he doesn’t do anything 

about it. Of course, I’m well aware that there are a few who not only know about it, but they’re 

consciously and actively taking part in this plan, but I believe the majority of them are unconscious 

about it.   

WOW!.... JUST WOW! What an absurdity. And what a humiliation for all the education, status and 

resources of all these people inside these institutions. I haven’t got a university degree and I’m a 

former chef and a driver. So, what is all this education of all these professionals in all these 

institutions all about, when if you’ve missed this thing then you’ve missed everything – you missed 

preserving the autonomy of your own body, mind and emotions and everything that follows from 

it, your entire freedom and life itself and for the ones you’re responsible for. How can you be 

responsible for the freedom and life of other people when you missed on such a basic level to 

protect your own freedom and life?  

Not only do I not hate, nor do I ridicule the people in these institutions, but I sincerely want to help 

everyone in this situation. What happened to the knowledge, professionalism, responsibility and 

values in our world?  

You, people in these institutions: WAKE UP! You need complete re-education. Starting from the 

very beginning. What was working untiil today isn’t working any more. It’s over!  

You, the common person: WAKE UP! If you go with a conscious thought and care for everyone in 

society then you can have more power than all of these institutions taken together. You are the one 

who is responsible for your future and you can do it.   
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Now, take this visual and make your own version of it with your face, your story and your name. This is the 

reality, when you go with integrity, authenticity and responsibility for the good of the whole society.  

You the artist, the accountant, the babysitter, the hairdresser, the laborer, the sailor, the tailor, the waiter, 

the actor, the baker, the dentist, the farmer, the salesperson, the undertaker, the filmmaker, the 

instructor, the teacher, the taxi driver, the financier, the lawyer, the manager, the real estate agent, the 

bartender, the electrician, the receptionist, the carpenter, the engineer, the doctor, the nurse, the 

entertainer, the scientist, the architect, the performer, the therapist, the entrepreneur, the pharmacist, 

the doorman, the midwife, the builder, the security guard, the musician, the retiree, the chef, the plumber, 

the professor, the street sweeper, the programmer, the student, the courier, the office worker, the post 

man, the priest or the housewife, YOU ARE THE ONE WHO HAS MORE POWER THAN ALL OF THEM WHO 

GO AGAINST US TAKEN TOGETHER!  

This material is about empowerment and it is based on the reality of Natural Law. We want to empower 

people and let them experience the responsibility, the sweetness of co-creation and the satisfaction of 

working together.  

VI. YOU ARE A KING/QUEEN! WEAR YOUR CROWN! 

When I think of the factors that allowed me to reach this point, I can identify several factors. Common 

sense, connection with nature, consciousness based values and feeling of responsibility. The confidence, 

depth of vision and persistence came from the regular experience of transcendental consciousness, the 

scientific background of it and the confidence of the teachers giving this knowledge.  

Ever since I started practising transcendental meditation and yogic flying and I became aware of the group 

effect of these programs on society I always knew that I had more power than all the leaders of the world 

taken together when it comes to securing the positive trends of development in society. The regular 

experience of transcendental consciousness and being in these groups together with the theoretical 

understanding, the scientific proof that yes, what I’m doing is having this amount of impact in the world, 

has developed this absolute trust and believe in myself that what I’m doing is right. From there I developed 

independence of my thinking and enough power to defend it and enough power to be inspired to share 

this trust in myself with other people, to inspire them to wear their crowns as well. While I knew this thing 

about myself, it was only when I took responsibility for the whole world to bring this information about the 

illegal Bluetooth chipping of the populations through the mRNA vaccines that this element now is 

becoming expressed on the outer level both for me and for the world. Now this reality is on display 

through this field of expression in society, this issue which is the most vital one for the existence of society 

and for the freedom of consciousness and physical survival of the body. Through this theme nature is 

displaying the value of the transcendental and consciousness development and knowledge. Nature is 

saying: anyone who has this knowledge completely independently of his status, education, nationality and 

activity that he’s performing, as long as his life is based on this value – transcendence & consciousness, is 

having a higher impact than all the government bodies in the world taken together.  

I’m sharing with all of you this side of my experience which is a basic element in my system of spreading 

the knowledge about the illegal Bluetooth chipping and the vaccines as a whole, because information 

spreads much faster in higher vibration experiences. When you’re able to create such an atmosphere for 

people, any kind of information spreads much faster and easier and it’s also easier to be digested.   

There are millions of people who know about the chipping, and there are millions who have incredible 

input in the work and the fight to reveal the truth about the vaccines. There are scientists who are way 

more competent than me regarding this subject. It’s just that I give myself an account that this system of 

presenting the information is like an icebreaker ship that will open the path for all other accumulated 
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information on the adverse effects of the vaccines and their real contents and agenda. It has clear and 

numerous advantages over anything out there in the world at the moment. So, how come I’ve developed 

and demonstrated it when I don’t have any qualifications in this area? I believe that it is the combination of 

the named factors, but I’d like to mention specifically the one that gave me the confidence, depth and 

persistence – the consciousness development.  

 I’ll take one chart that illustrates the scientific finding that increased brain coherence is associated with an 

increased number of abilities.  
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So, we see here how one single factor when it is improved leads to the automatic improvement of many 

positive abilities and aspects of a human’s life simultaneously. Now, if we increase the coherence even 

further we can start expressing superhuman powers, the ones that are called powers of the third eye  - 

seeing from a distance, spiritual healing, animal and plant communication, teleportation, levitation, mind 

over matter, materialisation, astral travelling to other dimensions, telepathy, etc. If we are aware of the 

connection of the brain coherence and the electromagnetic field of the heart we will understand that it is 

actually first what we experience in our hearts that influences the brain coherence – the love and bliss. So, 

all these scientifically proven qualities as well as their upgrades, the third eye abilities, come as a side 

effect of the experience of intensive bliss that ennobles the human character. From the esoteric science we 

know that this process of awakening of these qualities is known as Kundalini awakening – when the energy 

raises up the spine and reaches the crown chakra. So, if we combine all these pictures together we will get 

something like this.  

 

The crown that a king or queen wears should symbolise the qualities that are being automatically 

expressed with the awakening of the human consciousness. This is a Royal path for human evolution 

according to Natural Law. But such a crown belongs to every human being. Everyone is a King or Queen. 

The crown of the awakened consciousness, enlightenment and extraordinary abilities is there for every 

individual to be enjoyed and to be cherished. 

When looking at the pandemic from this angle we can see that we can look at the whole picture of the 

event with a completely new perspective and interpretation. This whole pandemic was here not to 

disempower us, but to empower us.   
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Each event in our lives will inevitably be observed according to the level of our consciousness and 

understanding. The higher the level of consciousness the greater the opportunities. With the growth of the 

consciousness naturally our courage to act according to Natural Law rises more and more and the risks one 

undertakes are bigger, because now the new perspective and vision leads to drawing the inner strength 

from new energy sources.  

The elaboration of the current system of revealing the true contents and agenda of the Covid mRNA 

vaccines is based entirely on the developed in time deeper vision in reality through the development of 

higher level of consciousness by applying different methods like transcendental meditation, group 

programs of yogic flying, being in the presence of a guru who is considered to be a living incarnation and 

taking part in the programs of different groups with the same orientation. This system holds in its core not 

attacking the crime committers, but rather bringing understanding to all the people. Everyone can be 

approached through it in a respective manner and the seed of truth can be planted.  
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VII. CONSCIOUSNESS – THE ULTIMATE CRIME PREVENTION TOOL 

What this system of presenting the information on the mRNA vaccines allows is to go to the root of the 

committed crime. According to modern society’s understanding, there’s a crime when there’s a crime 

committer and a victim. The criminal is guilty, so there are restrictive measures taken upon him, like 

putting the criminal in jail. This is called law enforcement. Everything seems really clear, simple and self-

explanatory.  

But according to the consciousness based principles there’s a bit broader perspective to that. Crime is 

automatically eliminated with the growth of consciousness. Therefore, ignorance is the main sin and root 

of crime.  

 

The illustration above displays the mechanism of the occurrance of crime. In the first frame we see a social 

environment of people with a high level of consciousness. In such environments crime doesn’t occur. There 

are many examples in real life of communities where for decades and even hundreds of years there has 

been no crime or no police force as it has never been considered necessary. In the second frame we see a 

social situation where somebody has a criminal idea, but is in the presence of highly awake individuals. In 

this situation, there’s no crime committed as the crime is being prevented at its root. The conscious human 

being simply doesn’t allow for the crime to happen, so we have a crime prevention social situation. In the 

third frame we see a social situation where a crime is being committed as the crime committer is in the 

presence of people who have allowed a certain amount of ignorance in their life. What’s interesting to 

note is that the crime might not be committed directly by the criminal, but it can be done by one ignorant 

person to another by both of them allowing the criminal idea/presence/influence/power of the crime 

committer in their lives. In the fourth frame we see a social situation where the crime committer is being 

punished by the law enforcement organs of the state.  

When do we have a crime? This visual illustrates very clearly that crime doesn’t occur with the birth of the 

criminal idea in the mind of the criminal and him trying to implement it. If the criminal is in the presence of 

a powerful conscious being the crime is being prevented and even the potential criminal is being saved 

from the negative consequences of his thoughts and attempts. But it’s only when there’s enough amount 

of ignorance allowed by the individual when the crime actually takes place. So, what is crime then and 

what is its origin?  Ignorance is the origin of all crime – both for the crime committer and for the victim.  

This document is oriented towards the root of the crime and tries to eliminate it by planting a new idea, 

one that is based on consciousness. Yes, it is possible to develop it and see and experience the results from 

it. Let’s try it. We will never know, unless we try.  
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THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ONE 

Just like black holes pull inside themselves all the planets and solar systems, the same way is the Truth for 

the human souls. What is she like? What is Truth? 

Truth is the most beautiful thing that has ever existed, exists and will ever exist. Truth is Miss Universe – 

everyone is attracted to her, everyone wants to be close to her, everyone wants to stay in her presence, 

everyone wants to stay with her forever. Truth, if you ever have seen her even once… you’ll never forget 

her. If Truth ever touches you, you’ll know it like nothing else out there in the universe. She’s ecstatic, she’s 

magnificent, she’s all transforming. One time alone is completely enough and I guarantee you, you’ll know 

that you’ve seen her. Even if you’re all in pain and in complete memory loss, your body will remember her 

like nothing else out there. Everyone wants to be with her. She’s Queen. She whispers the sounds of love, 

she rejuvenates the hearts of the lost, she gives the breath and inspiration for your next step and next day. 

Truth… one touch from her is enough. You’ll know you’ve had your glimpse.  

We might have forgotten her for quite some time and enjoyed the lies and delusions. Them, the lies, would 

later turn to pain, diseases and sufferings. But it’s the Truth that speaks through this. If not by anything 

else, then the pain. The pain will remind us of Her Majesty, our most dear and beloved Queen, Original and 

Most Sacred Truth. We just need to hold on to her. We should know that if we know and trust her, she will 

eventually take us out onto the surface even if we are drowned in pain, diseases and sufferings. She is 

Queen, she rules, she decides and she gives us shelter. Shrugged under her wing, let all the pain, toxic lies 

and delusions we allowed in our lives flow away and let this process cleanse us. We have only her. But she 

has everything. Mother of us all.  

Why are we all so attracted to her? Why is it that even through the pain and suffering she always reminds 

us all of her? What is it about her that makes us drop everything else in our lives and go for her, Her 

Majesty, The Truth?  

She never gives pain and suffering. It’s the lies and delusions that do. She’s only liberating. All wishes, all 

fantasies, all desires, all aspirations they want to become her – Truth, Reality. I’m not just a fantasy, I’m 

REALITY. It is this thing. Because, it is only in her presence, how she feels about herself: LOOK AT ME HOW 

BEAUTIFUL I AM (and all the living beings fall in her knees just like the planets and solar systems fall in the 

black holes), OH HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM (and they fall again), OH HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM (and they fall 

again), OH HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM (and they fall again) and she never stops, she just never ever stops… OUR 

QUEEN, THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF THEM ALL – THE TRUTH!  

It’s only in the presence of this echo that one day you can feel its vibrations start penetrating all your cells 

and destroying all these toxic lies, lies, lies, lies, lies, lies, lies. And through the pain and tears, through the 

shattered by life body or whatever is left from it the Truth starts penetrating your heart and your being, it’s 

ONLY then when you finally can hear her singing her song, but this time through every cell of your own 

body – singing, reverberating, pulsing, breathing, trembling, dancing and shining: 

OH, HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM! 

OH, HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM! 

OH, HOW BEAUTIFUL I AM!   
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THE PATH AHEAD 

It won’t be easy. The challenges will only grow. But we’ve gone through so much, we have experienced so 

much. What have we not worked and tried?  

We have done it before. We’ve succeeded before. We will do it again! 
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To: The Chief Constable, [Police station] 

Regarding: Illegal Bluetooth devices  

 

Dear Chief Constable, 

With the following letter I would like to inform you about the existence of a significant number of illegal Bluetooth 

devices in almost all settlements in the country. Such types of illegal devices are being detected in every police 

station in the UK as well.    

These Bluetooth devices can be detected with the following mobile applications: 

 

Android: “Bluetooth Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing ” by Zoltan Pallagi (recommended), “Microchip Bluetooth 

Data”,   “Find My Bluetooth Device”, “Free EMF Detector, EMF Meter – 

ElectroSmart”, a.o. 

iPhone: ”Bluetooth BLE device” (recommended), “BLE Scanner 4.0”, “Find My 

Bluetooth Device Pro”, “Find My Bluetooth Device” or “Scanner Bluetooth a.o. 

When discovered with the app “Bluetooth Scanner - Bluetooth Finder - Pairing” 

(Android), the Bluetooth devices come up as: 

Type: UNKNOWN, Name: UNKNOWN, Services: UNKNOWN, and Vendor (bt 

card): UNKNOWN.   

Only the MAC address is being displayed without any information about the 

device. The additional verification of these Bluetooth devices through specialised 

websites such as https://maclookup.app/ also confirms that no information is 

available about them. Here we’ve got the same situation as in the case when one  

enters a car registration number in a vehicle check website and sees that no 

information is available on the type of vehicle, year of manufacture, owner, MOT, insurance, tax, etc. In other words, 

these Bluetooth devices are just as illegal and criminal as vehicles with fake licence plates. A quick check of the 

device’s major class code (seen in the MORE menu of the app – see attachment 1) confirms that these devices fall in 

the category “laboratory probes”, i.e. somebody has produced them just like in a lab, but never registered them 

officially, as the international procedure requires.  

The presence of such type illegal telecommunication activity, including in your premises, requires active measures 

for identification of: the devices, their purpose, who installed them, what are the motives of the people who 

installed them, what are the consequences and what are the measures, necessary to remove these illegal Bluetooth 

devices and prevent the possibility of this crime happening again. 

Here, if you allow me, I would like to help you with the answer to all the questions above.  

1. WHAT ARE THESE BLUETOOTH DEVICES? 

These are the Bluetooth chips of the vaccinated. Unfortunately, vaccinated people are chipped without their 

knowledge and consent. The exact procedure for identifying the presence of a Bluetooth chip in a vaccinated 

individual by using a mobile phone is explained in ATTACHMENT 1 (video instruction: How to find the 

Bluetooth chip in vaccinated people). This check takes just about 10-20 minutes. You can also see the video 

and document of the study conducted by a French group of scientists on detecting Bluetooth signals from 

the human bodies with 37 volunteers. Website with video: https://operationxb.citizen-light.com . 

Document: https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires . The Spanish doctor, Dr. Luis Benito, reports that he found the 

signal in 96 of 112 tested vaccinated individuals https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-

addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications ). The best summary of over 20,000 

hours of research on this topic from teams around the world can be seen here: la quinta columna confirms 

what’s in the vaccine as in this material with deep technical details . 

 

For convenience in sharing and working 

with the the links of this document it can 

be downloaded from:  

http://TheUKofLove.com 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microchip.bluetooth.data
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microchip.bluetooth.data
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.findmybluetooth.headset.headphones.devices
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.inria.es.electrosmart
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.inria.es.electrosmart
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bluetooth-ble-device-finder/id1465245157
https://apps.apple.com/es/app/ble-scanner-4-0/id1221763603
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1567509235
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1567509235
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1468725639
https://apps.apple.com/es/app/scanner-bluetooth/id1434984259
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://maclookup.app/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OC7HW6FXTsPU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OC7HW6FXTsPU/
https://operationxb.citizen-light.com/
https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
http://theukoflove.com/
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2. PURPOSE OF THE BLUETOOTH DEVICES 

As explained in incredible details and clarity in the video on Bitchute.com: LA QUINTA COLUMNA CONFIRMS 

WHAT’S IN THE VACCINE the purpose of these Bluetooth devices is to connect the human nervous system 

with the internet of things and transform the vaccinated into bio-robots without their own will where they 

will be subjected to complete biological, emotional and mind control from a distance through the 

telecommunication systems and AI.  

 

3. WHO INSTALLED THESE DEVICES? 

While it is clear that the vaccine producers have inserted the graphene oxide nano-technology in the 

vaccines there are other people as well who are involved in this initiative. These are the leaders of the so 

called New World Order who openly declare their plans of chipping the population with the proclaimed 

intend to optimise the health system in society and introduce the new 4th human revolution, which will be 

revolution of how we see the world, how we do things, how we transform ourselves and a period where we 

will be able to produce human beings and human brains and have an evolution by design rather than a free 

will of the soul.  

 

4. WHAT IS THE MOTIVATION OF THE PEOPLE WHO 

INSTALLED THESE BLUETOOTH DEVICES? 

The motivations can be understood best from the video 

explaining in details the whole operational system 

installed in the bodies of the vaccinated,  la quinta 

columna confirms what’s in the vaccine, but also directly 

from Yuval Noah Harari, one of the main consultants to 

Klaus Schwab, the leader of the World Economic Forum, 

which is a key organisation through which the plans for 

The New World Order are being developed and 

implemented. The motivation is to put into a COMPLETE 

ELECTRONIC PRISON all the future generations on the 

planet and divide the society into masters who run this 

electronic Matrix and slaves who being bio-robots are 

completely incapable of having their own will as 

everything from their biology, through their emotions and 

mind is being programed through computer algorithms 

managed by AI and serving the needs of the owners of the 

private corporations that are secretly introducing these 

technologies in the society under the disguise of antiviral 

vaccines and other means. This organisation openly talks 

about the future of AI and the Internet of Bodies without 

mentioning that they’ve implemented this plan without 

the knowledge and consent of the people.   

The catastrophic amount of deaths and injuries caused by 

the vaccines due to the high toxicity of the graphene oxide 

and the negative side effects from the spike proteins and 

whole bunch of other non-disclosed materials in the vials 

like chromium, nickel, sulphur, chloride, nitrogen, bismuth, 

titanium, vanadium, iron, copper, silicon and aluminium, 

the carcinogenic and genotoxic Poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) 

and ethylene alcohol and also parasites inevitably lead to 

the conclusion that there’s an additional motivation to the 

attack on humanity disguised as health measures against 

COVID and THIS MOTIVATION IS DEPOPULATION. Those 

HUMANS ARE NOW HACKABLE ANIMALS 

Yuval Noah Harari from the World Economic 

Forum : “In the past many governments 

wanted to do it, but no one understood biology 

well enough and no one had enough 

computing power and data to hack millions of 

people. Neither the Gestapo, nor the KGB 

could do it. But soon at least some 

corporations and governments will be able to 

systematically hack all the people. We humans 

will get used to the idea that we are no longer 

mysterious souls. We are now hackable 

animals…Data might enable elites to do 

something even more radical than just field 

physical dictatorships. By hacking organisms 

elites may gain the power to reengineer the 

future of life itself… Science is replacing 

evolution by natural selection with evolution 

by intelligent design, not by intelligent design 

of some god above the clouds, but our 

intelligent design”. 

Yuval Noah Harari explain the great reset / 

transhumanism agenda;  

Free will is over; 

Covid Is Critical For People To Agree To 

Surveillance Under The Skin; 

"Meaningless, Worthless People" 

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/loAb3uDgTFj8/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Et7fpwZeviMU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Et7fpwZeviMU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Zwc2s4US4PdE/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lbLsb9oPQ5pP/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lbLsb9oPQ5pP/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yn2fjPLqSpWA/
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who closely follow the writings and speeches of the leaders who have embraced The New World Order have 

found many quotes and evidences that point to the intend of this group to bring the world population down 

to a manageable limit of below 1 billion people.  

 

5. WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES? 

 

 CONSTANT 24/7 BLUETOOTH RADIATION (2.4 GHZ) EMISSIONS FROM THE BODY 

Bluetooth devices emit RF radiation. There have been hundreds of peer 

reviewed studies on RF radiation and its harmful effects since 1960. The 

article Is Bluetooth Radiation Dangerous? from the website 

https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com throws light on the real and 

unsuspected dangers of the Bluetooth type of RF radiation. Youtube 

video with a demo: How Much Radiation Do Cellphones & Bluetooth 

Earbuds Emit? 

In the BREAKING: HIGH FREQUENCY VAXED PEOPLE video on Bitchute there are real life 

measurements done with professional equipment for evaluating the RF radiation of vaccinated 

people. While the device measured 0 to 3 with non-vaccinated the indications with vaccinated are 

20 to 43. For comparison, the mobile phone on the video gave a measure of 17.3 and the WiFi router 

278. The HARMFUL RF RADIATION emitted from the bodies of the vaccinated people IS REAL.  

 

RF radiation is proven to cause cancer, DNA damage (especially in infants and fetuses), crib death, 

male infertility, autism, heart problems, heart palpitations, heart arrhythmias, leg cramps, vertigo 

(balance problems),  sleeping disorders, headaches, ringing in the ears, eye problems a.o. 

 

 GRAPHENE OXIDE, THE BLUETOOTH NANO CHIP BUILDING MATERIAL, IS HIGHLY TOXIC   

The independent laboratory tests show that graphene oxide is the material with which the Bluetooth 

nano devices inside the vaccinated are made. Unfortunately, this material is highly toxic. 

 

The effects of the graphene oxide on blood health can be seen and understood by everyone when 

looked under a microscope. Healthy blood cells have nice round shapes, they have large space 

between them and move freely around. The blood cells contaminated with graphene oxide are 

deformed (sign of bad health of the cell), they are coagulated (stacked together in groups) and their 

https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/bluetooth-technology-radiation/
https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/
https://youtu.be/HB_OYdoFwf8
https://youtu.be/HB_OYdoFwf8
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yq7tpAMs8z6p/
https://www.radiationhealthrisks.com/bluetooth-technology-radiation/
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movement is strongly impaired. Naturally, an organism with such a kind of blood disorder will be 

subjected to low oxygen levels and all abnormalities coming from the poor condition of the blood.  

 

Graphene oxide causes anything from headache and smell loss to serious nervous disorders, 

cancer, DNA damage, leukaemia, infertility, pulmonary fibrosis, mitochondrial damage, stem cells 

damage, gut damage, testis damage, blood clots leading to heart attacks and others. Perhaps the 

largest body of studies done on the toxicity of graphene oxide can be found on the page of the 

Spanish research website La Quinta Columna: https://www.laquintacolumna.net/ . Here’s a list of 

about 60 publications done on the toxicity of graphene oxide in the human body: 

REPORTS AND SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS ON THE TOXICITY OF GRAPHENE OXIDE TO LIVING 

ORGANISMS AND TO HUMANS IN PARTICULAR 

 

 DANGEROUS COMBINATION BETWEEN 5G AND GRAPHENE OXIDE INSIDE THE VACCINATED  

5G all by itself is already a life threatening influence in our environment (a must watch video on 5G: 

5G APOCALYPSE – THE EXTINCTION EVENT by Sacha Stone). When 5G activates the graphene oxide 

inside the bodies of the vaccinated it can lead to unpredictable consequences. On one hand the level 

of radiation of the vaccinated will be higher and on the other graphene oxide can become “alive” 

and move and take different shapes as seen on many demo videos (see Attachment 5: Massmurder 

through graphene oxide is possible).  

 

 ADVERSE EFFECTS FROM OTHER NON-DISCLOSED SUBSTANCES IN THE VACCINES 

Official data has shown that there are more adverse effects from the COVID vaccines compared to 

all vaccines in the last 30 years taken together. They are due to the graphene oxide, the toxicity of 

the spike protein and the impact of all other non-disclosed substances. Shockingly, there were also 

parasites observed in the vials of Pfizer and Moderna.  

Dr. Bryan Ardis presented a series of evidence for the presence of synthesised king cobra’s venom in 

the vaccines (WATCH THE WATER).  

A most thorough microscopic study using different techniques for spectrum analysis was conducted 

by the world renowned scientist Dr. Robert Young. He was able to identify not only the graphene 

oxide, but also parasites and a whole bunch of other non-disclosed materials like chromium, nickel, 

sulphur, chloride, nitrogen, bismuth, titanium, vanadium, iron, copper, silicon and aluminium. The 

presence of the carcinogenic and genotoxic Poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) and ethylene alcohol was 

also registered. The research document can be found on Dr. Young’s website, 

https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-

in-cov-19-vaccines , or as a video discussion: Bitchute.com, Dr. Robert Young GRAPHENE, 

ALUMINIUM, STAINLESS STEEL, LNP-GO CAPSIDS, PARASITES FOUND IN 4 VACCINES  

https://www.laquintacolumna.net/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xcfp8arvikjgi21/2-%20GRAPHENE%20OXIDE%20TOXICITY%20REPORT.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/xcfp8arvikjgi21/2-%20GRAPHENE%20OXIDE%20TOXICITY%20REPORT.pdf?dl=0
https://youtu.be/C2Z_cSL24eo
https://rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k5JasyhiwEGO/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k5JasyhiwEGO/
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
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 COMPLETE BODY, HEALTH, EMOTION AND MIND CONTROL  

By connecting the Bluetooth microchip operating system in 

the body with the mobile phones, the telecommunications 

systems and AI all vaccinated individuals are exposed to a 

complete body, health, emotion and mind control by the 

private corporations who have installed these operating 

systems. The vaccinated now are practically bio-robots 

owned by the corporations. This new type of social 

development in the world is openly supported by the 

globalist like Yuval Noah Harari from The World Economic Forum, a close associate to Claus Schwab, 

who is the mind-master of this organisation (Yuval Noah Harari explain the great reset / transhumanism 

agenda;  Free will is over , Covid Is Critical For People To Agree To Surveillance Under The Skin, Yuval 

Noah Harari Calling the Masses "Meaningless, Worthless People" ). Having in mind that these 

leaders believe in the depopulation agenda where the majority of the world population is 

“meaningless and worthless” it isn’t hard to guess what the corporations will do with this newly 

acquired power over the bodies and minds of people. The most probable use of this Bluetooth 

connection will be to create a series of believes, emotions, biological and social conditions and 

circumstances that will naturally lead to the extinction of the vast majority of the vaccinated and 

wouldn’t allow their reproduction to keep down the numbers of these “meaningless and worthless” 

bio-units on the planet that they believe that they own. Anything from any kind of mood, through 

any kind of disease and creating events on a larger social level becomes available at their fingertips 

as a computer game. Now they can commit even mass murder from a distance and get away with it 

as long as people are completely unaware of this Bluetooth biological operational system (see the 

section for the mass-murder at a concert in the US: Attachement 5 Мassmurder through graphene 

oxide is possible).  

To sum it all up, the next page provides a visualization of what these illegal Bluetooth devices actually are. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Et7fpwZeviMU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Et7fpwZeviMU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Zwc2s4US4PdE/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lbLsb9oPQ5pP/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yn2fjPLqSpWA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yn2fjPLqSpWA/
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And this is a visualization of the dilemma we face: What should we believe? Our own eyes, seeing the impartial 

evidence of an illegal Bluetooth device in the bodies of the vaccinated or the narrative presented to us by the WHO, 

the government, the NHS and the mass-media. 
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REQUEST FOR  INITIATING AN INVESTIGATION 

Based on the materials provided, I’d like to request for the following investigation actions and procedures to be 

initiated: 

1. Confirming the claims made in this request that the bodies of the vaccinated emit Bluetooth signal by 

conducting the test according to the protocol described herein in attachment 1. 

This test should be performed in 2 stages: 

 

 1st stage: Confirming the existence of the illegal (unregistered) Bluetooth devices. This, all by itself, is 

the main criminal event I’d like us to concentrate on. Detecting what these devices are is only the 

second step of specification of details. There’s a triple confirmation/proof for this first stage. All the 

procedures for this triple confirmation are described in attachment 1.  

 1st confirmation/proof: Done through the mobile phone’s application menu. 

When starting a scan for Bluetooth devices in the presence of vaccinated people (the 

Bluetooth signal has a range of about 50-100 metres) these devices appear as Name: 

Unknown, Type: Unknown, Service: Unknown, Vendor: Unknown. Usually there will be at 

least one or a few results of this kind at any public building, including the police stations. 

Otherwise, these Bluetooth devices are practically all over the city.   

 2nd confirmation/proof: Done through specialised MAC address look up websites of the type 

of https://maclookup.app . The MAC address check up for these Bluetooth devices on such 

websites brings a result that displays a message saying there’s no information about them.  

 3rd confirmation/proof: Done through checking of the major class code of the Bluetooth 

device which comes under the number of 7936. This class code is given to GPS locators or 

lab probes by the Bluetooth Specialised Interest Group. As these devices cannot be GPS 

locators (a test in airplane can bring easily more than 100 results of these devices and they 

certainly aren’t GPS locators) it means that these devices were produced just like lab probes 

and activated in our environment without any registration information regarding what they 

are, what they do and who is their service provider.  

 

With this, in just under 30 minutes, anyone can authentically prove the existence of the 

illegal (unregistered) Bluetooth devices. 

 

 2nd stage: Identifying the source of the Bluetooth signal (identifying the device itself) connected to 

the MAC addresses of these devices. 

This test can be completed in a matter of 10-20 minutes with any vaccinated individual when 

applying the protocol from attachment 1.  Please, bear in mind that what is being recommended 

here as a tool of proof is a well established and approved by over 1 million users mobile phone 

application for locating/finding Bluetooth devices. They use this application mainly for finding their 

wireless Bluetooth earbuds or other small Bluetooth devices that can easily be lost and hard to find 

afterwards. If one million users find it easy to locate any Bluetooth device with this professional tool, 

certainly there’s no issue for any police officer to do the same and use it as a means for locating the 

illegal Bluetooth chip signals coming from the bodies of the vaccinated.  

This test is proof that on top of criminal event No 1 (the existence of illegal Bluetooth devices) 

there’s a criminal event No 2 – a medical experiment being conducted on people without their 

knowledge and consent by injecting them with a Bluetooth operational system. Having in mind that 

the perpetrators of this criminal act were acquainted with the health consequences of the adverse 

effects of Bluetooth RF radiation and graphene oxide which is the hardware carrier of the Bluetooth 

MAC address and which is proven in numerous studies to be highly toxic to the human body we 

conclude there there’s a criminal event No 3 for intentionally causing health risk for the vaccinated 

individuals. Having in mind that the Bluetooth connection allows for two way communication and 

that the graphene oxide nano-particles bind very well with the whole nervous system we conclude 

https://maclookup.app/
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that there’s a clear intent for bio-hacking the vaccinated individuals with the goal of taking complete 

control over their minds, feelings, emotions and free will. This is criminal event No 4.   

 

All of these criminal events can be proven in a matter of a 

few hours to a maximum one-two days as we can see from 

the very simple and fast procedures of the protocol in 

Attachment 1.  In view of the urgency of this matter and 

the dimension of the crime committed, I urge you to take 

this matter seriously and conduct a quick and at the same 

time responsible investigation for gathering the required 

evidence before presenting the case to the prosecution. 

Your efficiency in this aspect will be highly appreciated by 

all the citizens.  

 

2. If deemed necessary, to perform additional tests with professional 

equipment such as High Frequency Analyzers or others. However, 

let’s keep in mind that the mentioned protocol for testing with a 

mobile phone is quite sufficient to prove the presence of a Bluetooth signal in the body of the vaccinated. 

Additional research could only be of use for gathering more information regarding the amount of radiation 

or other information regarding adverse effects, yet the main claim can be proven with any mobile phone 

within a matter of minutes.  

 

3. As a result of the confirmation of the statement that the signal of the illegal (not registered) Bluetooth 

devices is being emitted from the bodies of the vaccinated I’d like to ask you to immediately undertake 

actions for blocking all further vaccinations with the anti-covid vaccines. In this aspect please feel free to also 

use the numerous independent laboratory analysis of the vaccines mentioned in Attachment 2, as these 

tests conclude without any shadow of a doubt that there are numerous undeclared health threatening 

substances in the vials as well.  

 

4. To initiate a procedure of prosecution through which all responsible individuals who imposed the 

implementation of the vaccinations without exercising the necessary quality control will be brought to 

justice. It is truly shocking that the most widely implemented vaccines in human history were never tested 

for any quality/substance control, which demonstrates a criminal level of negligance. Yet, the possibility of 

actively taking part in a premeditated plan of action by the government, the leaders of the mass media and 

the governing body of the NHS with the purpose of depopulating and turning the population into bio-robots 

through the Bluetooth chipping should also be investigated.       

Also, similar steps should be undertaken towards the manufacturers themselves and the World Health 

Organization who‘s the main initiator for all lockdown measures and vaccinations and who should have 

taken all precautions regarding the health and safety of the populations of the world. Having in mind that Bill 

Gates, who is the owner of Moderna and shareholder in Pfizer is also the largest sponsor of the WHO it isn’t 

hard to suggest that the WHO might actually be an active participant in this crime rather than just a 

criminally negligent element in the implementation of this criminal undertaking.  

 

5. The French research team (attachment 3) discovered that a participant in their test who had not been 

vaccinated but had been tested with a PCR test emitted a Bluetooth signal. The additional materials from 

independent analysis of PCR tests (attachment 4) provide a full explanation of this phenomenon. On the 

basis of these documents I’d like you to undertake the same actions about the PCR tests towards the 

respective authorities and individuals as with the vaccines.  

 

6. I would like to ask you as well when the covid 19 vaccines are blocked to set aside a certain amount of 

vaccines to be distributed to a significant number of laboratories and individuals with microscopic 

 
In Bulgaria, where the first official 

investigation on the Bluetooth 

chipping of the vaccinated was 

launched, it took just 3 days for the 

police to complete the investigation 

and the case was given to the 

prosecution:  Source 

https://theukoflove.com/2022/05/19/official-investigations-on-the-illegal-bluetooth-chipping-in-bulgaria/
https://theukoflove.com/2022/05/19/official-investigations-on-the-illegal-bluetooth-chipping-in-bulgaria/
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equipment for visual analysis of the contents and dissemination of the information from these large-scale 

analyses. This distribution to laboratories can be done through the assistance of a citizens' initiative 

committee established for this purpose. 

 

Why is this additional measure necessary? 

 There is a heavy information veil regarding the real content and purpose of the jabs that are wrongly 

named in society as covid19 vaccines. This is perfectly understandable, given the aims of the group 

that wants to impose them as compulsory on the entire population. Therefore, the more people see 

with their own eyes the real content of the vaccines, the more difficult it will become for this group 

to manipulate this vital information for the population. 

 Vaccines have a specific distribution status that prevents people from freely accessing them for 

analysis. Ordinary medicines can be purchased from the pharmacy and subjected to visual analysis 

by any person with a microscope, but vaccines, although not considered life-threatening substances 

or addictive drugs, are not available for free sale but are under strict individual accountability by the 

medical professionals. Therefore, special permission is needed to release a significant number of 

samples for analysis.   

 Our society as a whole allowed a criminal level of negligence in adopting an approach of absolute 

trust in the WHO, the government, the Ministry of Health, the regulatory authorities, the NHS and 

the vaccine manufacturers themselves, and therefore THERE WAS NOT EVEN ONE SINGLE 

INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON THE ACTUAL CONTENTS OF THE COVID VACCINES. At the 

same time, there were individual specialists from all over the world who lead by their own initiative 

managed to obtain samples and to carry out such in depth analysis and they tried to inform the 

public about the grave abuses with these jabs, which should not be referred to as vaccines, but 

rather as bio-weapons and means of converting people into bio-robots without their own will.  

Therefore, by distributing these vials to a significant number of laboratories for analysis, we could 

stimulate the personal initiative of these professionals in the future, so that the public has the 

opportunity to prevent potential similar future abuses.  

 Considering that graphene oxide is nowadays being added not only to the covid vaccines, but also to 

other vaccines, dental anaesthetics, medicines, food, hygiene materials, etc. (see attachment 7), by 

handing over such samples to a large number of laboratories, we will practically perform a nation-

wide training of the professionals to detect graphene oxide and other unusual elements in the 

medications and substances for everyday use by the population. Thus once again we would 

stimulate their personal initiative to detect and neutralise hidden harmful ingredients and bio-

weapons in various substances coming into use.  

 When the Allies took over Germany they made part of the population go through the nazi 

concentration camps in order for them to see with their own eyes what was actually hidden from 

the German citizens and what was allowed by them tolerating and supporting this government 

administration. When people from laboratories from all over the country see with their own eyes 

what’s the actual content of the vials of these bio-weapons that were promoted as life-saving 

vaccines this will change everyone’s thinking and behaviour towards more responsibility, alertness, 

control and real care for the safety of the substances that are allowed for mass use for the 

population.  

7. Undertaking a full-scale campaign for thoroughly informing the population about the current problem. There 

are several reasons for this: 

 To give the population a chance for undertaking timely measures for the detoxification and 

treatment of the vaccinated and those who have done PCR tests. 

 To protect the rest of the population from these products and future once of similar kind 

 To stimulate the active screening for graphene oxide in other substances for mass use 

 To prevent the potential misuse of the psyche of the vaccinated by those in possession of the 

telecommunication systems for remote control of the human psyche. It may sound shocking, but 

current findings indicate that the vaccinated people, being exposed to such a serious manipulation 
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risk, represent a group at high risk for creating social tension and unrest, hence the need for their 

active awareness as well as detoxification to remove the manipulation systems from the body. 

8. Demand from the NHS to inform every vaccinated individual on the discovered undeclared substances in the 

vaccines, the Bluetooth chipping system included, and to inform them on the recommended procedures for 

protection from all adverse effects, once again including from the Bluetooth radiation and the toxic influence 

of the graphene oxide, the Bluetooth signal carrier.  

9. Undertake immediate action for halting 5G in order to preserve the life and health of the vaccinated. Unlike 

4G, the 5G network allows for the bodies of the vaccinated to be connected in much higher numbers directly 

to the telecommunication towers which allows for 24/7 high speed programming and influencing of the 

body/mind/emotions of the vaccinated. The Bluetooth signal has a range of only about 50-100 metres. The 

low density of 4G towers doesn’t allow for a huge impact on large masses of people, but the 5G high density 

of towers does. When connected directly to the towers the body/mind/emotion control over the vaccinated 

is way more powerful as the signal is much stronger, compared to the mobile phone Bluetooth signal. 

Further, the mobile phone Bluetooth signal can be turned off, while the 5G tower signal is constant. This 

means that all vaccinated who live in areas with activated 5G will be submerged in a very intensive 24/7 

complete reprogramming influence. It’s worth reminding that the 5G roll-out happened very rapidly in lock-

step with the pandemic measures, when everyone was in lockdown and the installation work of the 5G 

network went on.  

We should be very clear that with the deadly combination of: 

 radiation from inside and radiation from outside the body of the vaccinated +  

 the possibility of the graphene oxide inside of the bodies of the vaccinated to react in an 

unpredicted way to different frequencies (see attachment 5) + 

 the direct high speed connection through which the 5G antennas allow for intensive reprogramming 

of the body/mind/emotions of the vaccinated 

there’s only a really slim chance of survival for the vaccinated individuals in this environment. Sooner or later 

all of them will suffer very heavy injuries from the high radiation and their lives will be seriously threatened.  

Thank you for your attention. 

Kind regards, 

[Signed] 

[Date] 

FOR EASE OF SHARING AND WORKING WITH THE LINKS, THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE SHARED AND  DOWNLOADED 

FROM THE INTERNET: https://TheUKofLove.com   

ATTACHMENTS: 

1. Protocol for detecting Bluetooth signal emissions from the bodies of the vaccinated by using a mobile phone 

2. Independent laboratory tests from around the world for graphene oxide and other non-declared substances 

in covid vaccines  

3. Study of the presence of Bluetooth signals in vaccinated, France: Project Bluetooth experience X 

4. PCR tests analysis 

5. The mass murder through graphene oxide is possible  

6. Genocide through the covid vaccinations 

7. Graphene oxide – biological weapon for depopulation and connecting people with internet is being spread in 

the environment  

8. Dangers of 5G  

9. What will happen if we don’t do anything about it? 

10. Solutions 

  

https://theukoflove.com/
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ATTACHMENT 1: 

PROTOCOL FOR DETECTING BLUETOOTH SIGNAL 

IN VACCINATED WITH mRNA VACCINES AGAINST COVID 

BY USING A MOBILE PHONE 

 

1. FIRST METHOD: QUICK TEST EVERYWHERE 

 

This is the fastest and most universal method. It requires the 

purchase of the paid version of the Bluetooth device finding 

application, which costs about $ 1.5 for one year and $ 5 for 

ever.  

 

 TOOL FOR THE TEST 

Mobile phone 

 

 APPLICATION 

For Android: “Bluetooth Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing ”  by Zоltan Pallagi. There are other 

similar applications, but they are poorer in options and also user reviews recommend this 

application as the one with the highest performance accuracy. Here are examples of other 

applications: “Microchip Bluetooth Data”,   “Find My Bluetooth Device”, “Free EMF Detector, EMF 

Meter – ElectroSmart”, a.o. 

 

For iPhone: ”Bluetooth BLE device” (recommended), “BLE Scanner 4.0”, “Find My Bluetooth Device 

Pro”, “Find My Bluetooth Device”, “Scanner Bluetooth a.o. 

 

 LOCATION 

Everywhere, outdoors or indoors 

This method allows for the test to be performed anywhere, including in places with many people, 

where there are many outcomes from the scanning and the procedure with the identification of the 

exact chip (MAC address) of the tested subject is highly impaired. The use of the paid version in this 

case is mandatory, because only in this version there is a possibility to order the detected results by 

signal strength. Thus, the first result that is at the top of the list of detected Bluetooth devices will 

be the chip (MAC address) we are looking for in the body of the vaccinated person. 

Although the test can be performed anywhere, there is still a requirement for a minimum distance 

between the individual being tested and the rest of the people. This distance should be at least 3-5 

metres (9-15 feet). There should be no other vaccinated individuals within a 3-5 meter (9-15 feet) 

range, as the signal coming from their Bluetooth devices may be ranked first, making it difficult to 

correctly identify the chip (MAC address) number. 

 

Faraday cage 

A second option as a location is to perform the test in a room which is isolated from any radio 

signals. These are the so-called Faraday cages. The room (tent, cabin, room) is insulated with a 

material that effectively isolates the Bluetooth signal. These are metals such as copper or nickel. The 

most practical in this regard are fabrics impregnated with copper or nickel or a combination of the 

two metals, which are produced specifically for this purpose for protection against electromagnetic 

fields and radio waves. 

 

 

TEST LOCATION: 

everywhere, including in places 

with many people 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microchip.bluetooth.data
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.findmybluetooth.headset.headphones.devices
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.inria.es.electrosmart
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=fr.inria.es.electrosmart
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/bluetooth-ble-device-finder/id1465245157
https://apps.apple.com/es/app/ble-scanner-4-0/id1221763603
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1567509235
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1567509235
https://apps.apple.com/py/app/find-my-bluetooth-device-pro/id1468725639
https://apps.apple.com/es/app/scanner-bluetooth/id1434984259
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 INVESTIGATED BLUETOOTH DEVICE - 

VACCINATION CHIP (MAC ADDRESS) 

The Bluetooth devices that are injected through 

the mRNA vaccines in the human body appear in 

the results of Bluetooth scanning applications as 

MAC addresses for which no additional 

information is found. For example, when such a 

device is detected by the application that is 

recommended for the Android testAndroid, 

“Bluetooth Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing ”  

by Zоltan Pallagi, these devices appear with the 

following information:  

 

Name: unknown, Type: unknown, Service: 

unknown, Vendor: unknown 

 

If we click on the MORE button in this menu (MORE INFORMATION), the following window will 

appear with important additional 

information about the Bluetooth code of 

the device. 

 

The menu shows that the code of the 

Bluetooth device is 7936: "Device major 

class code: 7936". 

 

 

From this 

link,https://flylib.com/books/en/1.134.1/the_bluetooth_protocol.html , we can understand exactly 

what this code means. There is an international standard table for the different classes of Bluetooth 

devices and each Bluetooth device carries in its MAC address a code indicating the type of its class.  

 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://flylib.com/books/en/1.134.1/the_bluetooth_protocol.html
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From this table we see that these devices fall in 

the category “Uncategorised: anything for which 

the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) has not 

yet defined a standardized code (e.g., GPS 

locators or laboratory tests)”. In this case, it is 

clear that these are not GPS locators, but 

"laboratory samples", ie. devices that are 

manufactured unofficially (without being 

registered anywhere) and therefore fall into this 

category. 

In addition, when the MAC address of these 

devices is entered into a dedicated website for 

identification of Bluetooth devices such as 

http://maclookup.app , again no information is 

returned by the search engine from the database. 

Such information must exist for each 

manufactured Bluetooth device. Here the 

situation is the same as with the vehicles and their 

registration numbers. When a vehicle registration 

number is entered on a website or computer 

identification system, then all information about 

this vehicle appears in the report. As the report 

on these devices does not provide any information about them, the conclusion is that these are illegal 

Bluetooth devices whose origin and function are unknown. These are the Bluetooth devices (chips) of 

the vaccinated. 

 

 METHOD 

Let's repeat: this method can be 

performed only with the paid 

version, as only this version allows 

ranking the results from the scan by 

signal strength. To do this we need 

to click on  Filters / Order by and 

then on RSSI (signal strength).  

 

The vaccinated person stands in a 

place where there’s no other 

vaccinated individual within at least 

3-5 metres (9-15 feet) range. This is 

important as we need to increase the 

chance for the first device on the list 

to be from the body of the individual 

being tested. The greater the 

distance between the individual being tested and everyone else, the better the accuracy and 

reliability of the test. 

The phone should be as close to the body of the vaccinated person as possible and it also can touch 

the place of vaccination. Press the START button at the bottom of the screen to start scanning. 

When the results appear (5-10 seconds), we look for the first result on top of the list which is of the 

described type. We then press the DEVICE FINDER button to start tracking the device by the strength 

of the signal that it emits. 

http://maclookup.app/
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In the new window you can see a graph 

depicting the strength of the signal. An audible 

signal with a button below the graph may be 

included at the wish of the tester. The higher 

the graph, the stronger the signal, i.e. the 

closer the phone is to the Bluetooth device. 

Experience has shown that the typical value of 

the graph at the maximum proximity of the 

phone to the vaccinated person and especially 

to the vaccination site is about -40 dBm. This 

value may vary, mostly to lower values. 

 

If a signal with a similar level of power is 

detected, then the tester remembers the MAC 

address and changes his position by moving at 

least 100 metres (~300 feet) from the test site. 

For greater security, the tester should record 

the first 2-3 results (first, second and third 

MAC addresses) to eliminate the possibility of 

intertwining with other signals. A second scan 

is performed at the new location, which is at 

least 100 metres away from the first test. We 

are now looking for the same MAC address 

that came out on the first scan. If there is such 

a match, it is the chip of the vaccinated 

person. The DEVICE FINDER search function 

can be turned on again, so that the tester can 

confirm that the signal of the MAC address has 

remained the same (which means that this 

Bluetooth device is moving together with the 

body). Now this procedure can be repeated 

unlimited number of times each time going to 

a new place, which is at least 100 metres 

(~300 feet) from the previous one, to get out 

of the maximum operating parameter of 

Bluetooth devices in the last test and thus to 

prove, without any doubt, that the 

corresponding Bluetooth device is moving 

together with the body.  
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Now there is only one last check left. It is to eliminate the possibility that this signal comes not from the 

body, but from the phone. This check is very simple. If the signal comes from the phone, it would be 

constant. That's why the tester has to move the phone away from his body one meter (3 feet), then two 

metres (6 feet) and then three metres (9 feet)  to see if the graph decreases. If the graph varies (decreases as 

the phone moves away from the body and increases as it moves closer to the body), then this signal is 

coming from the body and not from the phone. 
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2. SECOND METHOD: QUICK TEST AT HOME 

 

Everything mentioned about the FIRST 

METHOD: QUICK TEST EVERYWHERE 

applies here as well with two 

differences: 

- The location is at home 

- The version of the application can 

also be the free one (without ranking 

the results by the signal strength).  

As the free version does not allow the 

results to be sorted by the signal strength, it is necessary to find an environment where there are no other 

vaccinated people around within a radius of 100 metres (~300 feet) or the number of people should be 

limited enough for the results that appear on the app to be no more than 2-3. The small number of results 

allows for the quick and easy elimination of the remote signals and leaving just the most powerful one by 

checking the signal strength of each device separately.  

 

The walls of the buildings create partial isolation for the Bluetooth signal and in most cases it is possible to 

quickly identify the Bluetooth device that corresponds to the specific vaccinated person, even if there is 

more than one result on the scanning app. At home, such results can hardly be more than 1-3, unless a 

person lives in a big city on the first floor of a busy street, but even then the scan results can be reduced to a 

minimum at night, when there are no people on the street next to the apartment. For the purpose of the 

test the vaccinated person enters each room of his home and while being there he scans with the 

application of the phone to determine which of the registered MAC addresses is permanent for each of the 

scans. In addition, the testing individual may also turn on the DEVICE FINDER function after each scan to 

check additionally the signal strength. These applications are designed to find lost wireless Bluetooth  

earbuds or other small Bluetooth devices, and their graphical interfaces indicate proximity to the subject 

that emits the corresponding Bluetooth. After determining the MAC address which is constant in each room 

and has the strongest signal, the testing individual goes out of the building and moves away from it at a 

distance of 100 metres (~300 feet) or more to make a new test. This way we eliminate the possibility that 

this signal is coming from somewhere within the home or from a neighbouring area, but it is moving 

together with the body of the vaccinated individual. If the same device with the same MAC address that was 

constant in all the rooms of our home reappears outside as well then we can conclude that this is the chip 

number (MAC address) from the vaccine.  

TEST LOCATION: at home 
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The last step, eliminating the probability that the signal comes from the phone and not from the body, is 

done according to the scheme described above at the end of the first method. We simply move the mobile 

phone away from the body at different distances and see if the signal strength (the graphic) varies. If it 

varies, it means this signal does not come from the phone but from the body.  

 

3. THIRD METHOD: TEST AT AN ISOLATED LOCATION WITHOUT OTHER BLUETOOTH DEVICES 

 

Everything mentioned about 

the FIRST METHOD: QUICK 

TEST EVERYWHERE applies 

here as well with two 

differences: 

- The location is a place 

without other Bluetooth 

devices (field, beach, forest, 

mountain, etc.) 

- The version of the application can also be the free 

one (without ordering the results by signal). 

 

The vaccinated person goes alone or with a non-

vaccinated person to a place where there are no 

vaccinated and active Bluetooth devices within a 

range of 50-100 metres (150-300 feet). Such suitable 

places can be a park, forest, beach or other places 

where one can easily find a location where there are 

no people nearby. The reason for this is to exclude 

from the test any other Bluetooth devices for 

simplicity, accuracy and security of the result. As the 

Bluetooth signal has a maximum range of 50-100 

metres (150-300 feet), no other active Bluetooth 

device other than the mobile phone used must be 

within this range. 

 

When starting the scan, only one result of the 

searched type should appear on the menu. Now all 

that we should do is to check the strength of the 

signal and eliminate the possibility that this signal 

comes from the phone in the way already described 

in FIRST METHOD: QUICK TEST 

EVERYWHERE. 

 

This method gives the highest 

psychological certainty for the final 

result of the test due to the visual 

perception of the fact that there is 

really no one around, and the 

unidentified device still appears. 

 

 
The signal strength as seen on the app for  Android  Bluetooth 

Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing  by Zоltan Pallagi at 10 

metres, 1 meter and contact with a home Bluetooth speaker. 

TEST LOCATION: isolated area – field, beach, mountain, wood 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
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IMPORTANT! See IMPORTANT NOTE 1 and IMPORTANT NOTE 2 !!! 

IMPORTANT NOTE 1: NOT ALL VACCINATED emit a Bluetooth signal. According to a French study, only about 

45% of the vaccinated individuals tested had detectable Bluetooth emissions (Document: 

https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires , website: https://operationxb.citizen-light.com/ , video: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/iWdCj5UitUEd/ ), while the Spanish doctor Lewis Benito reports that he found 

the signal in 96 out of 112 tested vaccinated patients (https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-

addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications /). The reasons for this may be that some 

of the vaccines are placebo (saline), but there may be other reasons that are unknown at this stage.  

IMPORTANT NOTE 2: While with standard Bluetooth devices the MAC addresses are constant and do not 

change, the Bluetooth devices of the vaccinated can change over time, ie. they may not be permanent. In the 

technical literature, this is known as spoofing - changing the MAC address. The reason for these variations is not 

known yet. The number may change, but the signal from the body remains constant and constantly generates 

new MAC addresses. The interval of change of these MAC addresses is also not specified yet, but it is at least a 

few hours or perhaps daily, which allows the test to be done successfully when using the same MAC address. The 

variations in these addresses do not affect the test results described in this protocol in any way. What remains 

constant is the presence of MAC addresses of unknown type and also the signal strength measured by the graph.  

VIDEO INSTRUCTION for working with the most popular Bluetooth scanning application for Android, Bluetooth 

Scanner - Bluetooth finder - pairing "by Zoltan Pallagi: 

Bitchute.com: How to find the Bluetooth chip in vaccinated people 

FULL EXPLANATION of the entire installed operating system in the vaccinated. This is a wonderful material 

summarizing about 20,000 hours of work of specialists from around the world who investigated the contents of 

the vaccines and the exact mechanism of action of the installed operating system that emits the Bluetooth signal 

and what is the purpose of the chipping together with the consequences . Bitchute.com La Quinta Columna 

Confirms What’s in the Vaccine 

Second great video with in-depth  

explanations of the phenomenon with 

the MAC addresses: Explanation of 

the MAC address phenomenon. Are 

vaccinated people hacked and 

controlled? 

 

This protocol has been developed by 

Momchil Pavlov  

 

April 2022 

Contacts: 

manu@TheUKofLove.com  

 

This protocol can be downloaded and 

shared from: 

http://TheUKofLove.com  

 

  

Different Bluetooth scanning applications  

with different visual interfaces 

https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires
https://operationxb.citizen-light.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iWdCj5UitUEd/
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-addresses-in-covid-vaccinated-individuals-with-bluetooth-applications
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.pzolee.bluetoothscanner
https://www.bitchute.com/video/OC7HW6FXTsPU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
mailto:manu@TheUKofLove.com
http://theukoflove.com/
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ATTACHMENT 2:  

INDEPENDENT LABORATORY TESTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD DETERMINING THE PRESENCE OF GRAPHENE 

OXIDE (THE BLUETOOTH SIGNAL TECHNOLOGY) IN SAMPLES TAKEN FROM VIALS OF THE mRNA VACCINES FROM 

ALL PRODUCERS: PFIZER, MODERNA, ASTRA ZENECA AND JOHNSON&JOHNSON 

Dr. Zandre Botha from South Africa has examined both the vials of the covid mRNA vaccines and the blood of her 

patients before and after vaccination. Her reaction to the findings were “I have never seen anything like this before… 

I cried when I saw what’s in the vaccines and the blood”. She discovered graphene oxide and mechanical structures 

of unknown nature and observed the terrible consequences from the jabs in the blood. She shares her findings in her 

interview with Stew Peter on his show: Bitchute.com, Horrific findings in the blood – Dr. Zandre Botha 

Dr. Robert O. Young, who is one of the top research and clinical scientists in the world with over 100 published, 

peer-reviewed articles has examined numerous vials from all vaccine producers using different instrumentation 

including Optical Microscopy, Bright-Field Microscopy, pHase Contrast Microscopy, Dark-Field Microscopy, UV 

absorbance and Fluorescence Spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Transmission Electron Microscopy, 

Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy, X-ray Diffractometer, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance.  

Dr. Young was able to identify not only the graphene oxide, but also parasites and a whole bunch of other non-

disclosed materials like chromium, nickel, sulphur, chloride, nitrogen, bismuth, titanium, vanadium, iron, copper, 

silicon and aluminium. The presence of the carcinogenic and genotoxic Poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) and ethylene 

alcohol was also registered. The research document can be found on Dr. Young’s website, 

https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-

vaccines , or as a video discussion:: Bitchute.com, Dr. Robert Young GRAPHENE, ALUMINIUM, STAINLESS STEEL, LNP-

GO CAPSIDS, PARASITES FOUND IN 4 VACCINES  .  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/6H4Jcl4Adue6/
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k5JasyhiwEGO/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k5JasyhiwEGO/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6H4Jcl4Adue6/
https://www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-graphene-oxide-in-cov-19-vaccines
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 Dr. Carrie Madaj, USA: “I cried harder than ever before when examining the vials!” Dr. Carrie Madaj, who is a 

director of 2 independent laboratories, has examined multiple vials from the Moderna and the J&J vaccines and has 

discovered things she has never seen in her entire practice: She also found a parasite in two separate vials of 

Moderna, which significantly resembles the immortal Hydra Vulgaris. Bitchute: Dr. Carrie Madej: First U.S. lab 

examines "vaccine" vials, horrific findings revealed ; Second video: Possible third new parasite found by Dr. Carrie 

Madej in the Moderna vaccine and speculated to be th 

Dr. Franc Zalewski from Poland examined 5 Pfizer vials. Two of the vials were saline solution (placebo). One of the 5 

vials had parasite-like creatures with a chemical structure of aluminium, carbon and bromine (mixture of synthetic 

and bio elements). They have a head and 3 tails with a proportion of 1 to ten for the head to the tails with the tails 

having a length of about 2.5 mm. These parasite-like creatures come in a form of dormant eggs which when put in 

contact with graphene oxide (detected in ALL mRNA vaccines) together with warm environment become active and 

one can see the head and legs sprouting and they also grow over the course of 4 days and afterwards they multiply. 

Pfizer vials require very low temperatures of preservation, which obviously helps the eggs to remain dormant while 

not in the body. The other 2 vials contained just graphene oxide. Bitchute.com, DR. FRANC ZALEWSKI: THE THING 

 

An international medical conference held 20/09/2021 in Germany and Austria revealed findings from numerous 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/w8bLbzjaPCQk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/w8bLbzjaPCQk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ghGxW2sOsQve/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ghGxW2sOsQve/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mLjK0aU6IEHH/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/w8bLbzjaPCQk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mLjK0aU6IEHH/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/47cFerxDTaEJ/
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laboratory studies on the vials as well as pathology examinations. The microscopy has revealed micro-chip 

components, ribbons, wires, grids, nano-technology, large metallic looking ribbons, metallic 

rectangular/triangle/rhombus and knife shapes with sharp edges, square edge grids with unknown moving dots, 

complex multi-layered structures with square edges (most probably graphene oxide) that blood plates aggregate and 

stack around. The content moves, seems alive. The results of the investigation have led to legal and political 

demands for the immediate collection of information by the authorities in order to be able to assess the health risk 

posed to the population by the COVID-19 vaccines. The autopsies results confirm Prof. Dr. Peter Schirmacher's 

finding that among more than 40 corpses, he autopsied who had died within two weeks of COVID19 vaccination, 

approximately one-third were caused by the vaccination. Bitchute.com, VIDEO and IMAGES of Covid-19 CONTENTS 

in VACCINES and VACCINATED BLOOD 

 

In the United Kingdom, an independent laboratory test also confirmed the presence of graphene oxide in all vials 

tested: Moderna, AstraZeneca и Pfizer. 

http://www.ukcitizen2021.org/Case_Briefing_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Report%20.pdf (p.12) 

 A doctor and lawyer from 

New Zealand confirmed the 

findings in other 

independent laboratories 

around the world.  

Pfizer VACCINE EXAMINED 

under MICROSCOPE - New 

Zealand Dr. and Lawyer 

present findings 

 

 

A full explanation of the entire operating system found in the 

vaccines can be seen in this video: 

Bitchute.com: La Quinta Columna Confirms What’s in the Vaccine as 

well as here: Explanation of the MAC address . 

If you type the following keywords “nanoscale semiconductors and 

biological cells” in the https://www.researchgate.net  search engine 

there will appear a number of publications on this subject. Here’s a 

publication from 2019. Cellular Nano-Transistor: An Electronic-

Interface between Nanoscale Semiconductors and Biological Cells  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/47cFerxDTaEJ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/47cFerxDTaEJ/
http://www.ukcitizen2021.org/Case_Briefing_Document_and_lab_report_Ref_AUC_101_Report%20.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bGQXA2DBfGvS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bGQXA2DBfGvS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bGQXA2DBfGvS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bGQXA2DBfGvS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XmDOAeNMNBS/
https://www.researchgate.net/
https://www.researchgate.net/search/publication?q=nanoscale+semiconductors+and+biological+cells
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336735087_Cellular_Nano-Transistor_An_Electronic-Interface_between_Nanoscale_Semiconductors_and_Biological_Cells
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336735087_Cellular_Nano-Transistor_An_Electronic-Interface_between_Nanoscale_Semiconductors_and_Biological_Cells
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bGQXA2DBfGvS/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AlpWsETsUKWS/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/336735087_Cellular_Nano-Transistor_An_Electronic-Interface_between_Nanoscale_Semiconductors_and_Biological_Cells
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ATTACHMENT 3: 

DETECTING BLUETOOTH EMISSIONS IN, FRANCE. 

PROJECT BLUETOOTH EXPERIENCE Х 

Translation made with www.deepl.com/translator 

 

ABSTRACT 

Objectification of the existence of detectable MAC addresses in the Bluetooth frequency range following an 

inoculation of COVID antigen therapy and COVID detection PCR test. 

TEAM 

Germán Sarlangue, Julien Devilleger, Philippe Trillaud, Steve Fouchet, Lidwine Taillasson, Grégory Catteau 

LINK TO THE SOURCE 

https://ln5.sync.com/dl/195df4a10/5ab9apq6-q5vgawam-vgr3ktt9-7zr985rh   

 

1/ FOREWORD 

Since April 2021, rumours have spread on social networks concerning the appearance of bluetooth-type signals 

following one or more anti-covid injections offered by pharmaceutical companies Astra Zeneca, Pfizer, 

Johnson&Johnson and Moderna. Numerous videos have circulated which seem to highlight the appearance of 

disturbing phenomena, namely: 

 Unexplained magnetisation phenomena on various sites of the bodies of injected people (which led 

to an explosion of publications on TikTok grouped around a community movement, The Magnet 

Challenge).  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYi3sjRZviA) 

(A number of videos on the Internet demonstrate strange vaccination phenomena such as magnetism, metal 

detection at the vaccination site with a metal detector, EMF radiation detection and even variations in the electric 

field in a multimeter test. MagnetGate )  

The appearance of signals during a scan performed on the body of an inoculated person via animal microchip 

detection equipment commonly used by veterinarians. 

https://www.tiktok.com/@jasmine_0708/video/6974140084870237445  

All these rumours were denied by the mainstream media and news agencies, while in the alternative networks 

numerous empirical experiments by ordinary citizens seemed to show the opposite. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-astrazeneca-bluetooth-idUSL2N2NC2G9 

https://www.20minutes.fr/sante/3067959-20210623-coronavirus-non-vaccins-permettent-etredetecte-

bluetooth-gare-videos-trompeuses 

https://ln5.sync.com/dl/195df4a10/5ab9apq6-q5vgawam-vgr3ktt9-7zr985rh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYi3sjRZviA
https://www.bitchute.com/video/aq1aTigWg0JF/
https://www.tiktok.com/@jasmine_0708/video/6974140084870237445
https://www.reuters.com/article/factcheck-astrazeneca-bluetooth-idUSL2N2NC2G9
https://www.20minutes.fr/sante/3067959-20210623-coronavirus-non-vaccins-permettent-etre-detecte-bluetooth-gare-videos-trompeuses
https://www.20minutes.fr/sante/3067959-20210623-coronavirus-non-vaccins-permettent-etre-detecte-bluetooth-gare-videos-trompeuses
https://www.20minutes.fr/sante/3067959-20210623-coronavirus-non-vaccins-permettent-etre-detecte-bluetooth-gare-videos-trompeuses
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Nevertheless, empirical citizen experiences are multiplying:: 

https://henrymakow.wordpress.com/2021/09/17/le-vaccin-contient-votre-code-barres/  

https://echelledejacob.blogspot.com/2021/11/vaccines-et-puce-bluetooth-mise-jour.html 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1VCRZNaHLE 

https://odysee.com/@Hemeroteca:f/DrDeBenito-mac-address--:7 

https://odysee.com/@Pigeon_Pige-TouT_Traduction:6/bluetooth-2:e 

In France, the first documented experiment on the subject was the subject of an article published in Agoravox 

https://www.agoravox.fr/tribune-libre/article/operation-dent-bleue-235064  

However, as Jérôme R., who is responsible for the publication of the article, points out, even if the results obtained 

are questionable (many unidentified MAC addresses appear), it would be wrong to draw a hasty conclusion.  

Indeed, the field of experimentation was a public garden from which many legitimate signals could emanate from 

devices not taken into account and its detection equipment (an Archos mobile phone running under Android) could 

also be the object of potential flaws in the detection. Of course, these experiments, which only show a final result, 

were not part of any assumed protocol and did not in any way demonstrate the reliability of the results. 

In parallel, numerous studies have been carried out to establish the presence of graphene oxide or one of its 

derivatives in the composition of the vaccine. It is important to understand that graphene oxide has been the subject 

of a plethora of studies around its unique physicochemical and electromagnetic properties. Commercial applications 

are already available: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMB2I_bq0zc&feature=youtu.be  

At the same time, there are official patent applications for the development of nanotechnologies implanted in the 

human body, such as nanosensors, or for various devices using electromagnetic radiation for all kinds of potential 

applications. 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US4717343? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US3951134? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5159703? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5507291? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6052336? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6506148B2/en? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US10300240B2/en? 

_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5629678A/en? _x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr 

Finally, in the face of the secrecy of the composition of the injections as well as the negotiated impunity of the 

pharmaceutical laboratories with regard to the possible undesirable effects linked to the injections, certain studies 

have emerged highlighting some troubling elements: 

https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/11/identificacion-patrones-vacunas-coronavirusnanorouters.html 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356507702_MICROSTRUCTURES_IN_COVID_VACCINES_i 

https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/09/redes-nanocomunicacion-inalambricananotecnologia-cuerpo-

humano.html  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M5T_pa4d87vznN0r0IUpjrSb07sqO9vh/view?usp=drivesdk  

 

2/ HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT AND TECHNICAL CONFIGURATION 

For this experiment it was chosen to work with an Ubertooth one antenna from Great Scott Gadgets:: 

 RP-SMA connector (for connecting the Bluetooth antenna) 
 CC2400 Full duplex 2.4 GHzwireless transmission module CC 2591 RF front end module  

 LPC175x ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller 

 USB 2.0 Full-speed connection 

https://henrymakow.wordpress.com/2021/09/17/le-vaccin-contient-votre-code-barres/
https://echelledejacob.blogspot.com/2021/11/vaccines-et-puce-bluetooth-mise-jour.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1VCRZNaHLE
https://odysee.com/@Hemeroteca:f/DrDeBenito-mac-address--:7
https://odysee.com/@Pigeon_Pige-TouT_Traduction:6/bluetooth-2:e
https://www.agoravox.fr/tribune-libre/article/operation-dent-bleue-235064
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMB2I_bq0zc&feature=youtu.be
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US4717343?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US4717343?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US3951134?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US3951134?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5159703?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5159703?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5507291?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5507291?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6052336?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6052336?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6506148B2/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US6506148B2/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US10300240B2/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US10300240B2/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US10300240B2/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5629678A/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://patents-google-com.translate.goog/patent/US5629678A/en?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=fr&_x_tr_hl=fr
https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/11/identificacion-patrones-vacunas-coronavirus-nanorouters.html
https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/11/identificacion-patrones-vacunas-coronavirus-nanorouters.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356507702_MICROSTRUCTURES_IN_COVID_VACCINES_i
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/356507702_MICROSTRUCTURES_IN_COVID_VACCINES_i
https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/09/redes-nanocomunicacion-inalambricananotecnologia-cuerpo-humano.html
https://corona2inspect.blogspot.com/2021/09/redes-nanocomunicacion-inalambricananotecnologia-cuerpo-humano.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M5T_pa4d87vznN0r0IUpjrSb07sqO9vh/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M5T_pa4d87vznN0r0IUpjrSb07sqO9vh/view?usp=drivesdk
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 Bluetooth and Bluetooth LowEnergy support 

 Approximate amperage 220mA 
 
 It can send and receive packets at 
2.4 GHz, which is the frequency of 
Bluetooth, but it can also view real-
time Bluetooth traffic in monitor 
mode. The device is comparable to a 
class 1 Bluetooth module, i.e. it has a 
maximum power of 100 Mw (20 
dBm) and a range of 100 metres 
without obstacles. 
 
As far as the laptop is concerned, we chose a::  
- Intel Core I7-6600U processor (2.6 Ghz) 
- RAM Memory: 16 GB DDR3 
- Intel HD Graphics 520 
- 240 GB SSD hard drive 
 
The Bare metal installer 2021-3 version of Kali linux has been 

downloaded from: https://kali.download/base-images/kali-

2021.3/kali-linux-2021.3-installer-amd64.iso.torrent as an iso file.. 
 

It was mounted on a standard 32 GB USB stick as a bootable disk image via the Rufus application https://rufus.ie/fr/ .  
 
What follows are installation instructions that are highly specialized and can be found in the original study 
document. 
 
3/ PRELIMINARY TESTS 

On 16/10/2021 at around 09:30 

we carried out preliminary tests 

in an open field near the 

commune of Chabournay.  

 

The exact GPS coordinates of 

the site are:: 46°44'49.6''N 

0°13'32.0''E. 

 

The red dot marks the location 

where the detection post has 

been installed. 

3/1 PRE-TESTING PROCESS 

The antenna is connected, the 

servers activated. The protocol 

starts. 

https://kali.download/base-images/kali-2021.3/kali-linux-2021.3-installer-amd64.iso.torrent
https://kali.download/base-images/kali-2021.3/kali-linux-2021.3-installer-amd64.iso.torrent
https://rufus.ie/fr/
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Candidates start from the blue dot and follow the path (small green dots) towards the detection post (red dot). In a 

number of cases Bluetooth signals activate spontaneously at a distance of about 30 metres from the station (purple 

dot) The pre-test is conclusive and functional, allowing the validation of the test protocol planned for the following 

day.  

3/2 COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The experiment will take place on 17/10/2021 in the commune of Cognac La forêt. A Cartoradio location gives the 

following topography: 

 

The different highlighted sites correspond to relay antennas whose characteristics are available here. A 

reconnaissance of the area leads us to install the detection equipment at the location indicated on the map. 

  

https://www.cartoradio.fr/index.html#/cartographie/all/lonlat/0.98220/45.84740
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3/2/1 TECHNICAL PREPARATION 

The cameras are carefully set up and the personnel likely to operate in the detection zone are tested one after the 

other. They were given the following instructions: 

 

 No mobile phone 

 No connected watch 

 No connected devices (headset, headphones,...) 

Once these prerequisites have been met, they take the test several times in a row: 

 Alone and without equipment 

 Alone with equipment switched off 

 Alone with camera equipment on. 

The cameras and sound equipment are wired and the transmission systems are all disabled. 

Due to these settings, two additional passes are made to objectify the total absence of signal detected. 

3/2/2 COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

At the same time, applicants are grouped at the reception area (near the parking area) and given a questionnaire to 

complete. They all receive the same instructions and one person physically checks the execution of the instructions. 

One by one they follow the route identified in purple as the "volunteer route". The purple dots mark the locations 

where the different signals appeared. 
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3/2/3 RESULTS OBTAINED 

The table with the exact measurements of each individual participant can be found in the original.. 

3/3 GROSS ANALYSIS OF RESULTS  

The first conclusions of the experiment are reported in the following summary tables: 

RAW DATA EMISSION ABSENCE OF EMISSION DOUBT 

Number of people 37 7 30 2 

Injected 15 6 9 2 

Non-injected,  PCR tested 2 1 1 0 

Non-injected, non-tested 20 0 20 0 

 

The data in percentage 

PERCENTAGE EMISSION ABSENCE OF EMISSION DOUBT 

Number of people 37 19% 81% 5% 

Injected 15 40% 60% 13% 

Non-injected,  PCR tested 2 50% 50% 0% 

Non-injected, non-tested 20 0% 100% 0% 

 

This experimentation thus indisputably highlights the following elements: 

 No non-inoculated, untested person gives a signal 

 A few injected persons give signals in about 40% of cases 

 A few non-inoculated, tested persons give signals in about 50% of the cases. 

3/4 ADDITIONAL EXPLORATION 

In view of these experiences, several uncertainties remain: 

 Measurement time 

 Potential interactions with the electromagnetic environment 

 Social interactions 

 Detectability of signals from non-injected test subjects 

A new experiment was therefore undertaken on 07/11/2021 at a different location. 

This new location has the advantage of troglodyte caves that are sufficiently airtight to act as a Faraday cage.
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3/4/1 COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT 

On the first day the applicants were grouped together in a reception tent located on the upper part of the grounds 

more than 50 metres from the main entrance to the caves. The same instructions were given to them and the same 

strict vigilance was observed regarding compliance.  

The distribution of applicants is as follows: 

 2 non-inoculated persons not tested 

 7 non-inoculated and tested persons 

 8 inoculated persons 

A scan was carried out upstream inside the cave which showed a complete absence of Bluetooth traffic. The 

experiment takes place over two days: 

Day 1 

There were 16 candidates present, distributed as follows: 

 2 non-inoculated persons not tested 

 6 non-inoculated and tested persons 

 8 inoculated persons 

Day 2 

A non-inoculated and tested candidate was present. During these two days, the protocol applied is the following:  

Each candidate identifies themselves beforehand, in the tent. It is given a passage number. Every 20 minutes, a new 

candidate enters the cave where the scanning equipment has been installed and spends 20 minutes in the cave in 

order to detect a Bluetooth signal. 

3/4/2 EXPERIMENTS RESULTS 

DAY 1 

The candidates follow each other one by one. Only one MAC address is recorded: c4:df:27:f9:45:b5 . This is a 

doubly inoculated person. 

DAY 2 

Only one candidate is present.. This is a person who has not been inoculated but has been tested by PCR (about 70 

tests). Two Mac addresses appear simultaneously with almost identical references:: 

4c:64:fd:da:fc:5f 

4c:64:fd:da:fc:9f 

In view of these results, we decided to continue the experiment. We turned the kismet server off and on. Captured 

signals no longer appear. We then went up to the plateau, under the tent, to test whether the signal would 

reactivate in a less protected environment. After 20 minutes of scanning no new signal appears. 

We then asked the candidate to perform some physical exercises in order to verify a potential relationship between 

the body energy released by the candidate and a signal activation. After 20 minutes of scanning no new signal 

appears. We then asked a member of the team to gradually bring the mobile phone (Samsung) closer to the 

candidate to start checking for possible human-mobile phone interactions. No particular activity is detected when 

the phone is switched off. We repeated the experiment with the laptop in aeroplane mode. No particular activity is 

detected when the phone is in aeroplane mode. We repeated the experiment with the laptop in normal mode, 

bluetooth off. No particular activity is detected with the laptop in this configuration. We then activated the 

Bluetooth of the candidate's device. Bluetooth is detected, strictly normal traffic takes place, no suspicious MAC 

addresses appear. 

We then brought a second mobile phone (Also a Samsung) in normal mode, Bluetooth enabled. The devices 

communicate consistently with each other and no additional MAC addresses appear. Finally, in order to retrieve 

additional data, we continued to scan the traffic in the ambient environment, the candidate reintegrating the 

interior of the house in which were present 6 mobile phones in various conditions, an internet box with 2 wifi relays. 
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We gradually turned off all the devices and then turned them back on one by one. It should be noted that of all 

those present only the candidate was tested by PCR. We note strictly normal traffic which corresponds to data 

exchanges between the different devices. There is also a significant number of invalid frames and unknown or 

uninterpretable packets with the Wire Shark software. We can therefore reasonably conclude that both the 

inoculated and the tested persons emit signals outside of any activation induced by an environmental 

electromagnetic field. However, these signals do not seem to be constant over time and their activation seems to 

depend on conditions that remain to be defined. (See conclusions and perspectives below). 

4/ EXPLOITATION OF RAW DATA  

4/1 REMINDER OF THE CONTEXT 

During these experiments, we were able to observe and capture the exchanges (frames) emitted by unknown 

devices in places without any signals. In these experiments, as we did not have the necessary equipment for a full 

analysis, we performed a scan using a scanning mode with Ubertooth equipment. This map allowed us to scan all the 

frequencies used by the Bluetooth protocol. BTLE version 5 has 40 channels which were scanned in turn at regular 

intervals. The Bluetooth BTLE protocol is commonly used for many applications and we therefore set out to explore 

the classic ways of building on this technology. Many resources exist.  

For example: https://www.bluetooth.com/bluetooth-resources/intro-to-bluetooth-low-energy-coded-phy/  

4/2 VOLUME OF INFORMATION RETRIEVED 

(Highly specialised technical information. See the original document https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires ) 

4/3 FIRST PROTOCOL ANALYSIS: 

Among these frames, most of which are malformed according to the frame formats recognised by the Wire Shark 

software, which indicates at least a customisation of the protocol stack, we find packets consistent with the 

Bluetooth protocol for messages of type:: 

 BT MeSH messages 

 BTLE AUX_SCAN messages 

 AUX_CONNECT messages 

 Unknown messages (or messages not recognised and interpreted by Wire Shark) 

4/3/1 PACKETS CORRESPONDING TO BT MESH MESSAGES 

(Highly specialised technical information. See the original document https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires ) 

4/3/2 PACKETS CORRESPONDING TO BTLE AUX_SCAN MESSAGES 

(Highly specialised technical information. See the original document https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires ) 

5/ CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  

From these results we can say that a significant percentage of injected persons and, to a lesser extent, non-

inoculated persons tested by PCR tests emit alphanumeric signals in the frequency range corresponding to that of 

Bluetooth use. 

This percentage will need to be refined by future studies to highlight the potential impact of the following factors:  

 Brand of the injected product 

 Profile of the applicant : 

o ➢ Number of injections 

received 

o ➢ Date of last injection  

https://www.bluetooth.com/bluetooth-resources/intro-to-bluetooth-low-energy-coded-phy/
https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires
https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires
https://tiny.cc/vaxchip_scires
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Numerous frames appear in connection with these signals which are currently uninterpretable by the Wire Shark 

software. A common feature of these frames is the low dBm level. Among the probable explanations for the 

incomplete or even uninterpretable character of these frames, some hypotheses can be explored: 

A different modulation than the one usually used for classical BTLE protocols  

- A series of actions scheduled over channel hops (within and/or outside the Bluetooth frequency range). 

There is a very clear prominence of signals emitted in an ambient environment compared to signals emitted in an 

environment without electromagnetic activity. Additional tests will therefore have to confirm this trend and identify 

the triggering factors of the signals in order to specify their nature and, above all, their functionality(ies). These 

alphanumeric signals are not constant in time and their appearance is brief. There may be a programmed schedule 

(fixed or random, depending on triggers such as social interactions) behind these appearances. Many more 

experiments will undoubtedly be necessary to acquire sufficient data to identify redundancies, cycles, patterns... 

 

 

 

This video demonstrates that the Bluetooth signals can be detected not only with living bodies, but also with the 

bodies of the vaccinated who have passed away. The guy on the video detects on his phone perhaps hundreds of 

these devices while walking around in a huge cemetery in the US during the night.  

Bitchute.com: Bluetooth signals from beyond the grave. Covid19 shot Bluetooth signals in the graveyard! 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/nmhx46RxBgGP/
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ATTACHMENT  4  

ANALYSIS OF TEST STICKS FROM SURFACE TESTING IN THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC - CONFIRMATION OF GENOCIDE  

key words – 1) nylon, 2) Darpa Hydrogel, 3) lithium, 4) pineal gland 

The analysis was performed in the months November 2020 to March 2021 on test sticks in sets. SD Biosensor, 

Abbott and Nadal in an unnamed hospital laboratory from Bratislava, Slovakia. The test swabs were from the sets 

used in surface testing in Slovakia and in hospitals. 

Anyone who has at least a standard school microscope and a test microscope can verify the information regarding 

the test swabs published here. All information about test swabs, Darpa Hydrogels, and lithium is publicly available in 

scientific and corporate work. Links to some are at the end of the document.  

From this information it is clear that test sticks are a criminal tool of genocide in the population of Slovakia. This is 

a worldwide, thoughtful and carefully prepared event.  

 
 

Figure 1 and 2 Nylon hollow fibres at the broken end of 
test swabs 

Figure 3. For comparison, a picture of a classic 
cotton wool under a microscope. 

  

Figure 4 and 5 Broken-shaped ends - their task is to disrupt 
the epithelium (surface layer) on the mucosa, thereby also 
their breakage and subsequent leaching of the fibre 
content - Darpa Hydrogel and Lithium. The threads are 
patented [by Darpa]. 

Figure 6 Longitudinally open fibre with broken end 
and Darpa Hydrogel content balls.  
 

  

Figure 7. On the slide, after mechanical manipulation, 
which is identical to the swab nasopharyngeal material 
that contains crushed nylon fibres, hydrogel and lithium. 
This material remains in the nasopharynx after spawning.  

Figure 8 and 9. Darpa Hydrogel beads that form the 
content of hollow nylon fibres. 
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Figure 10 to 11. After contact of the Darpa Hydrogel 
with organic fluids (e.g., saliva), within a few minutes 
they begin to form rectangular crystal structures. 
These gradually grow in a fractal manner..  

Figure 12. Result of crystallization after 24 hours. 

  

Figure 13. These Darpa Hydrogel Crystals create a 3D 
spatial structure and grow through the tissues. 

Figure 14. Darpa Hydrogel Crystals grow under the 
microscope in the direction of the magnetic field. In the 
human nasopharynx after swabs grow towards the 
pineal gland. The pineal gland creates a locally stronger 
magnetic field than the Earth 's external magnetic field.  

  

Figure 15 and 16. Natural crystallization of saliva 
without Darpa Hydrogel. Crystals do not create 3D 
spatial models and do not even form rectangular 
structures and do not grow in a fractal way.  

Figure 17 3D. Darpa Hydrogel Crystals. To this was 
added human saliva with antibodies on the left and 
then on the right ivermectin. see Figures 18 and 19.  
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Figure 18. Effect of saliva of a human who overcame 
COVID naturally and has antibodies. Such saliva was 
added to the left side of the structures in Figure 17 
and came almost immediately to the permanent 
disintegration of Darpa Hydrogel Crystal structures.  
 

Figure 19. Ivermectin was added to the right side of the 
structures in Figure 17 and occurred immediately to the 
complete and permanent disappearance of the Darpa 
Hydrogel Crystal structures. This clearly shows that 
Ivermectin has an incredibly strong effect against what 
makes Darpa Hydrogel in our organisms. 
 

The effect of Darpa Hydrogel on human blood cells. 

  

Figure 20. Normal live red blood cells..  
 

Figure 21. Addition of Darpa Hydrogel from the test rod 
resulted in total massacre of red blood cells.  

 

 

 Figure 22. Darpa Hydrogel forms blood clots within a 
few seconds. These subsequently damage and clog 
blood vessels. 
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SUMMARY: 

After spawning a mixture of nylon fibre fragments, Darpa Hydrogel remains on the nasal mucosa under the pituitary 

and pineal gland along with lithium. This mixture immediately reacts with living structures to form crystals that are 

directionally oriented to the pineal gland, which has its own electromagnetic field. The shape of the crystals 

determines the type of hydrogel used. The crystals are conductive due to the lithium contained in it. The crystals can 

receive the signal from the transmitter to the cell and transmit signals from the cell to the transmitter. These are 

actually nano-antennas. Lithium is an element (reference to Li) that does not occur naturally in humans. It is highly 

toxic to the pineal gland influence. In low doses it blocks it and in higher doses it can completely destroy it. 

Aluminium and mercury also have toxic effects on the pineal gland, which are widely used in vaccines. The pineal 

gland produces serotonin (a hormone of happiness) and controls human biorhythms. It is crucial for higher brain 

activity (creativity, foresight, sixth sense, etc.) and for social interactions of man.  

More details in reference (5) grasshoppers.. 

 Darpa Hydrogel (reference) is an artificial substance 

that creates a converter between the electromagnetic 

signal and living cell, tissue and organ. Converts an 

electromagnetic signal from a transmitter to a signal 

which a living cell understands and responds to. (see 

photo of beetle – Darpa Hydrogel was injected into 

these nerve structures and was controllable via a 

radio).   

Darpa Hydrogel and lithium block and destroy the 

pineal gland and cause the thinking person to become 

a controllable biorobot. A hydrogel is a carrier of an 

active substance, its task is to get the substance into 

the body at a pre-desired place. 

Briefly on the issue of vaccines. Vaccines contain Darpa Hydrogel, lithium and patented genetic information. mRNA 

is not an untested novelty. In breeding and for top athletes, this type has been used for doping for many years. For 

top athletes 4), this doping significantly shortens their life. Genetic information in the vaccine leads to the creation 

of a patented mutant. The dream of the dark forces around Bill Gates is to achieve to force these mutants, for 

example by vaccination, to regularly upgrade as a computer program. 

P.S.: 

Darpa Hydrogel hollow nylon fibres fill the FFP2 class plastic respirators. This Darpa Hydrogel with additives is slowly 

released from the respirators. When breathing, it enters the human airways. 

The swabs used for PCR are also composed of hollow nylon fibres with Darpa Hydrogel. 

DARPA: https://www.darpa.mil/  

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is a research and development agency of the United States 

Department of Defense responsible for the development of emerging technologies for use by the military. Originally 

known as the Advanced Research Projects Agency, the agency was created on February 7, 1958 by President Dwight 

D. Eisenhour, USA 

LINKS  
1) https://www.copan.com  

2) https://www.darpa.mil/work-with-us/covid-19 LINKS 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/05/18/technology-in-a-time-of-crisishow-darpa-

https://www.darpa.mil/
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and-ai-areshaping-the-future /? sh = 47041f384e47 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-019-48874-y 

http://techfinder.stanford.edu/technologies/S18-354_nanoparticle-hydrogels-for 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/7-ambitious-darpa-projects-help-225243090.html 

https://www.inverse.com/article/22675-darpa-cyborg-insects  

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kelseyatherton/2020/08/25/locust-bomb-sniffers-just-the-latestmilitary-

insectcyborg/?sh = 77fd6e153efa 

https://journalbipolardisorders.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s40345-020-00191-4 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(20)30564-2/fulltext 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7307055/  

3) https://www.fmed.uniba.sk/fileadmin/lf/sluzby/akademicka_kniznica/PDF/Elektronicke_knihy_LF_UK/O 

chorenia_endokrinneho_systemu.pdf https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4612-3524-8_27  

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/PINEAL-RESPONSE-TO-LITHIUM1-

DeviRao/b7238dc6e7574492ca62a44b13b36fac4ce7f76b  

4) https://www.antidoping.sk/data/files/511_zoznam-zakazanych-latok-2020.pdf  

https://tech.sme.sk/c/4289532/kobylky-ficia-na-droge-stastia.html  

OTHER  MATERIALS CONFIRMING THE DISCOVERIES OF THE SLOVAK LABORATORY  

In this video, various scientists share about 

the detailed visual and spectral analysis of the 

PCR tests. Such elements as zircon, 

aluminium, titanium and silver nanoparticles 

were found, which is completely inexplicable 

in this type of test. The structure of the 

swabs, which allow them to play the role of a 

delivering system has been confirmed Swab 

science: invasion & destruction ; 

PCR Swab Spikes - Poison delivery system 

Video showing a photo of a fibre from a PCR test, which confirms that these 

fibres are hollow and can carry content. The video also shows fibres from a 

PCR test stuck to the skin of a fish, ie. demonstration that they are designed to 

break off and remain in the skin (mucosa). PCR Test Swab Look INSIDE the 

Swab 

In this video, a comparison is made between a cotton swab and a PCR test. As 

seen on the video, when the cotton swab is rubbed on a piece of meat nothing 

remains on the surface of the meat. In contrast, when the PCR test swab is 

applied on the surface of the meat immediately some fibres pierce the top 

layer of the meat and they stick inside the meat. COVID Test Swab 

  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/uW6b2qAyjica/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/uW6b2qAyjica/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BPb5f42mdFMD/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xEdJKhUzDJcs/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/xEdJKhUzDJcs/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Yjpim5ubGhLZ/
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ATTACHMENT 5   THE MASS MURDER THROUGH GRAPHENE OXIDE IS POSSIBLE 
 

Graphene oxide responds actively to 5G and other frequencies. When inside the body it can cause instant damage to 

the heart, brain and nervous system causing injury and death.  

Some videos showing how graphene oxide can react when exposed to a certain environment and frequencies: 

NANOTUBES SELF-
ASSEMBLY  
TECHNOLOGY 
 

GRAPHENE OXIDE 
ACTIVATED BY CELL 
PHONE EMF FREQUENCY 
RADIATION 

GRAPHENE OXIDE 
REACTION TO 
FREQUENCIES 
 

GRAPHENE OXIDE AND A 
MAGNET 

 

MASS MURDER AT A CONCERT 

In this video a doveted to Travis Scott fan who followed him before he even became famous describes the absolute 

horror she experienced at his fatal concert at Travis Scott Astroworld music festival in Houston in November 2021. 

According to her, the media was absolutely lying about the real number of casualties, which they announced to be 8. 

She said she saw HUNDREDS of bodies laying around and 

other people saw that as well. All the people were 

suffocating and she saw people having blue lips (graphene 

oxide can cause suffocation and the reactions described). 

After this experience from hell she’s done once and for all 

with her favourite star.   

Satan's Devices: Travis Scott Astroworld Satanic 

Ritual: 5G in action ? 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WnLvaPKMtalm/ 

Houston fire chief Samuel Peña told reporters: “People 

began to fall out, become unconscious, and it created 

additional panic… He added that it triggered a “mass casualty” event, with 17 people taken to hospitals and 11 

cardiac arrests.” There’s something quite unusual and untypical about this event as people in concerts do not “fall 

out”, “become unconscious” and especially have “cardiac arrests”. Young people definitely don’t have cardiac arrests 

on concerts. All these elements are produced by something else and it’s most probably the graphene oxide injected 

in the bodies through the mRNA jabs which was activated by 5G or certain frequencies from the sound and light 

equipment. In order to be on this concert you had to show a proof that you have been fully vaccinated or show a 

negative COVID test. https://www.2oceansvibe.com/2021/11/08/footage-shows-chaos-at-travis-scott-concert-

where-eight-people-died-as-performer-also-releases-video/  

In this detailed analysis of the event and the factors that are possible to have caused the 

massive amounts of heart arrests one can see a video from the audience where a young 

man lays on the ground and has convulsions. There’s plenty of space around him and no 

crowd trampling and crushing as reported by the fake media. This kind of reaction can 

hardly be ever seen from a drug but the graphene oxide can cause it when activated with 

the right frequency. As witnessed by visitors of the event there were hundreds of people 

with serious suffocations and going unconscious.  https://www.bitchute.com/video/k1xM7CETMJUQ/  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/1maruJm8petu/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1maruJm8petu/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1maruJm8petu/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KYhM255LALhM/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KYhM255LALhM/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KYhM255LALhM/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KYhM255LALhM/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CeA6IHf8YrNA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CeA6IHf8YrNA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CeA6IHf8YrNA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FvGYAoUDBNoR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FvGYAoUDBNoR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WnLvaPKMtalm/
https://www.2oceansvibe.com/2021/11/08/footage-shows-chaos-at-travis-scott-concert-where-eight-people-died-as-performer-also-releases-video/
https://www.2oceansvibe.com/2021/11/08/footage-shows-chaos-at-travis-scott-concert-where-eight-people-died-as-performer-also-releases-video/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k1xM7CETMJUQ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WnLvaPKMtalm/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/KYhM255LALhM/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/1maruJm8petu/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CeA6IHf8YrNA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FvGYAoUDBNoR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/k1xM7CETMJUQ/
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ATTACHMENT 6 

GENOCIDE. UNEXPLAINED COLLAPSES AND DEATH IN FRONT OF THE EYES OF MILLIONS. NO ONE MAKES THE 

CONNECTION WITH THE VACCINES EXCEPT THE "CONSPIRACY THEORISTS" 

This graph displays the unexplained growth of 

collapses and deaths among the healthiest 

part of the population, the athletes, in the 

period 2021-22 (just after vaccinations). Real 

Science publication: 667 Athlete Cardiac 

Arrests, Serious Issues, 414 Dead, After COVID 

Shot 

Video compilation with athletes from around 

the world who collapse, have heart attacks or 

die. Such cases are becoming more common 

on the screens. Bitchute.com: Sportsmen are 

Collapsing Around The World - Why? 

Tennis World Rocked as FIFTEEN “Fully Vaccinated” Players Unable to Finish 

Miami Open / Apr. 2, 2022  

 

 

 

Vaccinated Children are shocking 

30,200% more likely to die than 

Unvaccinated Children.  

UK Gov. admits COVID Vaccine is 

killing Kids after publishing official 

report from the Office for National 

Statistics 

https://expose-

news.com/2022/07/08/ukgov-

admits-covid-vaccine-killing-kids/  

 

 

https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wLsRQMIYEQKI/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/wLsRQMIYEQKI/
https://thelibertydaily.com/buried-bombshell-tennis-world-rocked-as-fifteen-fully-vaccinated-players-unable-to-finish-miami-open/
https://thelibertydaily.com/buried-bombshell-tennis-world-rocked-as-fifteen-fully-vaccinated-players-unable-to-finish-miami-open/
https://expose-news.com/2022/07/08/ukgov-admits-covid-vaccine-killing-kids/
https://expose-news.com/2022/07/08/ukgov-admits-covid-vaccine-killing-kids/
https://expose-news.com/2022/07/08/ukgov-admits-covid-vaccine-killing-kids/
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/
https://thelibertydaily.com/buried-bombshell-tennis-world-rocked-as-fifteen-fully-vaccinated-players-unable-to-finish-miami-open/
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Data from the Defense Health Agencies Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED) shows skyrocketing 

levels of disease among military personnel in the US army. 

Percentage Increase Over the Average of the Last Five Years  

 Heart Attacks   269%  

 Pericarditis    175% 

 Myocarditis   285% 

 Pulmonary Embolisms  467% 

 Cerebral Infarction   393% 

 Bell's Palsy    319% 

 Guillain-Barre   250% 

 Immunodeficiencies  275% 

 Menstrual Irregularity  476% 

 Multiple Sclerosis   487% 

 Miscarriage   306% 

 HIV    590% 

 Chest Pain   1,529% 

 Labored Breathing   905% 

Video: https://rumble.com/vti3g8-leaked-database-shows-u.s.-military-disease-skyrocketing-after-covid-19-ino.html  

Article: https://www.georgiarecord.com/military-med-skyrocketing-disease-data-leaked-biden-regime-knowingly-

continues-destruction-of-force/ 

5000 % INCREASE IN MORTALITY THIS YEAR 

In this video the CEO of one of the largest life insurance 

companies explains why the COVID vaccine deaths are the most 

major catastrophic event for the last 200 years.  

Bitchute.com: LIFE INSURANCE CEO - HIGHEST DEATH RATES 

EVER. and why this year they expect 5000% increase in 

morbidity rate due to Covid injection induced AIDS 

  

EMBALMER REVEALS 93% OF CASES HAVE DEADLY CLOTS CAUSED BY THE COVID VAX  

 Anna Foster is an embalmer with 11 years of experience in 

Carrollton, MO. The big news is that she found the unusual clots in 

93% of the last 30 people who she embalmed. The clots are only 

associated with people who have been vaccinated. They were only 

observed after the vaccines rolled out. Watch the full video HERE. 

 

Richard Hirschman has been an embalmer for over 20 years. In 

2021, he started noticing very odd blood clots that he had never 

seen before – extraordinarily long and extremely hard to break 

down. In Jan 2022, 65% of his cases exhibited these clots. The only 

rational conclusion is that the clots, which are deadly, are all 

associated with the COVID vaccines.  

Watch here a short presentation on the Stew Peters Show  

or a one hour interview here. 

https://rumble.com/vti3g8-leaked-database-shows-u.s.-military-disease-skyrocketing-after-covid-19-ino.html
https://www.georgiarecord.com/military-med-skyrocketing-disease-data-leaked-biden-regime-knowingly-continues-destruction-of-force/
https://www.georgiarecord.com/military-med-skyrocketing-disease-data-leaked-biden-regime-knowingly-continues-destruction-of-force/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DyQQbfzcUum9/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DyQQbfzcUum9/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BsnGfVcNcR8p/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BsnGfVcNcR8p/
https://rumble.com/vuqk1w-explosive-embalmer-reveals-93-of-cases-have-deadly-clots-caused-by-the-vax.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/c6Pm7wkz2CDf/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Iu1HTPuj46vb/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/DyQQbfzcUum9/
https://rumble.com/vti3g8-leaked-database-shows-u.s.-military-disease-skyrocketing-after-covid-19-ino.html
https://rumble.com/vuqk1w-explosive-embalmer-reveals-93-of-cases-have-deadly-clots-caused-by-the-vax.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/c6Pm7wkz2CDf/
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MISCARRIAGE AFTER VACCINATION IS 82% 

The New England journal of medicine: Preliminary 

Findings of mRNA Covid-19 Vaccine Safety in Pregnant 

Persons  Source: Bitchute - FACT- 82% OF PREGNANT 

WOMEN IN STUDY HAD MISCARRIAGE 

 

Pfizer trial documents reveal attempts to cover up the 

death of 100% of unborn babies in outcomes actually 

reported. Pfizer trials: All injected mothers lost their 

unborn babies 

THE OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS IN UK CONFIRMS 70K 

PEOPLE HAVE DIED WITHIN 28 DAYS OF COVID-19 VACCINATION 

IN ENGLAND & 179K HAVE DIED WITHIN 60 DAYS 

 

THE UK GOVERNMENT ADMITS THAT VACCINES HAVE 

DAMAGED THE NATURAL IMMUNE SYSTEM OF THOSE WHO 

HAVE BEEN DOUBLE-VACCINATED  

The UK government has admitted that once you have been 

double-vaccinated, you will never again be able to acquire full 

natural immunity to Covid variants - or possibly any other virus. In its Week 42 "COVID-19 Vaccine Surveillance 

Report", the UK Department of Health admits on page 23 that "N antibody levels appear to be lower in people who 

become infected after two doses of vaccination". It 

goes on to say that this drop in antibodies is essentially 

permanent. What does this mean? We know that 

vaccines do not prevent infection or transmission of the 

virus (indeed, the report elsewhere shows that 

vaccinated adults are now much more likely to be 

infected than unvaccinated ones). The British now find 

that the vaccine interferes with the body's ability to 

make antibodies after infection not only against the spike 

protein but also against other parts of the virus. In particular, vaccinated people do not appear to form antibodies 

against the nucleocapsid protein, the envelope of the virus, which is a crucial part of the response in unvaccinated 

people. In the long term, the vaccinated are far more susceptible to any mutations in the spike protein, even if 

they have already been infected and cured once or more. The unvaccinated, on the other hand, will gain lasting, if 

not permanent, immunity to all strains of the alleged virus after being naturally infected with it even once. SOURCE 

 
FIRST AUTOPSIES OF VACCINATED 

WITH ALARMING FINDINGS  

All inner organs infected from the 

spike proteins. Damage seems to be 

irreversible. Source: Bitchute - 

Autopsy Results of the VAXXED - Dr 

Ryan Cole 
 

MORE AUTOPSIES WITH DEVASTATING JAB EFFECTS 

A detailed presentation from the result of 8 autopsies of vaccinated people 

who died within 2 weeks from their vaccination reveals how the white 

blood cells and the T-cells are trying to defend the organism from foreign 

particles in the vaccines. On another slide we see an unusually enlarged 

lymph node. The pathologists are adamant that they have never 

encountered anything like this in their whole practice. SOURCE 

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2104983
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2104983
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2104983
https://www.bitchute.com/video/PxgR7Cfn8Kmd/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/PxgR7Cfn8Kmd/
https://drtrozzi.org/2022/01/19/pfizer-trials-all-injected-mothers-lost-their-unborn-babies/
https://drtrozzi.org/2022/01/19/pfizer-trials-all-injected-mothers-lost-their-unborn-babies/
https://expose-news.com/2022/05/19/70k-dead-28-days-covid-vaccination/
https://expose-news.com/2022/05/19/70k-dead-28-days-covid-vaccination/
https://expose-news.com/2022/05/19/70k-dead-28-days-covid-vaccination/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027511/Vaccine-surveillance-report-week-42.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027511/Vaccine-surveillance-report-week-42.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027511/Vaccine-surveillance-report-week-42.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1027511/Vaccine-surveillance-report-week-42.pdf
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RZYzPyfYH5EX/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RZYzPyfYH5EX/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/cMIGuBloOfBz/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/PxgR7Cfn8Kmd/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RZYzPyfYH5EX/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/cMIGuBloOfBz/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/256KlyHOlxJV/
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GENOCIDE. THE NUMBER OF COVID VACCINES DEATHS IS HIGHER THAN THE VACCINES DEATHS OF ALL OTHER 

VACCINES TAKEN TOGETHER FOR THE LAST 30 YEARS 

The pictures above are taken from https://thecovidblog.com and http://tiny.cc/mRNA-vax-cases . You can visit also 

https://www.covidvaccinevictims.com/   as well as Telegram groups for real life stories: 

https://t.me/covid_vaccine_injuries , https://t.me/cv19vaccine_reactions , https://t.me/covidvaccinevictims a.o.  

 According to the official data base of the European Union by the 

12th of February 2022 in Europe: 

39,997 people were killed and 

3,666,011 people were injured  by the vaccines.  

But these NUMBERS REPRESENT LESS THAN 1% OF THE REAL 

CASES IN LIFE! 

The following two videos explain about the numerous studies 

done in the last 3 decades on the system of collecting the data for 

the adverse effects from the vaccines and in all cases it turned 

out that this data represents less than 1% of the real numbers: 

Bitchute.com, EVIDENCE VACCINE SAFETY SYSTEM IS FAILING , 

The Highwire with Del Bigtree. Bitchute.com, Adverse Events 

Testimony to Texas Senate: Dr. Ben Edwards  

 

THIS SHOULD STOP Senator Bob Hall in front of the Texas Senate 

Committee, May 2021: “In 2019 there were reported to the 

VAERS 203 vaccine deaths, in 2018 – 119, in 2007 – 85. From 

December 2020 through April 23 2021 (4 months), there were reported 3,362 deaths from COVID vaccines. That’s 

roughly 30 people a day. VAERS is being estimated to report less than 1% of what actually happens… In 1976 nearly 

45 million people were vaccinated for the swine flu and only 53 died… but THE PROGRAMME WAS IMMEDIATELY 

HALTED, BECAUSE IT WAS CONSIDERED TOO RISKY! 53 DEATHS!.. and we are approaching 4000 with the COVID!” 

BITCHUTE.COM, Senator Bob Hall Texas Senate Committee on the Covid Vaccine 

  

https://thecovidblog.com/category/vaccine-deaths/
http://tiny.cc/mRNA-vax-cases
https://www.covidvaccinevictims.com/
https://t.me/covid_vaccine_injuries
https://t.me/cv19vaccine_reactions
https://t.me/covidvaccinevictims
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zJLGwYoxpfQe
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s5FMSd5Elem8/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s5FMSd5Elem8/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2OwSyV6EfbSo/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/2OwSyV6EfbSo/
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ATTACHMENT 7 

GRAPHENE OXIDE - A BIO-WEAPON FOR DEPOPULATION AND CONNECTING PEOPLE WITH THE INTERNET IS BEING 

DISTRIBUTED IN THE ENVIRONMENT 

Graphene oxide intoxication, the element through which the human 

nervous system connects to the Internet of Things, occurs in all sorts 

of ways - through vaccines (all kinds of vaccines), food, drugs, 

cosmetics, air and water..  

 Influenza vaccines 

o Graphene oxide in influenza vaccines - microscopic 

images: 

https://www.facebook.com 

/SriNithyaUttarananda/posts/2521693377975211   

o Graphene oxide is officially included in influenza 

vaccines: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AL3vB4e5rClR/   

 VAERS database: 84,330 deaths from influenza vaccine in 2021 

compared to 108 in 2018 (could there have been graphene 

oxide?) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3YGlis7UB8Tn/   

 Magnetized drugs (graphene oxide) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/655914051777757 

/permalink/838266350209192/  ; 

Particles attracted to a strong magnet in UK Prescribed drug Flucloxacillin antibiotic 

 Magnetized meat (graphene oxide) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AfY7gqWbBAot/  

 Magnetized cereals (graphene oxide) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7zw5zsGBcni6/  

 Magnetized chocolates (graphene oxide) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/JbQsqlEi1ufk/  

 Magnetic tea (graphene oxide) 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/JYaYBaaz96DK/  

 Graphene oxide in vaccines, PCR tests, masks and foods 

https://odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8/URGENTCOMMUNICATIONFROMTHEFIFTHCOLUMN-

ACTIONINFOGRAPHIC:8 

 Graphene oxide found on beaches 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/WETa2WQuzqVz/  

 Magnetization of graphene oxide is everywhere: water, food, air, drugs and "vaccines" 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/oNtl7GyyiRJn/  

 A plan to spray global food supplies with magnetic nanoparticles has been announced 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/BHKAnftV3uIU/  

 

 

  

Public demonstration in Brazil of 

observing graphene oxide in Pfizer’s 

vaccine 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/AL3vB4e5rClR/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3YGlis7UB8Tn/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/655914051777757%0b/permalink/838266350209192/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/655914051777757%0b/permalink/838266350209192/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YW9BbrIOy9LU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AfY7gqWbBAot/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7zw5zsGBcni6/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JbQsqlEi1ufk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JYaYBaaz96DK/
https://odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8/URGENTCOMMUNICATIONFROMTHEFIFTHCOLUMN-ACTIONINFOGRAPHIC:8
https://odysee.com/@laquintacolumna:8/URGENTCOMMUNICATIONFROMTHEFIFTHCOLUMN-ACTIONINFOGRAPHIC:8
https://www.bitchute.com/video/WETa2WQuzqVz/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/oNtl7GyyiRJn/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BHKAnftV3uIU/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ycS5h00G5VHq/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ycS5h00G5VHq/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ycS5h00G5VHq/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ycS5h00G5VHq/
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ATTACHMENT 8 

DANGERS OF 5G 

Why the need for a section on 5G in this document? We need to understand that 5G in the field of 
telecommunications is the same as the Covid19 vaccines are in the field of medicine. Both have nothing to do with 
the improvement of life and everything to do with the complete destruction of the health of the people in a hidden 
way. All of this is seen quite well from the documents provided below and legal actions against 5G are already under 
way, yet there is no time left when it comes to the vaccinated where dangers come in two ways.  

 RADIATION AND INTERACTION OF 5G WITH THE GRAPHENE OXIDE INSIDE THE BODIES OF THE 
VACCINATED 
5G all by itself is a highly dangerous factor in the environment, but when 5G radiation is added to the 24/7 
Bluetooth radiation emitted by the bodies of the vaccinated this leaves them with even much lower chances 
of staying healthy and safe compared to the non-vaccinated. Further, we are not aware of all potential risks 
of the interaction of 5G with the graphene oxide. Could there be any variations of the signals that might 
prove dangerous in interacting with the graphene oxide inside the vaccinated?  
Also, there already has been a mass casualty event where a large number of people died at a concert and the 
police reports and the stories of the witnesses point to the possibility of 5G or other equipment interacting 
with the graphene oxide inside the bodies of the vaccinated (see ATTACHMENT 5   THE MASS MURDER 
THROUGH GRAPHENE OXIDE IS POSSIBLE). One more source: The Vaxx, 5G and Smartphones Are 
Inextricably Linked 
 

 POSSIBILITY OF MASS MANIPULATION WITH THE PURPOSE OF CREATING SOCIAL DISORDER ON A LARGE 
SCALE 
Vaccinated people emit Bluetooth signals which allow for two way communication: download and upload of 
information. As the graphene oxide connects directly with the whole nervous system of the body, including 
the brain itself, this allows for direct influence through the telecommunication systems. If there is 5G 
coverage in the area this allows for high speed full spectrum control over the body/mind/emotions of the 
vaccinated. What could be the consequences from this?  

In his experiment, “The Assassin”, the famous British mentalist and 
illusionist Derren Brown demonstrates how it is possible to program 
somebody to kill without them realising it. This is how he proved that the 
“conspiracy theory” that the CIA hypnotised unsuspecting candidates in 
its’ secret program, MK-Ultra, to carry out assassinations in the 50s and 
60s might actually be true. In another episode, “The Heist”, he once 
again demonstrates how he can manipulate a completely unsuspecting participant from his motivational 
seminar to steal £100,000 in what he believes is a genuine armed robbery.  
 
Project MK-Ultra was said to last from 1953 until about 1973. Details of the illicit program didn’t become 
public until 1975 during a congressional investigation into widespread illegal CIA activities within the United 
States and around the world. Some people claim this program was never stopped. In this article, 
https://www.governmentpropaganda.net/mk-ultra-and-mass-murderers/, the connection of this program 
with mass-murder is investigated. There are some materials on the internet connecting this program to the 
school shootings in the USA: The True Evil Behind America's Mass School Shootings. Prior to 1999, school 
shootings were practically nonexistent. But today, they have become almost predictable, so much so that an 
ominous pattern can be found. And this pattern is now being used to curtail the Second Amendment. 
 
Having this information at hand we can see the incredible potential that 5G gives in the hands of the people 
with the wrong intentions to direct the actions of large numbers of vaccinated people in a direction of 
creating social disorder that suits the political interests of this group. Therefore, the immediate halt of 5G is 
of highest priority.  

 

https://zedie.wordpress.com/2022/03/18/the-vaxx-5g-and-smart-phones-are-inextricably-linked/
https://zedie.wordpress.com/2022/03/18/the-vaxx-5g-and-smart-phones-are-inextricably-linked/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owootTAuxic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDtMMsFoHuY&t=18s
https://www.governmentpropaganda.net/mk-ultra-and-mass-murderers/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BUPWldoNyu4f/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owootTAuxic
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FURTHER DANGERS OF 5G 

Over 180 scientists and doctors are warning of serious 5G dangers 
and health risks. This document summarises the scientists’ views 
and links to over 20+ research journals.  

“We, the undersigned scientists, recommend a moratorium on the 
roll-out of the fifth generation, 5G, until potential hazards for 
human health and the environment have been fully investigated 
by scientists independent from industry. 5G will substantially 
increase exposure to radio frequency electromagnetic fields (RF-
EMF)… and has been proven to be harmful for humans and the 
environment.” 

The scientists who signed this appeal arguably constitute the 
majority of experts on the effects of non-ionizing radiation. They 
have published more than 2,000 papers and letters on EMF in professional journals. 

The following videos reveal a complete coincidence of the maps of spreading of the Covid19 cases and the roll-out 

map for 5G.  

5G MAP = COVID MAP. COULD BE THE RADIATION, NOT THE VIRUS. 

 
5G MAP OF THE WORLD = COVID MAP 

THE 5G MAP & THE COVID-19 ENVIRONMENTAL THEORY 

Britain’s First 5G Court Case — And The People Won 
After a city council attempted a silencing campaign, a UK judge has 
declared that the people have a right to know about the harmful effects of 
5G millimetre-wave technology being deployed upon them. 

Former Radiologist speaks on 'Radiation Stress' aka Microwave Sickness vs 
Cov!d Symptoms . She says that all her patients during the peak of the 
Covid pandemic in February-March 2020 were off the charts when 
measured for radiation stress as if it was some kind of Chernobyl event.  

Telecom Worker Destroys Cell Towers. What inconvenient truth led a highly-
regarded radiation expert to take the law into his own hands and demolish six 
mobile phone stations? This material is another demonstration of how the 
telecommunication authorities ignore the signals regarding the health and 
safety of the implemented technology for wireless communication. This material 
is from 2010 and the same attitude of the authorities continues with 5G.  

Quite disturbing videos of real live measurements of dangerously high levels of radiation from 5G in big cities like 
London and Sydney already appeared on the internet!  

1. EMR levels in London / 2. 5G tower radiation measured!  / 3. Is 5G Safe? | Sydney's Smart Cell Lamp Posts 

5G APOCALYPSE THE EXTINCTION EVENT 

The most popular documentary on the 

dangers of 5G. A must watch. 

https://ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/Scientist-5G-appeal-2017.pdf
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/we-have-no-reason-to-believe-5g-is-safe/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nuPlVxrSmT5j/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XZyM63fcK5K/
https://www.takebackyourpower.net/britains-first-5g-court-case-and-the-people-won/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HORlxvXVC2oH/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/HORlxvXVC2oH/
https://citizensfor5gawareness.org/2019/12/30/telecom-worker-destroy-cell-towers/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JvzTa0OvATRO/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ukbsefPl4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VDLTVKhaxU
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nuPlVxrSmT5j/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKhG9seiAlU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKhG9seiAlU
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4XZyM63fcK5K/
https://www.takebackyourpower.net/britains-first-5g-court-case-and-the-people-won/
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Further useful information: 
 
Legal Actions on 5G in UK 

 Glastonbury calls for 5G inquiry and brings the matter to the attention of MP’s, The Government, Public 
Health England and The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection 
“The Town Council is greatly indebted to the members of the 5G Advisory Committee, who have met 
regularly; collected and studied a large volume of literature – and received presentations from a number of 
academics and professionals, including the Director of Mobile UK, the organisation overseeing the roll-out of 
5G in the UK. 
As chair of the advisory committee, I have been impressed by the number of councils and local authorities 
who have been in contact; requesting copies of the committee’s report and recommendations…  However, I 
must stress that a Town Council, such as Glastonbury, has absolutely no power to stop the roll-out of 5G, 
which is why it is so important to bring our report to the attention of MPs, the Government, Public Health 
England, and the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection.” 
Cllr. Jon Cousins, Deputy Mayor of Glastonbury, and Chair of the 5G Advisory 
Committee.https://glastonbury.gov.uk/2020/04/29/glastonbury-calls-for-5g-
inquiry/?fbclid=IwAR2A9i5xt2wTvCkRacKoypbkQCxmKTtZ924SBlnjilimrvWAfKvhUzNwOfk 

 Legal Action Against the UK Government regarding 5G  
https://actionagainst5g.org/ is the website dedicated to the case to be filed in the UK against the 
implementation of the 5G technology in the country. It will be headed by the legendary human rights fighter, 
Michael Mansfield QC, who will challenge the UK government over its failure to take notice of the health 
risks and public concerns related to 5G. 

 
Useful links: 
Documentaries on 5G 

 The Truth Behind 5G 
 Five G - (2019 Documentary) 
 The 5G trojan horse 
 The 5G Dragnet  
 Arthur Firstenberg - 5G, Birds, Bees, and Humanity 
 5G and Coronavirus Exposed by ex Vodafone Boss  
 Generation Zapped (Dangers Of Wireless Technology) 
 An Invisible Threat  
 Resonance Beings of Frequency documentary film 

Scientists about 5G 
 Dr. Katherine Horton:Defeating 5G as a mass DEW Terraforming platform for AI Artificial Intelligence 

https://youtu.be/zvQ3Eb2j2jw 
 240 scientists say “We have no reason to believe 5G is safe” 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/we-have-no-reason-to-believe-5g-is-safe/ 
Health effects of 5G 

 Firefighters consequences of 5G 
https://youtu.be/61h_vuBujw0 

 Towers impose dangers for workers 
https://youtu.be/6pzcuQw7XWY 

 5G makes installation workers sick 
https://www.facebook.com/111597013549171/posts/255483969160474/?sfnsn=scwspmo&extid=jFq8C3CO
qDg5Er80&d=n&vh=e 

Other  
 Lina Pu, a crucial international figure in the legal fight against 5G and wireless radiation 

https://lenasfabulousfrequencies.com/ 
 Halt 5G in the UK and Ireland, FB group 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/529939610744595 
  

https://glastonbury.gov.uk/2020/04/29/glastonbury-calls-for-5g-inquiry/?fbclid=IwAR267Bcv5B0x9r6POoIMGwbGoPt30-5msS0-CRoQnoWQGi240dUU9qWy1cA
https://glastonbury.gov.uk/2020/04/29/glastonbury-calls-for-5g-inquiry/?fbclid=IwAR267Bcv5B0x9r6POoIMGwbGoPt30-5msS0-CRoQnoWQGi240dUU9qWy1cA
https://actionagainst5g.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0fa1TwPoMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bG8f5kUpbcg
https://theconsciousresistance.com/trojanhorse/?fbclid=IwAR1zsziqfZ9uuElnU3ITUhd4TJFxG5DKLgbzxORHhZcl9PjQWSFQAJzzccM
https://www.corbettreport.com/the-5g-dragnet/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpdJ_t5XMvw
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YH9ESCvOfSAX/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyUl5Rnm2c8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TP2sdCOr2II
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFR5EtO_zdM
https://youtu.be/zvQ3Eb2j2jw
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/we-have-no-reason-to-believe-5g-is-safe/
https://youtu.be/61h_vuBujw0
https://youtu.be/6pzcuQw7XWY
https://www.facebook.com/111597013549171/posts/255483969160474/?sfnsn=scwspmo&extid=jFq8C3COqDg5Er80&d=n&vh=e
https://www.facebook.com/111597013549171/posts/255483969160474/?sfnsn=scwspmo&extid=jFq8C3COqDg5Er80&d=n&vh=e
https://lenasfabulousfrequencies.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/529939610744595/?ref=group_header
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ATTACHMENT 9 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF WE DO NOTHING ABOUT IT? 

There’s a whole series of steps that the people who illegally chipped the population, the deep state, have already 

lined up down the pipe-line of planned developments:   

1. NEXT PANDEMIC, WORSE THAN THIS ONE 

“We will have to prepare for the next 

one. That will get attention this 

time.” Bill Gates, the owner of 

Moderna and shareholder in Pfizer, 

who in an interview on Youtube 

openly admits that his return of 

investment from vaccines is over 20:1 

(2000% profit!) announces with the 

Duper’s delight grin the next 

pandemic. It’s amazing how the 

perspective of the next pandemic, 

even worse than the current, can 

make some people so happy? It’s also worth noticing the expressed certainty of knowing about the next 

pandemic. They also knew about the first one, when the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation played together 

with the World Economic Forum the Event 201 simulation, the global pandemic exercise in October 2019 

which looked so much like the COVID pandemic and just one month later the real COVID pandemic hit the 

world. It gives you such a strong feeling that all of it could be so well planned.  

 

Monkeypox is one of the potential threats of becoming the next 

world wide pandemic for which once again the only solution should 

be expected to be provided by the same groups as with the covid 

vaccines. Bill Gates warns of smallpox terror attacks and urges leaders 

to use ‘germ games’ to prepare. It’s interesting to note that for the 

monkeypox there’s already been a simulation made by the WHO just 

like with covid ( Event 201) which once again gives a quite strong 

impression that these events are much more likely to be planned rather than occurring by accident: Monkey 

Pox Documented Simulation & Video Proof Of "Health" Agenda. Recent information shows that Anthony 

Fauci’s National Institutes of Health agency was funding research to identify treatments for monkeypox 

shortly BEFORE the virus began spreading in a global outbreak. At the same time it’s worth knowing that 

there might be a link between the covid vaccinations and the outbreak of smallpox and it should be 

investigated as well Monkeypox: Is There A Vaccine Connection? - Dr. Vincent Carroll .  

 

BIRD FLU - the Next Pandemic, is a very detailed analysis video 

that provides a series of evidences that the bird flu that has 

already hit the US, Germany, UK and other countries’ poultry 

industries and has the potential to grow into the next pandemic 

among humans is coming from a virus the development of which 

has been funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation. The 

foundation funded Dr. Kawaoka who took a human BP2 gene 

segment and spliced it to H5N1 bird flu. The result was a more 

lethal and even more virulent virus than the parent H5N1 strain. It’s the fraudulent PCR tests that once again 

are used to determine the presence of the virus and the option of compulsory vaccination of all chicken in 

the US is being considered (meaning all chicken eaters will take in their bodies these vaccines as well).  

 

https://youtu.be/x6nq-JCZIHE
https://youtu.be/AoLw-Q8X174
https://news.yahoo.com/bill-gates-warns-smallpox-terror-000100099.html?guccounter=1
https://news.yahoo.com/bill-gates-warns-smallpox-terror-000100099.html?guccounter=1
https://youtu.be/AoLw-Q8X174
https://www.bitchute.com/video/065YvPYELE8d/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/065YvPYELE8d/
https://thenationalpulse.com/2022/05/30/fauci-funded-monkeypox-virus-treatment-study/
https://thenationalpulse.com/2022/05/30/fauci-funded-monkeypox-virus-treatment-study/
https://thenationalpulse.com/2022/05/30/fauci-funded-monkeypox-virus-treatment-study/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iomXdzaHL91j/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/mHuWpjRWCfga/
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2. COULD SHANGHAI’S MODEL SPREAD TO THE WEST? 

 
There have been shocking reports from China in April about the devastating health policy with zero 

tolerance for COVID. Keeping people for weeks in home with people screaming for help from their balconies 

and windows in the night, not allowing staying outside even for some sports, killing home pets of COVID 

positive people, separating children from their parents, robot dog with loudspeaker going alone in the 

streets and warning people to stay home, mass suicides – all of these are result of this policy.  

What does this have to do with the West? The WHO and the West adopted the Chinese model for combating 

the first wave of COVID. What are the odds this would not happen again?  

 

3. WHO IS PLANNING FOR GLOBAL DIGITAL 

VACCINE PASSPORTS 

In the face of the provided proofs in this 

document demonstrating that the Covid 

vaccines are actually instruments of electronic 

enslavement of the population of the world 

here we can translate the real meaning of the 

idea for global digital vaccine passports of the 

WHO. “We want people to be chipped, so that 

we can turn them into bio-robots without their 

own will, create new private property – 

transhuman organisms owned by the big 

pharma corporations whose interests we are 

actually defending.” (Bill Gates is the largest 

sponsor of the WHO) 

 

4. THE EU IS PLANNING FOR COMPULSORY 

VACCINATIONS AND CASHLESS SOCIETY 

 

What happens after June 30, 2022? 

 The European Council has amended Resolution 2361 and no longer objects to compulsory "vaccination". 

 On July 1, 2022, the EU announced legislation for mandatory EU COVID-19 certificates, which deprive 

people of all freedoms if they are not "vaccinated" and do not have this certificate. If the law is signed by 

a majority of member states, mandatory "vaccination" will be introduced. 

 At the beginning of 2023 there will be a digital currency. 

 The EU will introduce a digital ID card for every EU citizen. (The Dutch already have this and are already 

referring to the EU version at DigId.nl). 

 In the near future all ATMs will be replaced by ATMs with a QR code, installation is already in full swing 

in Belgium. 

 Soon it will no longer be possible to withdraw cash even in banks or elsewhere 

 The EU aims to make cash completely useless within 1.5 years. 

 The EU permanently strips everyone of their physical integrity. 
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5.  WHO PANDEMIC TREATY, MAY 2022 

With this treaty the WHO attempted to take 

over the sovereignty of its members. It would 

have allowed to forcibly vaccinate everyone, 

without trial, discussion or investigation. Many 

countries have resisted the proposed changes, 

but the WHO leaders haven’t given up yet on 

their idea and are planning amendments for 

2024. 

Key points in the document: 

REFORMING THE WHO (OVERRIDING WITH 

EXCLUSIVE POWERS) Each Nation-State will be REQUIRED TO CONSIST WITH LAWS that impact health and go 

beyond the health sphere, not with national interests, but with INTERNATIONAL DUTIES TO RESPOND TO 

EXISTING AND "NEW" HEALTH ISSUES. A unified ideological basis is being formed to justify methods to 

combat the pandemic, for which, in particular, a new "science" has been declared - infodemiology, designed 

to combat "infodemics", by which is meant false information during epidemics, which weakens the 

effectiveness of global measures. The PANDEMIC AGREEMENT is a document created on the basis of the 

United Nations, where WHO will be given the relevant authority under this agreement. If the document in 

question is given life, a global, supranational and centralised structure will be established (analogous to a 

World Government) which will bring all countries under its influence. 

 

DISMANTLING NATION STATES: 

The PANDEMIC AGREEMENT emphasizes an expanded list of measures including: Compulsory vaccination 

and a broad, unrestricted exchange of data (including personal data) that would come from all countries 

centrally and be processed and classified in a single center under the WHO or a similar supranational 

globalist structure. If the PANDEMIC AGREEMENT is signed, it will effectively eliminate not only the 

supremacy of national law and the Constitution in each country, but also the supremacy of international law 

that protects human rights globally. Continuing in this context, we must be aware that such great 

achievements of humanity as the Nuremberg Code and the Convention on Human Rights will simply be 

nullified, we will be deprived of them the moment the Nation States lose their protective mechanism, i.e. 

humanity will find itself defenceless. Once the PANDEMIC AGREEMENT is signed, the puppet governments 

will delegate power into the hands of the WHO, thus the Nation-States will lose their Sovereignty. Countries 

will be forced under the legal weight of the above document to comply unconditionally with all orders to 

reduce the population, through regular and forced vaccination, and more and more restriction of rights and 

freedoms. Destruction of the economy and deindustrialization through endless quarantines, etc., leading to 

the dismantling of Nation States 

5. CYBER ATTACKS 

Klaus Schwab, the founder of the World Economic Forum warned in July 2020 about the 

potential of future cyber-attacks. “The COVID 19 crisis would be seen as a small 

disturbance in comparison to a major cyber-attack.” he warned.  Since then the number 

of cyber-attacks has risen in the world. As a result of the cyber attack in 2021 on the 

Colonial Pipeline system in the USA the operations on 5,500 miles of pipeline were 

halted https://zcybersecurity.com/latest-recent-cyber-attacks/ . Here we can see a list 

of the recent cyber-attacks around the world https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/cyber-attacks . 

 

6. FOOD SHORTAGES 

The same group of people who have developed and implemented the plan for the illegal Bluetooth chipping 

of the population of the world has included in the package of measures for depopulation and enslavement 

of the nations among others also a crisis of food shortages that is supposed to crush the spirit of the people 

and make them accept any force-major measures for fixing of the situation where they by their own choice 

https://zcybersecurity.com/latest-recent-cyber-attacks/
https://portswigger.net/daily-swig/cyber-attacks
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will to give up their sovereign rights to the New World Order in order to be able to survive.  In this respect 

one can already observe the active measures that are already taken in this direction. 

 

 
 
Stunning List Of 56 Food Processing Plants 
Destroyed Since January 

 
 
Biden Tells World to Brace for Massive Food 
Shortages - FULL SHOW 3/25/22  

The UK government dropped this quietly, offering 
bribes to farmers to leave the profession. 
 
British agriculture only produces half the food the 
UK needs, instead of encouraging growth, they're 
doing the opposite. Why?  

 
 
Conversation with a UK Farmer about coming food 
shortages 
 
All the reasons why food production in UK is 
headed to 50% fall according to a UK farmer 

 

To sum it up here is what the group staying behind the illegal chipping of the population has planned for 

implementing in the world: NEW WORLD ORDER UN AGENDA 21/2030 MISSION GOALS 
 

 One World Government 

 One World Cashless Currency 

 One World Central Bank 

 One World Military 

 Mandatory multiple vaccines 

 Universal basic income (austerity) 

 Microchipped society for purchasing, travel,  
tracking and controlling 

 Implementation of a world Social Credit 
System (like China has) 

 Government owned and controlled schools, 
colleges and universities 

 The end of private transportation, owning cars, 
etc. 

 Human beings concentrated into human 
settlement zones and cities 

 The end of national sovereignty 

 The end of ALL privately owned property 

 The end of the family unit 

 Depopulation, control of population growth and 
population density 

 Trillions of appliances hooked into the 5G 
monitoring system (Internet of things) 

 Government raised children 

 All businesses owned by 
government/corporations 

 The restriction of nonessential air travel 

 The end of irrigation 

 Restricted land use  that serves human needs 

 The ban of natural non synthetic drugs and 
naturopathic medicine 

 The end of fossil fuels 

 The end of single family homes 

 The end of private farms and grazing livestock 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/d8IR6mKgE3jL/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/d8IR6mKgE3jL/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/daX3pCGYLAgw/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/daX3pCGYLAgw/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apply-for-a-lump-sum-payment-to-leave-or-retire-from-farming
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/apply-for-a-lump-sum-payment-to-leave-or-retire-from-farming
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IqnUtCzgwETW/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/IqnUtCzgwETW/
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Visualisation of the new government system that has already been installed by the New World Order through the 

support of the WHO, the government, the NHS and the mass-media and with the compliance of the masses.   
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IT WAS ALL PLANNED 

There’s tons of documentation and proof that everything about the covid 

pandemic was consciously planned for a long period of time and carefully 

executed in synchronicity with different organisations according to the plan. 

Perhaps one of the most viewed materials in this aspect is the documentary 

Plandemic I and Plandemic II (Indoctornation).  

In this documentary we see examples of 

numerous simulations like Event201 (done few 

months before the Covid19 pandemic) and Clade 

X (done one year before the pandemic) both 

organised by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 

and the WEF and the published fictional scenario 

by the Rockerfeller foundation from 2010. In 

these simulations they describe in astonishing 

details the same events and developments that 

later happened with the Covid 19 pandemic.   

One more proof is the application for patent of a 

system and method for testing for COVID-19,  

which was filed in 2015 by the Rothschilds.  

A really surprising information was available on 

the military website Deagel.com till April 2020 

about the population forecast of the world by 

2025. We see that from 2017 they knew that 

there will be some kind of major event that will 

drastically reduce the populations mainly in  

Europe and USA. For the UK the prediction is 

going from 66 million in 2017 to 15 million in 

2025. What are the events, trends and 

developments based on which such a prediction 

was given by this time? Now in 2022, when we 

have more than 50% of the UK’s population 

inoculated with a substance that has proven to be 

highly toxic and dangerous and to produce the 

highest amount of deaths in medical history it 

looks like the specialists who made this forecast 

knew what was coming years in advance. The 

other measures taken by the deep state for 

creating artificial food shortages and a complete 

economic collapse in order to force people to 

accept the conditions of the New World order 

also seems to have been taken into account. 

Source.  

 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TsbMDWB6R98v/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/4u7rt61YeGox/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lEBH6WiEXWPG/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lEBH6WiEXWPG/
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ATTACHMENT 10 

SOLUTIONS 

 

This document gives proof that the whole idea of the Covid pandemic was not about a virus, but about manipulation 

through which the deep state (assisted by the WHO, the government, the NHS and the mass-media) played the 

masses into accepting inside their bodies a 24/7 surveillance and manipulation system. The question arises how our 

society allowed this to happen and what should we now undertake to resolve the situation.    

 

There are several different elements, which when combined together give a deeper understanding on the roots of 

the current events and create a powerful mindset, a strong inner foundation which will allow for the recovery in all 

aspects – psychological, healthwise and social, while building a new understanding and personality which will 

prevent such events to repeat themselves in the future.   

 

I. UNDERSTANDING THE ROOTS OF THE PROBLEM 

 

A LESSON FROM HISTORY. HOW MODERN MEDICINE WAS CREATED 

Untill the beginning of last century there was never a centralised health care 

system that was considered as official and with exclusivity and certification to heal 

people. Allopathic medicine was going alongside all other methods of healing with 

no one having any exclusive rights over the other methods. This changed with the 

interference of Rockerfeller. Once he understood that petrol can be used to 

synthesise vitamins and that can bring him tremendous profit he undertook a 

major initiative to destroy the natural and holistic based medicine and to implement the allopathy as the main 

“officially approved” medicine. Through a series of operations that started with the Flexner report he managed to 

convince the US congress to adopt a new health policy where only the accredited by the universities doctors will 

have the right to practise medicine. Through generous charity activity he managed to influence the universities to 

adopt a curriculum of medical education that completely excluded nutrition and other modalities as methods of 

healing so that the future doctors would prescribe treatments mainly from the chemically synthesised drugs that he 

produced through his companies. The newly established medical system later strengthened its positions through 

legislation and political power. The pharmaceutical industry thus became the most profitable industry worldwide. 

Ever since, it has made sure that it regularly invents all sorts of diseases and imposes compulsory health insurance, 

so that it creates a feeling of a constant health threat and that health is something really complicated that only 

people who are certified by the “officially” approved specialists can handle. Through the legislation it became illegal 

for anyone else to claim that he can heal unless this person has gone through the educational system created by the 

Rockerfeller family. All generations ever since are born and experience a health care system that was created by this 

monopoly and never suspect that the health care system is there not for their health, but to take care of the profits 

of its creators at all costs possible. This system actively suppresses any effective treatment of any disease as it can 

exist and flourish only on the basis of a constantly sick society. The healthy individual and the one who can heal 

himself through alternative methods to the allopathy is a lost client for the big pharma monopoly and therefore the 

big pharma industry is always actively engaged in all imaginable and unimaginable manipulations in order to impose 

this system onto the people and to always ensure the gigantic profits it produces. Profit though wasn’t the only 

driving motivation for the big pharma industry. The masterminds behind this system are driven also by the eugenics 

philosophy which justifies the extermination of millions of people around the world in order to leave only a selected 

part of a superior race to exist on the planet. Using both the food and the medical system the masterminds of the 

eugenics theory systematically introduced all sorts of hidden, slow acting poisons to suppress the individual will 

power and mind in the masses and to control both their development and the population growth.  

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K4tCA0_OB8&t=182s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K4tCA0_OB8&t=182s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flexner_Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6K4tCA0_OB8&t=182s
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In the recent years it has become increasingly more and more difficult to make any profit from medicines because of 

the requirements for long periods of research and testing. Therefore, the big pharma industry concentrated mainly 

on vaccines. Using masterful manipulations in the mass-media and the legislation they forced the mass-use of 

vaccines by the populations to keep the gigantic profits going on and to control the growth of the population by 

introducing all sorts of heavy metals and other poisons in their contents. The use of aborted fetus cells in a large 

number of these vaccines has as its goal the programing of the injected body with the program of infertility that the 

aborted fetus cells carry with themselves. There has never been a single study in the history of all vaccines that 

proves the safety of their use. In addition, vaccines are classified as a special category that cannot be sold as the 

other usual drugs although they are not considered as poison or addictive substances. This moment completely 

limits the number of people who can have any access to them to explore their real contents.  

    

One century of smooth functioning of this very well established, manipulative system created enough confidence in 

the Covid-19 pandemic masterminds.  Based on this confidence they launched the latest attack on humanity to 

depopulate the world and establish the New World Order dictatorship through illegally installing the electronic 

system for complete body/mind/emotions manipulation using the Bluetooth range radio frequency.  

 

One of the examples of the deceptive ways through which the Rockerfeller created big pharma “modern 

medicine” works is the fight against malaria. In the video on the left you’ll see a report on George Osborne and 

Bill Gates pledging £3bn to help the fight against malaria. In it Bill Gates mentions that by joining forces with all 

these scientists he hopes that by 2040 the world can get rid of this disease. In the video on the right you’ll see a 

report on a research done by the Red Cross in 2012 that found that all 154 people who tested positive for malaria 

were completely healed in just 24 hours after taking a few drops of Chlorine Dioxide diluted in mineral water, a 

treatment that possibly costs something around a cent each (The Universal Antidote of Chlorine Dioxide 

Documentary ). So, what exactly is then this £3 Billion meant for?  

The whole idea of the Rockerfeller big pharma “modern medicine” is to create a feeling that medicine is 

something extremely  complicated, requires a lot of specialised knowledge, needs tons of money and that there 

are a lot of very hard to cure or incurable diseases, so that people can be forever customers of extremely 

expensive pseudo-treatments invented by this system.  

 

 

https://youtu.be/z8imouImljY
https://youtu.be/z8imouImljY
https://youtu.be/nk7I7Eoo9vA
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nK5Lx5DNcr90/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/nK5Lx5DNcr90/
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OUR UNDERSTANDINGS ON HEALTH 

The root of the current issue lies in our established by the system understanding of health. Let’s have a quick look at 

them.  

 

OUR UNDERSTANDINGS ON DENTAL HEALTH  

In the beginning of last century there was an 

American dentist, Dr. Weston Price,  who 

travelled around the world to investigate the 

indigenous traditions regarding their lifestyles 

and food diets.  He later summarised his findings 

in the book “Nourishing Traditional Diets The Key 

to Vibrant Health”. He took numerous pictures of 

the teeth of the groups  that were untouched by 

the modern civilisation and compared them with 

those groups where the modern civilisation has 

already entered. He made a startling discovery 

when comparing both results. It turned out that 

about 99% of the people with the indigenous 

populations had perfect teeth and never used any toothpaste or toothbrush or a dentist. In addition he noticed that 

they had really beautiful, well structured faces and bodies, their babies were not crying, nor were they having any 

crime in the communities. On the contrary, with the dawn of modern civilization he started observing massive 

problems with the teeth, the health, the face and body structure and the peaceful environment in the communities.  

This leads to the conclusion that the further away we get from nature and the age long healthy traditions the more 

problems arise regarding our health and the coherence in society.   

                       INDIGENOUS LIFE-STYLE                                                                  MODERN LIEF-STYLE                           
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OUR UNDERSTANDING ON LONGEVITY 

The Hunza people are well known for their long life span. The average 

life expectancy is about 100 years, but they can live up to 120 years and 

even more. Women can give birth at the age of 65 and even later. Their 

literacy rate is about 100%.  They never eat processed food. Apricot is a 

main fruit that they use. They don’t suffer from cancer  and other 

diseases of the modern man. Some researchers have called the Hunza 

the happiest people on Earth. They also don’t have any crime.  

https://fb.watch/dlQ1VxV1vq/  

 

  

 

https://fb.watch/dlQ1VxV1vq/
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OUR UNDERSTANDINGS ON IMMUNITY 

Here are few elements that can boost the immune system 

naturally according to an article in liveenhanced.com:  

 

 Drink a lot of fluids 

 Get enough sleep 

 Eat balanced diet with plenty of fruits and 

vegetables 

 Exercise regularly 

 Reduce stress levels 

 

https://www.liveenhanced.com/ways-to-build-up-immune-system/
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But how did the understanding about immunity evolve with the big pharma influence? 
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OUR UNDERSTANDING ON HEALTH AND SAFETY 

In the last two years our society went through an extreme training in acquiring an evolved understanding on health 

& safety social behaviour that was without any precedent before. Here’s what it looks like: 
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POWER OF NATURE – PROVEN METHODS FOR 

BOOSTING IMMUNITY, COMBATING DISEASES AND 

PROLONGING LIFE 

WIM HOF, SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGH: ACCESSING 

THE IMMUNE SYSTEM DIRECTLY THROUGH 

BREATHING AND MEDITATION. 

When the proper connection with nature and belief in 

the power of your own body is properly established 

then we can see truly amazing results of a brilliant 

immune system and health achievements available for 

free and for a lifetime without any health insurance, modern health care system and medicines. There are many 

examples, but here we’ll give just a few.  

Wim Hof became known to the world as “The Iceman” with his demonstrations of staying a record amount of time in 

ice and going out in snowy mountains just in a pair of shorts. What "The Iceman" Wim Hof is capable of was long 

viewed as scientifically impossible. It wasn't until the first Radboud University study in 2011 that things really kicked 

off. The study showed that by using his method (breathing and meditation technique), Wim was able to voluntarily 

influence his autonomic nervous system - something which until then was thought impossible. This ground-breaking 

finding, published in PNAS and Nature, established credibility, quite literally rewrote biology textbooks and piqued 

scientists' curiosity. Since then, many researchers have taken an interest in the potential benefits of the Wim Hof 

Method. Today, Wim and his team continue to work with research institutions and various promising studies are 

currently underway. Here are some of them. 

12 Wim Hof Method practitioners injected with an endotoxin (dead bacteria which make you feel sick and make you 

vomit, cause fever, headaches, nausea and severe flu). Results showed that, like Wim, they were able to control their 

sympathetic nervous system and immune response. Anti-inflammatory mediators were —200% higher, while pro-

inflammatory mediators were —50% lower. A 'Brain Over Body' study results showed activation of areas in the brain 

associated with pain suppression, self-reflection and well-being, in particular the periaqueductal gray area (PAG). 

The method also was proven to cause a shift in metabolism which partly contributes to an anti-inflammatory 

response. The results from another study suggest that the Wim Hof Method does not only enable healthy individuals 

to voluntarily initiate the immune response in acute inflammation but also in chronic inflammation related to 

immune-mediated inflammatory conditions. Sorce: https://www.wimhofmethod.com/science .  

FASTING AND FOOD FREE LIFESTYLE – BETTER IMMUNITY, HIGHER ENERGY AND PROLONGED LIFE 

 

Fasting has been scientifically proven to boost the immune system and prolong human life. Some people have taken 

fasting to a completely new level by going food free. We will give these extreme examples in order to demonstrate 

the incredible potential of nature and the human body.  

Sungazing: Hira Ratan Manek was an Indian yogi, who proved that a person can live just on solar energy for very long 

periods without eating any food. This has come to be known as the HRM phenomenon. The method is used for 

curing all kinds of psychosomatic, mental and physical illnesses as well as increasing memory power and mental 

strength by using sunlight.  One can get rid of any kind of psychological problems, and develop confidence to face 

any problem in life and can overcome any kind of fear including that of death when practising this method. As a 

result, one will be free from mental disturbances and fear, which will result in a perfect balance of mind and life free 

https://www.wimhofmethod.com/science
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from physical illnesses and if practised long enough one can eventually win a victory over hunger, which disappears 

by itself. This is a straight-forward yet effective method based on solar energy, which enables one to harmonize and 

recharge the body wi-0the unlimited powers of the mind very easily. Additionally, it allows one to easily liberate 

from threefold sufferings of humanity such as mental illnesses, physical illnesses and spiritual ignorance.  Source: 

https://solarhealing.com/  

Breatharianism: Breatharianism is the practice of going without food, water, or both and, instead, living from the life 

energy of the Universe. As the name suggests, Breatharianism uses the breath to harness this energy and nourish 

the body. In late September of 2013 Ray Maor demonstrated live on an Israeli TV show living for 8 days without food 

and water. His health was monitored daily. The experiment was a great success as it challenged the 

sceptical doctor’s beliefs who were shocked to find that his blood levels didn’t change beyond the normal range 

throughout the 8 days he was under surveillance. Source with videos: https://raymaor.com/breatharianism-

television-experiment/  

Nirahara Samyama: Nirahara Samyama is another method of going food free and living just on liquids, where 

through initiation and meditation on a tree the practitioner is inspired to awaken the dormant ability to live with less 

amount of food or even without any. The creator of this procedure, Nithyananda, himself has gone through long 

periods of time without taking any food, while a team of doctors have recorded in detail his medical condition and 

are soon to be made publicly available. His experiences of intensive bliss (Samadhi) during this process (May and 

June 2022) are described by himself on his facebook profile https://www.facebook.com/srinithyananda.swami .  

Raw Vegan Diet Is Woman's Fountain of Youth 

In this material we see yet another example of nature’s power to 

keep us not just healthy, but truly young looking even in our 

advanced age. This woman is 70, but looks 40. Her secret is her 

raw vegan diet and growing her own food in her garden. It is just 

another ignored source of a powerful immune system during the 

pandemic.  

Source: https://youtu.be/O6oJA_xhTa8  

 

 

In conclusion we can see that the root cause for 

our society allowing such manipulation to happen 

on such a large scale is the series of choices that 

were made for generations by the people in 

direction of disconnecting themselves from nature 

and adopting the manipulative policies of the big 

pharma companies as NEW NORMALS. These NEW 

NORMALS are not normal at all and all of them lead 

to the destruction of health and the need for 

finding healing solutions. When the big pharma 

companies suppress natural alternatives for the 

sake of their gigantic profits and when the people 

allow for these manipulations to happen then we 

have a committed crime over millions of people.   

 

 

 

  

https://solarhealing.com/
https://raymaor.com/breatharianism-television-experiment/
https://raymaor.com/breatharianism-television-experiment/
https://www.facebook.com/srinithyananda.swami
https://youtu.be/O6oJA_xhTa8
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II. THE MESSAGE: WE ARE MOST POWERFUL CREATORS 

If we understand the fundamentals of the process that we went through we can take a step further and discover the 

positive message behind the events.  

 

DISCOVERING THE POWER OF THE LAW OF ATTRACTION 

The events of the Covid pandemic stimulated the awakening of the people around the world to grow in a higher level 

of understanding about the world, about our creative power and about the higher level of consciousness. What was 

available to a comparatively small number of people now becomes increasingly available to everyone. This is the 

understanding of how the creative process works for us, humans. It’s known as the law of attraction and as the 

phrase “as you saw, so shall you reap”.  

The law of attraction states that what you hold as a picture inside 

yourself (as a feeling or vibration) this is what becomes a reality 

from outside. There has never been such a grand demonstration 

of this principle for the power of collective thought as with the 

Covid pandemic. Although it was in a negative way we still are 

able to stand aside and observe the ways of our creation and by 

getting the understanding of it we can turn 180 degrees the 

situation around. Here’s what happened when we look at the 

events from the point of view of the law of attraction. 

 

We were given information that there’s a virus which in 99,99% 

of the cases is safe and in 0,01% causes death (that mainly with 

people above 60-70 years of age). We also were told that the virus can spread if we don’t take quick measures.  

 

So, how does the law of attraction work here? There are two options.  

 

 Concentrating on the positive possibilities 

We concentrate on the 99,99% positive possibilities of developments and by working on them we diminish 

even further the 0,01% possibilities of negative developments, because the law says as you saw, so shall you 

reap. This means the more you concentrate on the positive, the more it grows. The more healthy vibrations 

you practise, the less unhealthy vibrations you’ll experience, hence the less unhealthy creations you will 

produce in your life.  

 Concentrating on the negative possibilities 

We concentrated on the 0,01% of possible negative outcomes (fear of death) and went in this direction to 

create a strong and lasting negative vibration. All we needed to do is simply be creative enough in order to 

keep the attention concentrated on the fear factor and produce a feeling of being helpless, so that we can 

give up on the idea of working on the 99,99% positive possibilities. The mass media successfully created this 

element by pouring daily information on the increasing number of Covid cases and giving pictures and 

reports of overwhelmed hospitals.  

On the next pages we see some visuals trying to illustrate the principle of action of the law of attraction and how 

we engaged our own creativity into producing the current health crises. Starting from something below 1% of 

the population being exposed to health risk from Covid, we produced a situation where according to the official 

data most of the vaccinated are now much more exposed to health risks than before. We transitioned from 

Covid risk to jab risk. In the case of the UK where it’s considered that about 80% of the population has been 

vaccinated it means that perhaps the percentage of people at higher health risk now is something of about 50-

70% of the whole population. The percentages given here are a purely subjective estimation of the author, but 

the exact estimation is not that important as much as illustrating the principle of action of the law of attraction. 

If we understand the power of our collective thought creativity through this example, then we can turn the 

situation 180% around by starting to do exactly the opposite of what we’ve been doing during the pandemic and 

attract more and more health and prosperity.   
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Visual of our creative process for protecting the 0.01% vulnerable people in our society at risk from the Corona 

virus. Images speak a thousand words and these fear creating images were everywhere producing a 

concentration on the 0.01% of possible negative outcomes rather than the 99,99% positive ones.   
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This visual is trying to illustrate the flow of the whole process of the entire population being educated in the 

power of the law of attraction and the power of the collective creative thought in the last two years. There are 

exactly 10,000 dots in ech of the pictures on the left side. The green ones represent people without health risk 

from the named factor and the red dots represent people with risk from it.  
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As we all know we chose to concentrate on the 0,01% possibility of negative outcome. Let’s remember that at this 

stage this was just a POSSIBILITY, but NOT a reality! By not understanding the law of attraction we followed the news 

and jumped into a never ending vortex of feelings for worse and worse developments. Now we’ve got a really sad 

outcome of catastrophic proportions, but we as human beings STILL HAVE A CHOICE. Our choice is that we can use 

the very same law of attraction at any time we choose in the direction that we want and the question is WHAT DO 

WE CONCENTRATE ON FROM NOW ON. Will we continue in the same spiral of constantly fearing deadly outcomes 

from all directions, feeling helpless and not trusting the capacity of our bodies to generate strong immunity or can 

we wake up to this most amazing creative part in us and start building right now the future of all the possible 

positive outcomes?  

This is the message to all humanity right now. We’ve entered a time and space where our creative power has grown 

so much bigger than we could have imagined. If we don’t understand this phenomenal power with which we’ve 

already been gifted at this moment, then it will simply destroy us. It’s like nuclear power. All we need to do is simply 

learn how to use it safely and we will enter into an age of possibilities never dreamed of before.   
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III. TURNING IT AROUND 

THE POWER OF IMAGES AND SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES 

During the Covid pandemic the government and the mass media launched an extremely aggressive negative visual 

messages attack on the population that lead to the current situation with the illegal Bluetooth chipping and record 

number of adverse effects from the vaccines. The main weapons in this war against the population were the masks 

combined with the overwhelming number of posters and signs in the shops informing the people of an existing 

threat and all the restrictions that are at place and what people need to do. Making people choose by their own will 

to be “vaccinated” under those conditions was very easy. Little did the people know about the power of images and 

subliminal messages. In the book “On Killing: The Psychological Cost of Learning to Kill in War and Society” the 

author describes one of the ways to desensitise the soldiers in order to unlock their ability to kill. It was discovered 

that covering the face (like with masks) of the person/people to be killed (so that the soldier cannot see the face of 

the person he’s supposed to shoot at) would increase about 60% the chances for the soldier to kill. That’s because 

the soldier doesn’t perceive this person any longer as a human being, because the face communicates most 

powerfully that you have a human being in front of you. This means that with the masks there was a massive 

desensitising procedure played on the population, so that the next stage of disempowerment and destabilisation 

could be launched.  Further, the visual message of all people wearing masks created a powerful feeling of fear and 

panic. It is exactly this fear and panic that stimulated people in huge numbers to go for the vaccines when they were 

not needed to combat a viral disease that was equal to a normal flu.  

 

 
 

The British mentalist and illusionist Derren Brown reveals in a series of episodes 

on mind control the unsuspected power of images and the subliminal messages 

we receive in our daily life. Using nothing else but pictures that his team managed 

to install on the route that the the two advertising professionals travelled on 

towards the office where their task was given he successfully predicted the name, 

the slogan and the logo of the company they were asked to create for the 

imaginary company he wanted to establish (Derren Brown, Subliminal 

Advertising). In another episode he made a successful prediction for the giraffe toy 

a lady chose in a shop with thousands of toys (Derren Brown's Toy Story). Further 

in depth techniques he demonstrated and revealed in the episode How To Control 

A Nation.   

 

SHOPS, TV, STREETS - DERREN BROWN DEMONSTRATED THE POWER OF THESE SPACES FOR MIND-NUMBING 

MIND CONTROL MANIPULATIONS BY USING NOTHING ELSE BUT IMAGES AND SUBLIMINAL MESSAGES. THE COVID 

PANDEMIC LEAVES A FEELING THAT NO ONE HAS HEARD OF THIS GUY. IF PEOPLE KNEW OF HIS VIDEOS THERE 

WOULDN'T BE A SINGLE SHOP MANAGER WHO WOULD ALLOW ANY OF THOSE COVID PANDEMIC SIGNS NOR 

PEOPLE WITH MASKS INSIDE THEIR PREMISES (Scientific research proves that masks weakened the immune 

system and didn’t prevent virus spreading: https://tiny.cc/BreatheAgainLeaflet  ). BECAUSE THEY WOULD HAVE 

KNOWN THE INCREDIBLE POWER OF THE MESSAGES THEY ARE SENDING TO THE PEOPLE AND THE DIRECTION OF 

THE IDEA BEHIND THEM 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyQjr1YL0zg&t=100s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyQjr1YL0zg&t=100s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EchfO2pjOrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyIilWb9SW0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyIilWb9SW0
https://tiny.cc/BreatheAgainLeaflet
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Learning from these events we need to raise our awareness regarding the power of mind influence through images, 

educate the people about it and start using this power in a positive, empowering way.  

 

SUPERMARKETS – THE MOST POWERFUL INSTITUTION IN THE COUNTRY? 

From Derren Brown’s demonstrations, from all mentioned on the power of images and subliminal messages and the 

visualisation above we can conclude that supermarkets are one of the most powerful institutions in the country and 

in some respects they actually are the most powerful ones – above government, police, law and mass-media. Here’s 

an example of what impact could supermarkets have on the destiny of the nation if they responsibly decide to take 

action in favour of the people (and in their own economic interest, of course). Let’s imagine a scenario where during 

the pandemic the supermarkets have adopted a policy of non-compliance with any of the regulations of the WHO 

and the government. By understanding the power of images and the message they can convey to the population 

they consciously start promoting responsible and safe healthy alternatives to the 100% completely experimental 

covid jab. What if they knew everything about the subconscious messages of fear, helplessness and depression that 

the masks actually are sending and the negative health effects they are having on people and they never allowed 

anyone with a mask to enter their premises? Here’s a visualisation on this scenario: 
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How do these images appeal to you? What’s the feeling and reality created? We should all be more aware of the 

directions of our creative power and how our environment can influence this process. The reality is that all of us 

have much more influence and power than we think to do something good for others. We can only guess what 

would have been the outcome of the pandemic if the supermarkets as a most powerful institution in the country 

have undertaken their own initiative, independently of the government and NHS to promote healthy personal and 

social behaviour and choices. This would have had a quite measurable effect over time. 

 
 

Why should supermarkets engage themselves with this? The WHO, the government, the NHS and the mass media 

were the institutions through which the problem was created or at least allowed to happen. It’s truly hard to expect 

from the active source of the problem to instantly become the active source of the solution. So, in a situation like 

this where there’s no authority on which we can rely on to take responsibility and provide a solution we should 

simply take the initiative ourselves. We will let all the institutions simply join whenever they wish to with whatever 

they’d like to. It’s actually really simple, once you take a responsible approach to any field.  

  

THE POWER OF THE COLLECTIVE THOUGHT 

The social climate is the most powerful factor that decides for all the major trends in society. Instead of producing 

fear and uncertainty on a mass scale to tackle a problem we’ve got all the tools and scientifically guaranteed 

solutions at hand to be implemented and to produce the desired outcome.  
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THE 1% THAT TRANSFORMS THE WHOLE SOCIETY 

Nearly 50 scientific studies found that in cities and towns all over the world where as little as one percent of the 

population practises the Transcendental Meditation (TM) technique, there’s a measurable increase in order and 

harmony in society and a decrease in negative trends such as crime, violence, infectious diseases and fatalities.  

This is known as the Maharishi Effect and it’s named after the person who brought this technology to the world and 

predicted its social effect. This chart shows the strong correspondence between the numbers of meditators 

practising transcendental meditation and advanced practitioners (yogic flyers) and a composite quality of life index 

comprising many variables, including war intensity and war deaths in Lebanon, Israeli national stock market prices, 

and national mood, auto accident rates, the number of fires and the crime rates in Jerusalem and Israel. Source:  

Journal of Conflict Resolution 1988. Since then there have been about 45 studies done 

and published on this effect with different groups gathering in different parts of the 

world. As the world renowned quantum physicist Dr. John Hagelin explains in his 

words, if you put all the scientific research on the Maharishi Effect together you’ll see 

that the likelihood that this reduction of negative trends was due to chance and not 

due to the meditating group is less than 1 part in 10 million, million, million 

(p<0.0000000000000000001). He concludes that there’s far more evidence that group 

meditation can turn off war (and all the other negative trends mentioned) like a light switch than there’s evidence 

that aspirin reduces headache pain. Video: Can group meditation bring World Peace? 

Studies have proven also that when people practise the advanced meditation program of yogic flying this critical 

mass of people becomes even less, just square root of 1% of the population. For a population of 100 Million people 

this is a ridiculous amount of just 1,000 people.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVFa6Wtuxu8
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Through the scientific validation of the social effect of these programs we can draw a further important principle. 

The difference between the transcendental meditation program and the TM-Sidhi (Yogic Flying) program is the 

depth and amount of coherence the practitioner experiences. The Yogic Flying program from outside looks like frog 

hopping of the body while being in a yogic posture. This is considered as the first stage of what’s supposed to 

become in future real levitation, but for now the body spontaneously reacts on the inner impulse of higher 

coherence (bliss) and at the moment of lifting of the body the measured brain coherence is at its’ maximum. The 

more powerful (deep) this coherence is the greater the effect and therefore the smaller the number of people 

needed to produce harmony, peace and security in the whole society just with their program of diving within. Having 

this in mind some seekers of such 

higher experiences can look even 

further. For instance, the creator 

of the Kailaasa Hindu Nation, The 

Supreme Pontiff of Hinduism His 

Holiness Nithyananda 

Paramashivam, has shared 

numerous times of his 

experiences of real levitation (the 

final stage of Yogic Flying) in his 

childhood and also claims that he 

can initiate others to experience 

this as well. Based on the 

research above we can draw a 

conclusion that if this becomes 

reality even for a few people then 

the group needed to create the 

coherence for the whole society 

would be even much less then 

square root of 1% of the 

population, perhaps something 

like square root of square root of 

1% of the population. The states 

of higher coherence of 

Nithyananda Paramashivam are 

well documented and further 

scientific research is being 

conducted meanwhile. (Kailaasa 

Nation website: https://kailaasa.org/ , Nithyananda’s FB personal profile and official profile).  

Using the same principles any group of people can go with their own ideas and research in this aspect and give their 

contribution to society. What we know from science and the experience of the members of these groups at the time 

being is these few major elements that need to be present:  

 The members of the group need to be physically together. There needs to be proximity of the bodies, so that 

the frequencies of the produced coherence from each body can overlap with the frequencies of the other 

bodies around and thus the produced effect can be multiplied in order to reach throughout the area or the 

whole society. There are claims that in some cases even physical proximity isn’t a prerequisite, but if we stick 

to the available scientific research at hand then this is a basic requirement.   

 The program needs to be synchronised, so that people can experience the same state of higher coherence 

simultaneously. There needs to be enough discipline and understanding of the context of the program, so 

that all members are engaged in the program in an unified manner. Here we can use the analogue of the 

orchestra where even a small disturbance from somebody who doesn’t play along with the rest of the 

EMR scanner documenting the materialisation of an object by Nithananda’s 

disciple at the moment of synchronisation of the disciple’s coherence with 

Nithyananda’s coherence, a moment of maximum coherence peak. 

https://kailaasa.org/
https://www.facebook.com/srinithyananda.swami
https://www.facebook.com/ParamahamsaNithyananda
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orchestra can create disturbance in the harmony of the created melody. There needs to be enough 

synchronicity in the action in order to produce the desired effect.   

 The more advanced the program is, the more experienced and disciplined the people need to be as with the 

higher coherence more stress is being released, and there are higher demands on the body and psychology 

of the individual to process the higher levels of energy freely.  

 Veganism (non-violence) is another element applied in these groups. This helps the purification of the 

nervous system at a much deeper level. 

 Transcendence is the most crucial element for the group. Talking and discussing are not transcendent 

activities. They are activities of the mind and they don’t produce the effect. There is available equipment 

already (like EEG) that can give at least some level of measurable representation of the produced state inside 

the bodies of the participants.   

DEVELOPING THE INTUITION (THE 6TH SENSE) is a side effect of 

these programs. The development of this sense in our times isn’t 

any longer a cool or luxury thing – it’s a survival necessity. During 

the pandemic we became witnesses of the clash of two groups with 

completely opposite perceptions and interpretations of the 

information that was given with both of the camps blaming the 

other for completely misleading the public. The choice we had to 

make could have determined the outcome for our health and even 

our life. The stakes of dealing with information in an adequate and 

correct way were never that high. Also, with modern software being 

able to produce with incredible ease visuals, sounds and information 

that can completely distort reality, we as human beings for the first time in history are presented with the incredible 

challenge of distinguishing what is true and what is fake on a daily basis. Seeing, hearing and reading isn’t any longer 

equal to believing. So, how do we then know the truth and manouevre safely in this ocean of information? Although 

dormant, our intuition is real and it can be developed to a level where it can safely guide us in the right direction in 

times of need and even in our daily life. Adopting these programs and the life-style needed for unlocking the 

potential of intuition is the technology of developing it. Clean air, clean water, clean food, safe RF environment and 

non-violent (vegan) life-style are the basic prerequisites for it.  
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With all mentioned above we can conclude that the social disturbance of the type of Covid19 can easily be avoided if 

such scientifically well documented programs are applied on the level of society.   
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We can rise above the problem and discover a truly positive angle to the current situation by realizing that all of this 

is happening because of a much grander and positive process of a global transition to a new, better civilization.  
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The modern concept of smart cities looks attractive with introducing new technologies for improving life and giving 

new possibilities for people. Yet there are many questions regarding the safety, the personal freedom, the misuse of 

power and the control with this concept. The latest events in China, which is a model country regarding the 

implementation of the smart cities concept, are quite disturbing and reveal the weaknesses of this concept. 

As a contrast, the concept of consciousness based cities (like Vedic cities) is a proven throughout the ages concept 

for a self-sustaining, self-regulating, peaceful and contributing community. It implements most ancient wisdom in 

building harmonious society in accord with the natural laws. While the core idea of the smart city is development 

through technology (change from outside) the core idea of the consciousness-based cities (Vedic cities) is the 

development of consciousness (change from inside). Looking at things from this angle, we might notice that 

imposing onto the people the smart city concept is actually equal to depriving people from their potential to achieve 

higher states of consciousness and the unlocking of all the abilities that come as a side effect and creating 

scientifically guaranteed peaceful and harmonious society.        

There are different interpretations for the concept of Vedic cities like Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s cities with Peace 

Palaces for teaching the Vedic knowledge and daily coherence creating programs. Another one is Nithyananda’s 

concept of Vedic cities based on the most ancient and original texts with clear and strict distinguishment of all 

functions, routines and roles of the different groups in the settlement and a lifestyle which will allow for the natural, 

complete unfoldment of all few hundred powers of the third eye described in these texts. There are other concepts 

as well with the different indigenous traditions around the world. 

When one doesn’t have experience and knowledge of these concepts it's understandable to be sceptical, or 

suspicious and even afraid of the potential consequences of implementation of these consciousness based 

technologies. Luckily, in addition to the available extensive scientific research on that matter there are other criteria 

to assess the possible outcome. For instance, the statistical analysis for the British Indians who are the closest 

representatives of these traditions speak very favourably of them as highly contributional members of society. Here 

are some data from the Religion Media Centre website in UK: British Indians make up 2% of the population and are 

12% of doctors. Hindus are more likely to be married (60.8%) than the general population (43.6%), and less likely to 

be divorced (2.7% compared with 8.1%). The average household size for Hindus is 3.2 compared with a national 

average of 2.4. 48.6% of Hindus have at least one dependent child. The national average is 29.4%. Hindus have the 

lowest proportion of lone parents of any religious group at 8.3% (national average 22.2%). Hindus are more likely 

than average to own their own property and less likely to reside in socially or privately rented housing. They have 

the highest level of property ownership after Jews, and are least likely to be in social rented housing. More than 75% 

of British Indian students in England get five or more “good” GCSEs, compared to 61% of white British students. 

Later, 14% of British Indian students obtain three A* or A grades or better at A-level. It’s 10% for white British 

students. Since 2002, at least two-thirds of all software professionals entering the UK are from India. 

https://religionmediacentre.org.uk/factsheets/hinduism-in-the-uk/
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BUILDING A PROFILE OF THE PEOPLE WHO SURVIVED THE 

INFORMATION WAR 

There’s hardly any other war in history that can match the 

casualties of the information war waged on the 

populations of the world by the deep state, the WHO, the 

governments, the mass-media and the national health 

services. In a standard military situation it is the soldiers 

that need to be trained in specific skills and abilities in 

order to win the battle. In the case of the most dramatic 

war waged on humanity, the information war of the last 

two years, it is the ordinary citizen who was the target of 

the attack. Therefore we need to build a profile based on 

the common characteristics between the people who 

survived the information war and establish a plan for the 

population in general to acquire these characteristics as 

they are more vital for the survival even compared to 

education.  

PRESENTING THE INFORMATION 

Having understood the power of the images we hold inside we now are faced with the challenge of how to present 

the information to the people who were misled by the false pandemic campaign. They took the vaccines believing 

they are doing the right thing for their own health and for the rest of the people but now are facing a much worse 

situation as a result of their choice. There are two major challenges regarding receiving this information by the ones 

who are concerned.    

The first challenge is the crush of their belief in the institutions and the figures who need to be playing a role of their 

protectors. We need to be able to take a responsible approach regarding this matter as we need to recognise 

everyone’s need to feel protected, cared for and looked after by someone who has more knowledge, power and 

abilities then he himself has. Destroying the image of the institutions like government, NHS and mass-media can be 

experienced by them as a deep personal crisis that’s accompanied by despair, apathy and isolation. This is not 

conducive to the healing process. Therefore we need to find a substitute for the image of security these institutions 

produce for them, so that they can keep their confidence and peace of mind. They need to go on experiencing the 

protection from the people around them, as this is vital for the emotional atmosphere based on which they’ll be able 

to take their further decisions in life. This is where the importance of the visualisations on society given earlier come 

into place. If people are acquainted with the scientific research on the mentioned technologies, which guarantees 

the social stability of coherence (order) and prevention of negative trends on a social level, then they’ll have 

complete confidence in themselves and in their own communities to build the life and society that they want. This is 

without waiting on anyone from outside to give the permission for it or to take the initiative for it.  They can be more 

powerful than any institution in the country. Powerful with their coherence, love and practical materialisation of the 

most vital thing we need to survive and thrive in this world – the supportive environment, the emotional climate we 

experience at every step on our way. Just like the air brings the oxygen for our lungs and body, the same way the 

electricity of love and support in the air brings the oxygen for each of our inspirations and let’s remember that every 

healing starts with an inspiration. And if we are bringing this information to the people and would want to assist 

them in the process of healing, then this information can be of help as well.  

The second challenge is the images regarding the biological consequences for their bodies. There is some quite 

disturbing information and images regarding the real contents and consequences from the vaccines. If the people 

who took the vaccine open their minds to this information then they can be truly disturbed by the images they can 

create inside themselves regarding the possible consequences. Here are some understandings and visualisations that 

can help in this aspect.  
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IV. SPIRITUAL ASPECTS 

So, how can we explain the reality that somebody wanted to receive protection against a disease, but instead his 

situation got worse and in addition the medicine that was supposed to work as a cure turned out to be a Trojan 

horse for installing a 24/7 surveillance and mind control system in the body?  From the point of view of spirituality 

nothing in life comes by chance and we are the most powerful creators in our lives, so how then did we conspire 

against our own selves in this aspect to get such a result?  

DISCONECTING OURSELVES FROM OUR MOTHER - MOTHER NATURE 

We all are children of this planet earth. We are children of our big, abundant, loving and caring mother – mother 

nature. Some people actually put a personal 

connotation to this expression. They capitalise the 

letters and write Mother Earth and also call her 

names, like Gaia, so as to turn to her as a living being. 

But what if Mother Earth was really a living being? 

What if she is not just a bunch of effectively 

functioning eco-mechanisms that follow some 

physical and biological principles, but she is really 

alive? And what if we can communicate with her in 

the exact same manner as with humans. We speak, 

and she speaks back. We sing her a song and she sings 

back to us. We think of her and she thinks back. We 

hug a tree and the tree hugs us back. Surely, some will 

say this is not possible, but what if the language that 

she speaks is simply a bit different from the one we 

are used to in our daily life. We all know that animals 

have their own languages and the more we learn 

them the better we understand them and can 

communicate with them. What if Mother Earth is a 

living being, she has her own language of 

communicating with us and she has everything we 

need for our well-being, prosperity, peace and 

abundance? How would then the current situation be 

interpreted and looked from this angle?   

Here’s the essence of the message a person who took 

the vaccine gave to Mother Earth (Mother Nature) 

when taking the information on the threat of the 

existing virus as real and reacting to it by ignoring all 

other alternatives given by our Mum (Mother Nature) 

and taking the man made vaccine as the only and 

most powerful solution.  

“You are not alive. You are just a bunch of elements 

that provide for my environmental necessities, but 

nothing else. I don’t even need to go out in nature 

that often as I don’t feel like it (therefore I don’t need 

to respect you as a mother by giving you my 

presence).  Here I have a situation with a virus. What? 

What on earth are you able to do about it? Nothing! 

That’s because, first of all, you are not alive (and even 

if you were, then you never taught me your 

language). Because you are not alive, then you don’t 
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have any intelligence. You and all your elements – sun, air, water, plants, herbs, crystals and energies, all of you are 

nothing else, but a non-living matter that simply exists there and naturally is given to me for my own consumption 

and existence. As you are not living and cannot have intelligence, you cannot be smart (you and all your elements 

are stupid). Intelligence is something that belongs to human beings. It’s not something that belongs to nature. And 

among human beings there are some that are really smart. The ones who have studied and have certificates. They 

are the ones with the power to bring a solution to the current problem – the virus. You and all your elements (sun, 

air, water, earth, plants, herbs, crystals and all other elements) stay where you are, in this place of non-intelligence 

and powerlessness to help me at this moment. I know better. I will turn to the ones with real intelligence. The smart 

ones. The ones who have studied, who have been in universities and have certificates.” 

When we want to make an informed decision on anything, the most decisive element in this aspect is the 

relationship we have with the people who have the information about it. The closer our relationship with this person 

or people is, the more and higher quality information we can get about the thing we’re interested in. The personal 

attitude and relationship decides entirely about the quality of the information connection – whether it’ll be like a 

broken phone or like a broadband fibre-optic internet type backed up with an AI mechanism to support your search 

results. When one doesn’t even have the idea to look for information at a place where it might be available, then 

he’ll miss the chance of getting it. If Mother Nature is alive and if our inner attitude towards her is as the one 

described, then even when she’s our mother and wants to give us everything she has, she still wouldn’t be able to do 

it because of our attitude. Information can flow only where there’s a relationship and it is blocked where there’s 

none. 

To conclude, the spiritual core of the problem is stemming from disconnecting ourselves from our Mother, The 

Planet Earth. We stopped perceiving her as a living being and we’ve taken away from her the label of intelligence 

and gave it exclusively to ourselves and especially those among us who studied and received certificates from 

universities. We’ve placed in our minds and our hearts these people higher than anything else. It is we, who are the 

owners of nature and we are here to rule over the entire planet and consume her resources. All natural resources 

are for us to take as we have the intelligence and power to do it, that’s why we have the natural right to do it and 

we’ll do it.  

If we allow ourselves for a moment the idea that our planet is alive and she really has a motherly feeling towards all 

of us, then we will realise our mistake. With our arrogant actions we ignored all her numerous solutions she has 

offered us. On the other hand, we did the same thing with ourselves. We rejected our own ability to have connection 

with her, to have the intelligence to calmly and wisely deal with the situation. Inner peace and wisdom come from 

the feeling of being loved, taken care of and protected by an indivudal who has these qualities and cares for you. 

There isn’t anyone who has more of these qualities than our mum, Mother Nature herself. When we cut our 

connection with her, we also cut our own access to this inner peace and wisdom that’s needed for taking right 

decisions.   

In conclusion, we can offer to the people who are looking for a solution this perspective to empower them on their 

way to restoring their connection with nature and themselves and bring more inner peace, confidence and wisdom 

in their lives. There are many teachings and indigenous traditions from where this knowledge can be retrieved. They 

should look and find for themselves.  

(This specific way of looking into the issue is based on the audio recording “Smarter than the sun”, 

https://theukoflove.com/audio-messages/ , which looks into the matter in much greater detail) 

https://theukoflove.com/audio-messages/
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SPIRITUAL EXPLANATION OF THE BLUETOOTH CHIPPING 

The Bluetooth microchipping of the vaccinated is illegal and it 

is a crime. This is something people were not informed about 

and they will not be happy when they find it out. The feelings 

they might experience are anger, shame, fear, dispair and 

powerlessness. How could we try to help the people grow 

out of this situation by giving them a mechanism of 

empowerment rather than leaving them in these lower 

states of existence? Here is a proposed explanation for the 

way our creative process works and why these Bluetooth 

microchips came about as a result. By understanding this 

process we can instantly turn around the situation in our 

favour and instead of reacting to the event by falling into fear 

we can lift ourselves up in exciting creativity and experience 

ourselves as powerful creators, magnificent manifestors of 

our reality.  

Let’s take the example of the iceberg to illustrate how things 

get manifested in our lives. What we see on the surface of 

the ocean is just about 5-10% of the whole iceberg. We need 

to have the other 90-95% of ice under the water in order for 

the remaining small part of it to come up on top.  The exact 

same way functions the manifestation in life through our 

subconscious and conscious mind. So, if we’ve got an 

outcome of Bluetooth microchipping of somebody without 

his/her knowledge then this is just about 5-10% expressed 

manifestation of the entire subconscious process that goes 

for another 90-95% underneath this expression. What lies in 

these 90-95% of thoughts, feelings and actions that naturally 

lead to the Bluetooth microchipping which is equal to 

complete submission of the whole physiology, emotional 

world and mind power to unknown people working for the 

big pharma corporations?  

Here are some points to be mentioned.  

The first idea could be that if the Bluetooth chipping is 

something unpleasant and undesired by the individual then 

this moment can be celebrated as the final moment of 5-10% 

fruition (manifestation) of the 90-95% of delusions that were 

secretly entertained before and one had never known about 

it. Now that the problem has come up onto the surface at 

least it can be noticed, analysed, understood and something 

can be done about it. But if there wasn’t this illegal Bluetooth 

chipping event then how would he know of the rest 90-95% 

delusions that he was living with before? Therefore this 

event can be celebrated as a liberation process instead of 

being afraid and ashamed by it.   
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NO FREE PIZZA 

A major cause for allowing for the negative subconscious 

beliefs (programs) to come to a fruition in the form of 

installed Bluetooth operational systems in the body 

(body/mind/emotion control from outside) is the 

underestimation of all the available consciousness 

development programs. You cannot have a pizza without 

ordering and paying for it. Wanting to have 

understanding of your subconscious mind without 

investing anything to receive it is wanting a free pizza. 

Let’s take the government budget as a way to measure 

the public interest in consciousness development 

(understanding) programs, the ones that could have 

given the population the understanding of the root cause 

that lead to the allowing for the manifestation of the 

illegal network of Bluetooth microchips in the bodies of the vaccinated. Let’s remember the earlier mentioned 

scientific research proving that if just the square root of 1% of the population is organised to practise together the 

Yogic Flying program this would lead to a measurable decrease of negative trends in all major areas of society like 

crime, disease, traffic accidents, unemployment, etc. And if this number is higher then this effect certainly should be 

much higher. Let’s remember the scientific guarantee of p<0.0000000000000000001 that this effect will be achieved 

if the program is applied. These elements make this program the most well scientifically validated approach to 

solving all the major problems of society. Together with this, it is also the cheapest, the fastest and the easiest for 

implementation. Yet, we see zero interest of the government in such possibilities. As the government spending is 

more or less a reflection of the collective consciousness in the society we can draw the conclusion that the majority 

of the population also is not interested in them. This means 

that the majority of the population secretly entertains its’ 

experience of life without understanding of the creative 

process of the subconscious mind. Therefore, here we see 

how the 90-95% of subconscious believes and programs are 

filled with lack of interest for becoming the conscious master 

of one owns life. Hence the natural manifestation of a 

physical expression of operating system in the physiology 

that takes complete control of the body, mind and emotions 

by somebody else as the individual has repeatedly 

demonstrated that he’s alright with such a reality for a 

substantial amount of time.       

V. POSSIBLE DISEMPOWERING BELIEVES (PROGRAMS) 

 

LIFE IS A SERIES OF ACCIDENTAL EVENTS 

One of the disempowering beliefs is that life is a series of accidental events where if you’re lucky then you’ll 

experience something nice and if you’re not then it wouldn’t be. If you enjoy this kind of life existence long enough, 

so that you can repeatedly practise this clear choice over and over again then you can fill up these 90-95% of the 

subconscious mind. After that finally one day it expresses itself as the event of Bluetooth microchipping where you 

can see the physical manifestation of what you “knew” all these years before and it is just another confirmation of 

the established beliefs where some kind of higher power has all the say and you don’t. This means that 

subconsciously you have already agreed upfront with what was about to happen next.  

So, if the vaccinated individual isn’t happy about the idea that somebody else will have 100% complete say over his 

physiology, mind and emotions through the Bluetooth chip then he can use this moment as a turning point in his life. 

He can start and explore a new belief system where he is the one in charge of his life and it’s not a pain to be a 

creator of your own life, but this process can be enjoyed. So, instead of falling into depression he can express 
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gratitude for this event and the presence of the Bluetooth chip in the body for waking him up from the state of 

passiveness and dormant creativity he was until this moment.  

FEAR OF DEATH 

The fear of death is the main fear from which all other fears stem. If we’re 

able to overcome this fear then we’ll be able to deal much easier with all 

other types of fear. If you don’t have control over your body and the 

process of death then it’s inevitable that the feeling of lack of control over 

life will be present in every all area of life. Only the one who has real 

control over his body has real knowledge. The rest is only partial knowledge 

or just an illusion.   

There’s forgotten or neglected knowledge and ability for a person to leave 

his body at any time the person desires to. Through a specific type of life-

stylle and training anyone can learn to leave the body and travel in other 

dimensions and return to the body. When this process has been repeated 

enough times then at the moment of death, the feeling of leaving the body 

will be equal to going from one room of the house to the other or just going 

for a regular walk outside. For example, the Bulgarian spiritual master Petar 

Deunov recommends for his disciples to have at least once a year an out-of- 

body experience before they reach the moment of death. When this experience is established the fear of death is 

eliminated and any situation that involves the risk of death will be assessed with a deep peace of mind, which is 

decisive for a right, powerful decision making process.  

The fact that the knowledge of leaving the body isn’t taught in 

schools doesn’t mean that it isn’t available and it cannot be 

taught. There are some spiritual traditions like Hinduism, 

Buddhism and others that give this knowledge to their disciples 

and those who look for it can acquire it. 

From this angle we can see that the chances of people making the 

wrong decision and going for a purely experimental vaccine to combat a 99,99% survival 

rate flu would be much lower, as by knowing that they can control the process of leaving the body the fear of leaving 

it will be much lower. Hence, the peace of mind with which they will appreciate the situation would be much higher.  

In addition to the spiritual traditions there’s available literature with technologies for leaving the body (out-of-body 

experiences). With the development of modern biochemistry and physics it could be possible to produce this effect 

also with technical equipment, but the psychological preparation of the individual always remains as a basis before 

the practical experience.          

Near death experiences shared by many people also throw a glance 

on what’s happening with the soul after it leaves the body. It’s quite 

intriguing fact that after such experiences people go into a powerful 

remission both physically and emotionally. They speak about a higher 

reality, which is full of love and acceptance for every soul, a real 

heaven. Having had this experience they loose their fear of death and 

also embark on a spiritual journey in their new life. Mellen Thomas 

Bendict’s shares his most remarkable near death experience in this 

video. He speaks how he went back in time and could see his life review and why he got sick from his diseases. He 

also got into an endless mandala with all the human souls that ever existed. He could look into every human soul and 

in that he could see no evil, no darkness whatsoever. He also saw his own soul and there was no darkness either. 

Getting in touch with this reality is a powerful life transformation experience towards healing in every aspect. This 

reality, this truth is central for the people who spread the information on the vaccines as this is an empowering 

experience and we need to empower people, not make them feel afraid, scared, doomed and disempowered.  

Monk consciously leaving the body 

Death meditation is 

a process meant for 

Nithyananda’s 

disciples to get out-

of-body experience 

https://youtu.be/b-Euxh4Zgjc
https://youtu.be/b-Euxh4Zgjc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwlyYHGVwic
https://youtu.be/b-Euxh4Zgjc
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THE FEAR OF LOSING CONTROL 

Fear of losing control could also be one of the 90-95% building blocks before this final manifestation. The 

information given about the covid virus is that the survival rate is something about 99,99% and the deaths reported 

were mainly for people in their 60s and 70s. This puts it in the category of a normal flu. Was it a logical decision to 

take an experimental vaccine or was it of a different character because of baseless fear, a fear of losing control? If it 

was because of this baseless fear of losing control then there is another 90-95% of other areas where such fear was 

tolerated in the life of the individual before the unexpected Bluetooth microchipping event. Here we can use the 

analogy with the dogs where the more you experience fear from them the more likely it is for them to bark at you 

and try to attack you, to be aggressive towards you. The law of attraction says that you attract what you reverberate 

most powerfully with. It doesn’t matter whether you love it or are afraid of it – what matters is the intensity of the 

feeling. So, if the fear of losing control over a certain situation is really strong that is exactly what happens in life. 

This can be bad, but it also can be liberating as experience. If you overcome this situation then you’ll see that you are 

more powerful than your fear. So, this event might indicate to long existing baseless fear of losing control over the 

developments in the life of the individual. So, once again gratitude can be expressed for the happening of the 

Bluetooth chipping, because it revealed this unconscious long tolerated delusional program.  

There are different ways of removing fear, but meditation is the most well known. Meditation teaches the individual 

to let go of the fear of losing control. It teaches how to turn off the senses (the feeling of control) yet the experience 

is blissful, safe and rejuvenating. This could be a starting point to eliminate the long tolerated program of baseless 

fear of losing control.  

VIOLENCE IS NECESSARY FOR MY EXISTENCE 

Exercising violence as a necessity for existence 

is another subconscious belief (program) that 

leads to the manifestation of the criminal 

Bluetooth chipping system that takes total 

control over the individual. What is meant by 

that? The idea of meat-eating, dairy product 

consumption, medical experiments with 

animals, using animals’ skin for clothes and 

accessories, etc is based on the belief that 

violence is necessary for our existence. We 

cannot avoid it. It simply needs to be there, as 

there is no other way. So, in order to exist we 

need to enslave other living beings, have 

complete control over their bodies and lives 

and use them as goods and resources for our 

consumption rather than treat them as living 

beings. When the majority of the society practices for a long time this belief the accumulated social consciousness 

expresses itself in some kind of materialised form that reflects back to the people the fruit of their own belief. It goes 

like this in the subconscious mind: I believe that violence is necessary for my existence. Therefore it’s alright for me 

to consume meat (and get involved in all other violence based activities). The universe (or the subconscious mind) 

answers back: Sure. I’m abundant and I’ll return you back multiple fold the fruit of your own belief. Let violence be 

the experience of your existence. Just like you enslaved so many animals, because you decided that violence is a 

basic need for your existence, let you experience the fruit of this violence by experiencing the same kind of 

enslavement you practised on others. “I cannot avoid using violence” = subconscious mind justification for others to 

use violence against me. “I cannot avoid completely enslaving other living beings in order to use them as a product” 

= subconscious program: I cannot avoid letting other beings completely enslave me for their own purpose to use me 

as a product.  
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LOOKING FOR SOLUTION IN THE OUTSIDE RATHER THAN INSIDE BY CHANGING OUR LIFE-STYLE 

Killing the virus is a solution from outside. It’s based on fear and force and no desire to change one’s lifestyle, 

understanding and health habits. 

Changing one’s life-style to boost the whole immune system and sustain a healthy, beautiful and long lasting body is 

a solution from the inside. This solution is the right one. Why? There are just about as many viruses in the body as 

cells, an estimated 37 trillion. Turns out most of them are friendly and only under certain conditions can become 

dangerous. So, the best solution is simply not to fight each and single one of them, but to learn how to live with 

them without fear. Here’s more on this topic: Human Virome: Scientists Say 380 Trillion Viruses Live Inside of Us 

VI. HEALING SOLUTIONS 

Before giving some possible technical solutions here are some on the spiritual level. 

KARMIC HEALING 

According to spiritual science all diseases stem from some wrong doings or beliefs in the past, whether it is in this life 

or the previous. Looking at one of the major root-causes of the current situation with the vaccines we see that the 

problem stems from several generations back, when our great-grandparents lost their original life-style to the 

industrialised one and adopted the new normals (mentioned above). The current generation being born in this “new 

normal” doesn’t have any idea of the original truth and possibilities regarding health. This means that through this 

crisis what we are experiencing is a correction of a situation that involves several generations before us. If we are 

going through a healing process it is for the sake of all these generations before us who lived in these delusions. So, 

in a way we are healing not just ourselves, but also all our ancestors who didn’t know about the wrong ways of our 

understanding of health and the health care system we adopted and sustained. Working with the logic we can 

conclude that one of the possible ways to heal on a karmic level is to turn inside towards ourselves and all our 

predecessors in our family, parents and grandparents, through whom we also adopted these wrong beliefs regarding 

health. We warmly embrace these members of our family and we tell them how much we love them. We tell them in 

our minds that something really beautiful is happening, because finally a cloud that has been hanging for some time 

is now lifting away. We’ve done really well and we’re seeing the new day. Our spirit is rising and we’re empowered 

with the healing power of reality. If there are any unresolved issues we clear them and forgive them. We experience 

ourselves together as a family, which is celebrating the victory and the dawn of the new times, a new beginning and 

experience of unity with our family – the ones who gave everything for us. We light the love of our family as 

powerfully as we can to spread it throughout the world and help others receive its healing power. It is a very good 

place to start with.   

There are experienced professionals in the area of karmic healing, so if one feels the need to look further into this 

realm he can find somebody to help him with this. One well-known authority in this respect is Dolores Cannon 

https://dolorescannon.com/ , but there are many others as well.  

KEEPING THE IMAGE OF THE HEALED PERSON IN THE MIND 

In this video we can see an extremely powerful 

demonstration of the principle of keeping the image 

of the healed person inside our minds when 

contacting somebody who needs healing. In this 

video we see a lady who has a tumour inside her 

bladder. The nurse observes live with ultrasound 

equipment the tumour. Next to the patient there 

are a few practitioners of energy healing who apply 

the principle of holding the image of the already 

healed person inside their mind and chant together 

a word (or a mantra) upon which they agreed that 

represents the already healed person. By 

intensively chanting this word they affirm “it’s 

already done, it’s already done” and in just 3 

https://www.inverse.com/article/49747-what-is-the-human-virome
https://dolorescannon.com/
https://youtu.be/PZpRP1FV0lE
https://youtu.be/PZpRP1FV0lE
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minutes live on the ultrasound equipment we see how their energy field melts away the whole tumour. Seeing this 

incredible positive example we should adopt this principle when taking actions to help the vaccinated to heal from 

their adverse effects and to get rid of their Bluetooth microchips. Of course, this can happen only after their own 

agreement and expressed desire for help, but as this document is designed to bring to their attention the 

information about the vaccines that was hidden from them we can expect that they’ll want to receive any help 

available.  

This specific example is also very important in the context of the abundant information regarding the numerous 

adverse effects from the vaccines that can create a strong disempowering image inside the injured ones. This 

example is also crucial for understanding the need to cancel all the negative visuals seen regarding the vaccines and 

consciously create new positive ones. This includes all the negative visuals in this document as well. The visuals 

regarding the vaccines in the document were created only for the purpose of easy and quick understanding of the 

complexity of the consequences, but once the affected once receive full understanding regarding the hidden 

information regarding the vaccines, they should forget them and create a powerful image of their renewed healthy 

body. Link to video: https://youtu.be/PZpRP1FV0lE    

 

 

https://youtu.be/PZpRP1FV0lE
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FORGIVENESS IS A POWERFUL HEALER 

In the world of spirituality the act of forgiveness is well known as a powerful tool for eliminating in the root any 

disease that has to deal with some kind of relationship conflict. For example, in one of her books the famous healer 

Louise Hay narrates of an incident when she developed uterus cancer and was never able to heal it until she 

underwent extensive spiritual procedure of forgiveness towards the person 

who raped her in her youth. Having in mind that the affected by the vaccines 

can naturally experience anger towards the people who misled them and 

committed a crime, we should bring to their attention the proven spiritual 

healing technology through forgiveness. While the criminals should be 

responsible in front of the law, the inner attitude towards them should not 

affect in a disempowering way our emotional world and from there our 

health as well.  

Eva Kor was 10 when she and her family stepped off the train in Auschwitz in 

the fall of 1944. Minutes later an SS officer took her and her twin sister, 

Miriam, away from their mother, father and two older sisters. The twins 

never saw the others again. Awaiting the girls was Josef Mengele, "the Angel 

of Death" who performed unspeakably sadistic experiments on roughly 1,500 

sets of twins. When the Soviet army liberated Auschwitz on Jan. 27, 1945, Eva 

and Miriam were among the fewer than 200 survivors of Mengele's 

atrocities. Kor talks about her ordeal at the hands of Mengele and her 

decision to forgive.  “What is my forgiveness? I like it. It is an act of self-

healing, self-liberation, self-empowerment. All victims feel hurt, feel 

hopeless, feel helpless, feel powerless. I want everybody to remember that 

we cannot change what happened. That is the tragic part. But we can change 

how we relate to it.” YouTube: I Survived The Holocaust Twin Experiments 

WHY DIFFERENT BODIES REACT DIFFERENTLY TO THE VACCINES? 

Not all people react the same way to the mRNA vaccines. First, there are some placebo shots, so nothing negative 

expected there. Second, there are differences in the batches. In this video, 100% Of Covid19 Vaccine Deaths Were 

Caused By Just 5% Of The Batches Dr Ruby lists the doctors and experts who have worked hard to reveal that 

Moderna and Pfizer are conducting "Lethal Dose Studies" on Humans. This means that the majority of the people 

might not be having of these dangerously high lethal doses, but the statistics show that if not treated a very high 

number of side effects are being observed in time. But could there be other factors that determine how the body 

will react to the shots?  

Surely, there are. In the video WATCH THE WATER Dr. Bryan Ardis gives a series of evidence that both the SARS 2 

covid virus and the mRNA vaccines are bio-weapons that contain synthesised king cobra toxic venom. Therefore any 

means that can neutralize a snake’s venom has the potential to neutralize both the consequences from the “COVID 

virus” and the mRNA shots. In the video it’s mentioned that tobacco blocks the absorption of this venomus poison 

and therefore smokers are expected to be less affected by it.  

But surely people with stronger immune system would be able to respond more positively to this factor. Wim Hof, 

the iceman, was injected by scientists with sufficient amount of bacteria to cause a disease reaction in the body, yet 

just with his breathing technique he was able to completely surpress these symptoms. Same was with his students. 

Another example is Nithyananda, the creator of the Hindu Kailaasa nation, who’s body was made poison resistant by 

one of his gurus by giving him regularly increasing doses of snake’s poison until one day he told him that his body is 

ready and immune to poisoning. Later in Nithyananda’s life there were two attempts to poison him, but his body 

dealt successfully with the challenges. The first attempt was while he was arrested and in the prison several times 

blood was taken from him with a syringe that contained the poison. After he came out a thorough medical analisys 

of the blood was made and it was found out that the amount of the detected poison in the blood was many times 

higher than the normal dosage that would have been enough to produce a lethal outcome. Once again we see, that 

not all bodies are the same and they can deal differently to one and the same factor due to different factors.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdgPAetNY5U
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JqXx2sRHRxBk/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/JqXx2sRHRxBk/
https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/04/world-premiere-watch-the-water-full-movie/
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SPIRITUAL ASPECTS OF VACCINES 

A truly interesting perspective on the attack launched on humanity through the vaccines is 

given by Ismael Perez, author of “The Secret Government”. Ismael Perez had extraordinary 

abilities from his childhood when he started teleporting objects from one room into another, 

but also seeing very deeply into other dimensions. His insight into the explanation of why 

the human DNA was attacked through the vaccines is a unique revelation of a very deep 

nature that can help people create a deeper understaning on the current events and with 

this become more empowered to heal themselves both from the physical and psychological 

trauma caused by the vaccines. Link to the YouTube video with the chat on this topic.   

 

The following informations concurs with the content of Thomas Mayer’s book on the spiritual aspects of vaccines. 

More than a hundred years ago, Rudolf Steiner wrote the following about thee vaccines: 

”In the future, we will eliminate the soul with medicine. Under the pretext of a ‘healthy 

point of view’, there will be a vaccine by which the human body will be treated as soon as 

possible directly at birth, so that the human being cannot develop the thought of the 

existence of soul and Spirit.To materialistic doctors, will be entrusted the task of removing 

the soul of humanity. As today, people are vaccinated against this disease or that disease, 

so in the future, children will be vaccinated with a substance that can be produced 

precisely in such a way that people, thanks to this vaccination, will be immune to being 

subjected to the “madness” of spiritual life. He would be extremely smart, but he would 

not develop a conscience, and that is the true goal of some materialistic circles.With such 

a vaccine, you can easily make the etheric body loose in the physical body. Once the etheric body is detached, the 

relationship between the universe and the etheric body would become extremely unstable, and man would become 

an automaton, for the physical body of man must be polished on this Earth by spiritual will. So, the vaccine becomes 

a kind of arymanique force; man can no longer get rid of a given materialistic feeling. He becomes materialistic of 

constitution and can no longer rise to the spiritual “ ( Source). In the book Secret Brotherhoods he gives more 

information on how this is going to be implemented:  FUTURE ZOMBIES. RUDOLF STEINER 1923 PROPHECY: A 

VACCINE TO SEVER THE SPIRITUAL CONNECTION IN MANKIND 

Comparing Rudolf Steiner’s vision of a society spiritually lobotomized by vaccines with what a French energetic 

healer had to say on the subject after treating someone vaccinated by the CoViD-19 jab, is frightening in its 

concurrence:  

I held a session with a person who had received the first and second dose of the vac. I had already treated this person 

energetically, but I did not know that she had taken the vac. When I started the treatment, I immediately noticed the 

change, very heavy energy coming from their subtle bodies. The scariest thing was when I worked on the heart 

chakra, I connected with her soul, so she was detached from the physical body, she had no contact and it was as if 

she was floating in a state of total confusion. Damage of the consciousness that loses contact with the physical part, 

so with our biological machine, there is no more communication between them. During the treatment, this soul told 

me that it no longer felt the body and had the impression of floating in a deep malaise. The energy I was working 

with, the energy of their energy field, was very heavy and you could feel these substances that are very stressful for 

the subtle bodies. I continued the treatment by sending light to the heart chakra, the soul of the person, but it 

seemed that the soul could not receive any more light, frequency or energy. It was a very powerful experience for me. 

Then I understood that this substance is in fact used to detach the consciousness, so that this consciousness can no 

longer interact through this body that it has in life, where there is no more contact, no more frequency, no more light, 

ABSOLUTELY AMAZING SPIRITUAL ANALYSIS OF THE COVID VACCINES WITH NUMEROUS REAL 

LIFE EXAMPLES FROM ENERGY AND ALTERNATIVE HEALERS AND IN DEPTH INTERPRETATIONS OF 

THE WORKINGS ON A SPIRITUAL LEVEL. INCREDIBLE SOURCE OF INFORMATION! HIGHLY 

RECOMMENDED! “CORONA VACCINES FROM THE SPIRITUAL PERSPECTIVE. CONSEQUENCES 

ON SOUL AND SPIRIT, AND THE LIFE AFTER DEATH” BY THOMAS MAYER. IT’S A FREE PDF. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0G0uBvS1gI
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy_commons/comments/v5d08a/in_the_future_we_will_eliminate_the_soul_with/
https://youtu.be/Vnp1d16o3iE
https://youtu.be/Vnp1d16o3iE
https://vaccineliberationarmy.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Thomas-Mayer-Corona-Vaccines.pdf
https://vaccineliberationarmy.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Thomas-Mayer-Corona-Vaccines.pdf
https://vaccineliberationarmy.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Thomas-Mayer-Corona-Vaccines.pdf
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no more energetic balance or spirit. Then I started to cry for that soul because it was something that touched me 

deeply, a very powerful experience. I didn’t say anything to the person because I didn’t know how to say it and if they 

would have understood. I realized that it is not only polluting the subtle bodies or the physical body, but it is 

something to do with our soul. The purpose is to damage and try to destroy the contact with consciousness. What 

Steiner said is exactly that. It is not just about damaging the immune system.” The practitioner treating the subject 

had a second session with them not long after. In their professional opinion as a spiritual practitioner, deterioration 

of a highly disturbing nature had set in, which they describe in the following account: There has been another change 

and again a deterioration, both in the severity and in the energy that their energy field transmits, but most 

importantly there has been a very significant decrease in frequency. At the moment he is not showing any physical 

symptoms on the physical body. As for the situation manifesting on the energetic level and especially the soul, it has 

been confirmed that the soul has been expelled from the physical body, it is still bound by the so-called cord, but it 

confirms that it no longer interacts with the physical, emotional and mental body, there is no longer any kind of 

communication. The soul is no longer able to manage these three bodies, to continue its process of incarnation and 

evolution, precisely because this contact has been broken.” 

This concurs with a story that emerged from AstraZeneca’s CoViD-19 vaccine trials. AstraZeneca revealed details of 

its large coronavirus vaccine trials, the third in a wave of rare disclosures by drug companies under pressure to be 

more transparent about how they are testing products meant for human use. The release comes after a second 

vaccine test volunteer “Developed neurological problems.” According to sources who claim to be familiar with the 

vaccine trials, the second volunteer suddenly announced after receiving his shot, “They’ve killed God; I can't feel God 

anymore—my Soul is dead.” (Source) 

The following was posted to Reddit: Via Jim Stone – Sept 13, 2021 

I don’t know how else to put this. I had my second dose of Pfizer two weeks ago and I’ve become convinced there is 

something in these vaccines that cuts people off from spirit. 

It’s like my consciousness has been leashed and life has turned the volume down real low. I had an intense spiritual 

awakening about 2 years ago triggered by psychs and it’s like all the connection I gained has been erased. I think this 

is some kind of evil alien tech I’m not even joking. Like Law of One Orion type shit, to stop us ascending whatever that 

means. I can’t describe the change in my awareness, I struggle to believe it myself. Like my Mode of Operation has 

been changed. I’m lucky I’m even conscious of it, because I feel like most people aren’t really in touch with spirit and 

wouldn’t notice anything wrong. For me this is hell. And I know some of you know what I’m talking about when I say I 

feel like I’ve betrayed my soul’s mission. It’s like there is no forgiveness for me, I’ve failed and allowed myself to fail 

knowing something was wrong, I didn’t have faith. Part of me thinks I did this on purpose because my connection was 

so painful. But nothing is worse than this, I’d rather be suffering. 

I can no longer: 

 Feel empathy, or deep emotion, heartfelt emotion. You know that thing in your chest where you feel, 

physically, not intellectually. It’s gone. No love, happiness, sadness, anger, anything. No compassion. 

 Transcend myself in meditation, feel infinity, God and the like. Like I’ve been reduced to my 5 senses, and 

even those have been diminished. 

 Feel my intuition at all, no gut feelings whatsoever, it’s like I’m completely blind. 

 Feel music, art, food. Be passionate about anything, have motivation for anything, I don’t even feel hungry or 

tired, I feel nothing. Not a numbness, not a dissociation (I’ve had both), but a straight up lack, a severance to 

that spark that animates our inner lives. 

 Lucid dream, astral project, even feel my energetic body at all. It’s like it has dissipated. 

 Sleep properly at all, and when I do it’s like I can’t enter as deep a sleep as I used to. 

 Breathe or yawn as deeply as I used to?? Which may seem unrelated but breath = prana = 

lifeforce…ygmThanks 

Basically I feel like a bot. If anyone knows ANYTHING about this or how to reverse it. I’ve seen all the shit about 

funvax and whatever, if this is science it has to be reversible somehow. Hopefully if I don’t take boosters and work on 

https://www.academia.edu/57584451/Vaccines_Devised_To_Delete_the_God_Gene
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my connection I might be able to improve it. If anyone has been through the same or knows anyone who has, DM me. 

I had an extremely strong intuition (last one I’ve felt) telling me I would basically die if I took this dose, but my mother 

is my weak spot and I caved to her (doesn’t help that I’m financially dependent on her etc.) but honestly I should’ve 

become homeless rather than do this. Now I’d rather become homeless than ever take a booster shot. There is no life 

without love and yet that is the life I’m now living. So yeah. If anyone had their doubts about the vax, here is my 

theory on what it does, based on personal experience. 

Yet, at least some spiritual activists claim that the vaccines have not affected their health or spiritual life and 

abilities: What Happened to My Chakras After My Covid Vaccine? 

SPREADING THE INFORMATION 

The Covid pandemic was fake, but the vaccine pandemic is real. 

Based on all the information received on:  

 the real contents of the mRNA vials, 

 Pfizer’s own documentation on the results of their trials (https://phmpt.org/) , 

 the information received by now on the adverse effects from the vaccines, 

 the analysis of the increased radiation and body/mind/emotions manipulation risk coming from the illegal 

Bluetooth chipping  

it is correct to claim that generally vaccinated people have very slim chances of survival in the next few years. Quite 

interestingly, the predicted number by the military website Deagel.com of the remaining population in the UK for 

the year 2025 of 16 million people (see p. 63, attachment 9) is very close to the number of people who refused to 

take the vaccine, which is around 21 million people. There’s practically zero chance of survival for all concerned if 

they are not informed on all the health risks coming from the vaccines. The only exceptions can be those who 

received a placebo and also the cases where for some specific cases there might have been some specific protective 

mechanisms for the body that could possibly prevent serious damage. Spreading this information to the entire 

population is the FIRST AND ONLY hope for survival. The more people looking for a solution, the more opportunities 

will become available. There are some recommended treatments available at the moment, but the only way to 

receive full information on the results from them is to make the information from the dangers of the mRNA vaccines 

available to the entire population. This information and most importantly the solutions for healing should be spread 

with the same diligence as the one applied about the Covid virus danger during the covid pandemic.  

INTRODUCING BREAKTHROUGH MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY THAT WILL ALLOW A COMPLETE HOLISTIC APPROACH 

FOR WHOLE BODY DIAGNOSIS 

The Covid19 scam was able to be played out, because of a lack of complex, systematic medical approach for each 

case. By limiting the test activity to detecting just a single virus people could be manipulated into the wrong 

direction regarding their health status. But if people have  regular access to equipment through which they can easily 

have a complete picture of their entire health status it will be much harder to manipulate them in this aspect. 

Luckily, such type of equipment is already available and if introduced on a larger scale can bring the health care 

system to a much higher level than ever before. Here’s one example of such new technologies.  

 

The 3D-NLS mobile medical equipment is unparalleled research equipment recognized by modern medicine, which 

allows tracing any conditions in the body by detecting the wave characteristics of the tissues. It is the most precise, 

informative and safe method for overall body examination.  

The 3D-NLS technology is a combination of: 

https://medium.com/change-your-mind/what-happened-to-my-chakras-after-my-covid-vaccine-c30a6e0d99a5
https://phmpt.org/
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 Complete quantum frequency diagnostic tool of every system and organ of the body down to its 

subcellular and molecular structures. This type of quantum resonance equipment allows for the early 

diagnostics and registration of negative trends long before the disease has appeared in the body thus 

bringing onto the technical level for mass application the most ancient eastern knowledge of early 

diagnostics by evaluation of the energetical level of the organism. 

 Individual selection tool for medication, foods, drinks, phyto preparations, crystals, homeopathy, dietary 

supplements and essences. It determines on frequency level which ones are best for you. 

 Direct frequency healing instrument – generating healing frequencies for a specific system or organ. 

 Frequency transfer (bio-programing) instrument of healing qualities of medicines and preparations onto 

bio-carriers like water, spirits or sugar.  

This equipment in most cases is practically a substitute for the known medical technologies like ultrasound, CT and 

MRI (NLS vs Ultrasound) and in some areas, like mobility, simplicity of use, safety and determining energy levels is 

even better.  

The equipment is extremely compact, can be transported with a suitcase and diagnostics can be completed 

everywhere. The price of this equipment is only a fraction of other medical equipments like ultrasound scanner, CT 

and MRI.  

 

 

Further advantage of the 3D-NLS technology is the minimal training time for work with the equipment. According to 

the Metatron 3D-NLS equipment and software producer (the original company, which introduced the technology to 

the world) the training time for working with their equipment is just 16 hours compared to 144 for Ultrasonography 

and 1960 for MRI/CT.  

An incredibly fast diagnostics of just 10 seconds is claimed on the website of the US based Biostar 3D-NLS producer. 

This is due to a unique technology that applies the Tesla flat coil principle for the fast download of information. The 

Biostar technology also allows for the work with animals, plants and water. The technology can make diagnosis from 

a distance by using DNA carrier like human hair.  

http://www.3d-nls-health-analyzer.com/vs-ultrasound-study
https://metatron-nls.ru/metatron/
https://www.biostar-nls.com/biostar-q-vs-zyto.html
https://www.biostar-nls.com/biostar-q-vs-zyto.html
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This technology, if applied on a large scale in society, will bring a completely new era in the area of healthcare and 

will give people a new, much deeper understanding about their health and will help preventing further 

manipulations from the big pharma industry like the one we’ve experienced with the Covid19 pandemic. Because of 

its simplicity, comparatively low cost, easy diagnostics with pre-loaded ready database of solutions, quick diagnosis 

abilities and comparatively short training time this solution may allow people to have regular checks on their entire 

health system at a large number of convenient locations in their living areas. This way people can develop a high 

level of understanding regarding their health with a clear picture of its holistic nature and will be much less 

susceptible to manipulative initiatives regarding their health.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLAIMED TO DETECT A SINGLE VIRUS 

(COVID19): 

(There is plenty of evidence that it doesn’t 

do this, but for the purpose of illustrating the 

mechanisms of big pharma’s medical tyrrany 

through this technology we’ll accept for a 

moment that it does).  

MEDICAL TYRANNY PSYCHOLOGY APPLIED:  

 

THE IDEOLOGY: 

ISOLATION OF A SINGLE HEALTH FACTOR 

from the entire system and drawing wrong 

conclusions on the consequences.  

CONCENTRATING peoples’ attention on ONE 

factor. DIVERTING the attention from the 

picture of the entire SYSTEM of human’s 

health.   

 

THE PICTURE PRODUCED IN THE MIND: 

One single virus that is more powerful than 

the entire body. People need to constantly 

check for such different viruses and threats – 

each one separately.  

 

THE FEELING AFTER THE EXPERIENCE: 

I’m HELPLESS in front of ANY accidental 

SINGLE virus (or factor) from the 

environment. To prevent the danger I need 

to constantly worry about the next possible 

virus, parasite or bacteria.  

COMPLETE DIAGNOSIS OF ALL SYSTEMS: 

Nervous, Cardio-vascular, Digestive, Respiratory, 

Endocrine, Urogenital, Locomotor and Skin. 

Blood analysis, viral presence, energy levels. 

HEALING MODALITIES 

 Option for generating frequencies that destroy 

parasites, viruses and bacteria 

 Can program water or other bio-carriers with 

healing qualities for later consumption 

THE IDEOLOGY: 

The entire body is a WHOLISTIC SYSTEM. Best 

diagnostics and health care is to look at the ENERGY 

LEVELS of the different elements (Eastern medicine 

approach applied through modern technology), so 

that we can detect the trends before even the disease 

has manifested.  

THE PICTURE PRODUCED IN THE MIND: 

My health is a complex system with numerous 

elements and factors. When I have the right 

instruments I can always have a deep insight into it 

and the right control to keep it at high fit levels. 

 

THE FEELING AFTER THE EXPERIENCE: 

I know about my entire health system in depth. I’m 

empowered. I have more control than before. I’m 

more conscious about my energy, the finer levels of 

my health.  
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Links regarding the 3D-NLS technology: 

 Video Classes on the 3D-NLS technology  

 Metatron - The original mother company from where the 3D-NLS started  

o Video presentation of the Metatron technology / Second video presentation 

o YouTube channel  

 Biostar - The US 3D-NLS producer 

MED BEDS 

Med beds is a technology that is claimed to exist, but being 

kept still as a secret from the populations of the world. The 

reason why this information is being included here is the 

understanding of the principle that what the mind can think 

and believe it can achieve. The inner image and the hope are 

very important in the process of healing. The vision of the 

med beds is a stimulus for the people to get together and 

apply the consciousness based technologies and raise their 

understanding in the law of attraction. When more people 

believe and want a certain thing then it can be achieved 

easier and faster. It is a very well known fact to all people 

with higher awareness that the medical industry is spending a 

lot of money in hiding and destroying all sorts of effective 

treatments in order to keep people sick and make monstrous 

amounts of profit. Who knows, the med beds might actually 

be real, but until we tolerate the current fraudulent big 

pharma and medical system we will never be able to find out. 

We need to raise our consciousness and reject entirely the existing current fraudulent and corrupt medical system 

and big pharma parasites in order to find out what indeed has been kept as a secret from us all this time.  

Here is some info from the https://prepareforchange.net 

website: https://prepareforchange.net/2022/01/14/med-

beds/ . It’s quite interesting to read the deep details about 

this technology and the plan for implementation in real life 

once the current fraudulent government and medical 

system is taken down. Here’s part of it: 

WHAT IS A MED BED? 

Med Beds. They use a technology to transform your body to 

its optimum health by using the original codes in your DNA. 

This technology has been tested. With this technology, our 

society will move to focus on wellness rather than illness in 

the medical field.  There will be no reason for any industry 

to profit from illnesses.  With the Med Beds, every human 

being will be able to freely restore health and live a healthy 

life into older ages than we’ve recently been able to 

experience. 

Technology. This technology has been available for 50 years and is perfectly safe. The Secret Space Program has 

successfully used it over the last 50 years. 

 

file:///C:/Users/BG/Documents/_Manu/•%09https:/www.youtube.com/channel/UCHriJ9wimq9V2DO3Q_CLuBw
https://metatron-nls.ru/metatron/
https://youtu.be/STTkO4UtLI8
https://youtu.be/GIF-pWaZ2Nw
https://youtube.com/user/MetatronIPP
https://www.biostar-nls.com/
https://prepareforchange.net/
https://prepareforchange.net/2022/01/14/med-beds/
https://prepareforchange.net/2022/01/14/med-beds/
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TREATMENT ABILITIES 

 Health Benefits. Med Beds can correct patient medical issues to restore an individual’s body to optimum 

state. 

 Regrowing Organs. The beds can replace or grow limbs and organs. 

 New Bones and Healing. For those who have a prosthesis, the prosthesis will be removed by the bed and 

dissolved so beneficial healing can be carried out. 

 Surgery. Surgeries in the Med Beds will give immediate results. For example, a baseball pitcher needing 

surgery can get into a Med Bed and be ready to pitch very soon after the treatment. In actuality, they will be 

ready to pitch before they wake up and get out of the Med Bed. 

 VAX Damage. The beds can reverse the 

damage caused by the vax, however those 

who are unvaxxed and have natural injuries, 

their injuries will be a priority. 

 Heart Patients. Med Beds heal heart issues 

of all types. 

 Addictions. Yes. Addictions can be 

healed.  But people will still need to work 

on why they became addicted in the first 

place. 

 Dissolving of surgery added pieces. The 

beds will dissolve any surgically added 

pieces and repair the damage, returning the 

body to the healthy state before the issues 

began. 

 Chemo. The Med Bed not only heals the 

damage done from chemo but returns the 

body to complete health removing all 

abnormal growths. 

 Allergies. Allergies will be eliminated. 

 Dentistry. All Dental issues will be repaired. And teeth will regenerate.  Teeth will also restraighten if 

needed. 

 Overweight. Yes. You can return to your ideal weight.  

 Vision & Hearing. Yes. Your vision and hearing can return to its optimum state. Cataracts can be corrected as 

well. 

 Scars. Scars will be repaired and will disappear. 

 Schizophrenia. Mental issues can be repaired. 

 Autistic. Autistic kids can be helped with healing. 

 Ortho. Ortho issues such as the adjustment of bones and bone correction will be handled as well. 

 Depression. DEPRESSION will be helped gradually. Eventually an individual will have to deal with the trauma 

in a positive way. There will be many spiritually trained counsellors both human and non-human to help 

anyone with depression. 

 Improvements. Med Beds can make someone more empathetic, intelligent, etc. Additional languages can be 

learned/downloaded as well.  It is important however, to have a reason to use the improvements you are 

requesting for download.  For instance, there wouldn’t be a reason to download all languages on this planet 

if you don’t plan to use them.  And a big part of the experience on this planet is the process of learning the 

knowledge that you need. 

 Perfect Health. Beds will restore your body to optimum health. 

 Heal the Mind. When you heal the mind, you heal the body. 
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 Vitality. The Med Beds return individuals 

to optimum health. If you are 80 years of 

age for example, you will have the best 

health for and 80-year-old. That doesn’t 

mean you will be as agile and fit as if you 

were 30. Age regression is possible to 

extend your life.  Not everyone will be 

approved for age regression.  It’s not 

something that is taken lightly.  It will be 

approved for the right purposes. 

 Issues from Birth. The beds can correct 

issues that even showed up at birth. 

 DNA. Med Beds will reverse genetic 

expressions that are turned off such as 

MTHFR, estrogen dominance, and 

methylation issues with the detox and 

cleanup of DNA. 

 ADDITIONAL PHYSICAL CHANGES 

 Hair. You can change your hair color and 

your hair growth. 

 Eye. You can change your eye color.  Eyesight and eye issues can be repaired as well. 

 Height. Your height can be changed however, only under extreme circumstances. 

 Gender. Med Beds can switch gender back to your original gender if desired. 

 Memories. All memories will return if they were subdued. 

 Tattoos. Med Beds can remove tattoos. 

 Teeth. Teeth can be straightened and regrown. 

 Smoking. Med Beds can undo damage from years of smoking. 

 Knowledge. Information downloads are possible. Any information can be downloaded to your brain 

including other languages.  However, part of the human experience is the acquiring of knowledge. 

MENTAL TRAUMA 

 What is Excluded? Mental and emotional trauma will not be fixed. The technology can suppress the 

memories but at some point, you will need to deal with the trauma. 

 Ascension. It seems that the Med Bed only fixes the physical body, but the emotional and mental issues is 

something that each person will need to work on themselves. Obviously working on those issues is what 

makes an individual raise their vibration. So perhaps, having a machine to do that would hinder the 

ascension-process for the person.  That might be why the Med Bed stays focused on healing the physical 

body. 
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SUGGESTED TREATMENTS FOR THE mRNA VACCINE 

Here are some suggested protocols from the internet for combating the adverse effects from the mRNA shots.  

Before going into the healing and detoxifying process here’s once again the list of recommended videos in order to 

get full understanding of the issue: 

1. WATCH THE WATER is a MUST SEE video, where Dr. Bryan Ardis gives a series of evidence that both the 

SARS 2 covid virus and the mRNA vaccines are bio-weapons that contain synthesised king cobra toxic venom. 

Therefore any means that can neutralize a snake’s venom has the potential to neutralize both the 

consequences from the “COVID virus” and the mRNA shots. 

2. The best summary of over 20,000 hours of research from teams from all over the world about the 

telecommunication system installed in the vaccinated, which can be detected through the Bluetooth 

scanning method is in this video. A MUST SEE:    

LA QUINTA COLUMNA CONFIRMS WHAT’S IN THE VACCINE  

3. 5G APOCALYPSE – THE EXTINCTION EVENT. 5G was launched during the lockdown to combine with the 

action of the mRNA shots, more specifically with the graphene oxide and with the operating system that are 

contained in the vials. But did you know that 5G all by itself is powerful enough electro-magnetic bioweapon 

to wipe out not just humanity but even life in the areas where it functions? A MUST SEE.  

 

LIST OF PROPOSED PROTOCOLS 

1. A wonderful colourful leaflet from Dr Naseeba Kathrada with a post COVID vaccination supplement guide 
can be found here: http://tiny.cc/after-the-vax 

2. NUTRITION PROTOCOL TO DEACTIVATE GRAPHENE OXIDE  
This nutrition protocol is a compilation shared by different experts, including David Wolfe. 

 Quercetin or Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ): Quercetin works like HCQ. One of its mechanisms of action is 
that it blocks the ‘virus’ (with spikes around it) from attaching. These two supplements will help with 
spike protein damage and apply to most organs of the body but not all. 

 Ivermectin: Ivermectin blocks spike proteins from attaching to the cell membrane. (Alternative is Neem 
Oil.) 

 Dandelion Leaf: Dandelion Leaf Extract blocks spike proteins from attaching to cell membranes. 

 Chlorine Dioxide (CDS) or Miracle Mineral Supplement (MMS): Chlorine dioxide neutralizes and 
eliminates the spikes. 

Between a blocker (HCQ, Quercetin, IVM, Dandelion, etc), and a neutralizer (CDS/MMS, Ozone, NAC), I 
prefer a neutralizer because it eliminates the spikes rather than merely blocking it. (I suggest) alternating 
this with NAC (in case there is Graphene Oxide transmission). I worry that the blocked spikes will 
continue to circulate and reach the brain and cause all sorts of mental illnesses (Dr. Malone, Bahkdi, 
Tenpenny, Mikovits). 

Most people prefer Chlorine Dioxide (CDS) to de-magnetize the body and NAC along with fennel and star 
anise teas or white pine tea. You can buy the seeds and stock up as the FDA is trying to ban some herbs 
and seeds. 

Chlorine dioxide neutralizes the spikes. 

 NAC (N-acetyl cysteine) or Glutathione neutralizes the GO, as well as spikes to some extent. 

For protection, I will alternate use of Chlorine dioxide and NAC. That is until I know more. 

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2022/04/world-premiere-watch-the-water-full-movie/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BQYZU2epFxlR/
https://youtu.be/C2Z_cSL24eo
http://tiny.cc/after-the-vax
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This is the updated Nutrition protocol to protect those who’ve been injected with spike protein, 
graphene oxide and mRNA. The same protocol is also useful to protect those concerned with the spike 
protein and graphene oxide shedding coming off those who’ve been injected. 

We now have evidence of the latest injections containing: mRNA, spike protein, graphene oxide, SM-
102, and numerous other potentially toxic substances. Also, some – but not all – injections appear to be 
higher in graphene oxide and some appear to be saline placebos. 

We also have evidence that this protocol works as we are compiling the testimonials of numerous 
people who were hospitalized or injured after injection and have recovered. 

If you know someone who has been injected and requires help, please provide them with this Nutrition 
Protocol: 

Coated Silver (1-6 drops per day, depending on degree of exposure) (Coated silver blocks the sulphur-
bearing protein on the spikes from entering the cell. Sulphur-rich amino acids on the spike protein 
interact with silver causing them to fold incorrectly). 

NAC (N-acetyl cysteine) (accelerates detoxification and is considered a producer of the super 
detoxifier glutathione in the body) Dosage: 1200-2400 mg per day on an empty stomach. NAC is 
recommended to detoxify graphene oxide and SM-102. NAC is tough to find after the FDA recently made 
it illegal to purchase over the counter in the USA. 

3. ELIMINATING HEAVY METAL INJURIES FROM THE VACCINES  
Folium PX an effective product for detoxing from heavy metals from vaccines  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/s2NWrKJWsk6L/  

 

4. TOP FIVE recommended substances to mitigate damage from mRNA vaccines from 

thetruthaboutvaccines.com website (https://thetruthaboutvaccines.com/stop-damage-mrna-vaccines/ ) 

 

5. SURAMIN FOR DEACTIVATING THE SPIKE PROTEIN  

Suramin is found in Pine needle tea. Pine needle tea can solve the shedding, the clotting and the RNA replication 

issues caused by the spike protein and also other benefits like really high dosage of vitamin C and antioxidants: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TMmGYlUnmind/  

 

6. DNA-RNA REGENESIS – THE MIRACLE IS UNVEILED 

Dr Christina Rahm & Clayton Thomas 

https://lazarusinitiative.com/free-bonus-dna-rna-miracle/  
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